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By DEBBIE N. LEE
Staff Writer
The Murray Independent Board of
Education named Charles Henry Cobb
Jr. as the system's head band director
in a surprise move which stunned approximately 50 band students and
parents who had come to the meeting to
demonstrate their support of the appointment of associate band director
James Wright to the head post.
Cobb succeeds James "Buddy"
Light, who resigned the position June 12

after eight years with the system, two
of which were as head director. Light,
who cited the board's continued cutbacks in funding for the program as the
reason for his decision, accepted a
similar position at East Hardin High
School in Elizabethtown.
The new director has served as instrumental music instructor with the
Hardin County Schools in Savannah,
Term., since August 1977. His responsibilities included directing the Central
High School marching,concert and jazz

bands and supervising junior high kind
elementary instrumental music.
Superintendent Robert Glin Jeffrey
recommended Cobb to the board following an hour-long executive session
which included the band director selection committee composed of Murray
High School principal W. A. Franklin,
Murray Middle School principal Larry
Salmon, director of curriculum
Doralyn Lanier and Jeffrey. In addition
to the board members, board attorney
William Donald Overbey attended the
session.

day was the case in
ICE CREAM CONTEST — Lots of ice cream on a hot
Participants included (from
the ice cream eating contest at the Jaycee fair.
; Bill Marcum,
left) Sammy ParkersaWSIP Radio; Joe Kelso, Jaycee president
Shropshire,
Jim
and
Prescott
Morris
and
deputy;
Calloway County Sheriff's
Murray firemen.

Many of those present at the meeting
fired questions concerning Cobb's
employment to Jeffrey and board
chairman Don Henly following the
meeting. A heated discussion ensued
with individuals expressing the opinion
that the board had made a decision
without considering the wishes of the
band members.
"Any decision that we make we hope
is one which will enhance our programs," Henry said. "The Murray
High Band has a most oustanding pro-

show at the
CATTLE SHOW WINNERS — Taking first places in the cattle
Steely, junior
Leland
left)
(from
were
fair
Jaycee
County
Murray-Calloway
Kathy Jo
champion Jersey; Ben Brumley, reserve grand champion; and
Stubblefield, grand champion Jersey.

gram, and we feel the decision that was
made will continue that tradition."
Arvin Crafton, president of the Band
Boosters, an organization of parents of
band members, said, "I think the concern of everyone is for the total program. We don't know anything about
this man."
A native of Union City, Term., Cobb,
42, holds three degrees in music education — a bachelor's degree from Murray State University, a master's degree
from Eastern New Mexico University
and a specialist in education degree
from George Peabody College for
Teachers.
Prior to ,his employment in Savannah, he served 10 years as instrumental
music instructor with the Sheffield City
Schools in Sheffield, Ala., seven years
as instrumental music instructor with
the Milan City Schools in Milan, Tenn.,
and one year as area manager and
salesman with Woodco Products,
Brentwood, Tenn., a company
specializing in fund-raising products.
During his tenure as director at
Savannah, Sheffield and Milan, Cobb's
bands have won 171 awards in parade,
field, concert and jazz competition, 118
of which were superior or first place.
The new director has also adjudicated numerous marching contests
including the Contest of Champions in
Murfreesboro, Term.
Wright met privately with Franklin
and Jeffrey following the group's confrontation with the board: Wright, who
has served as associate band director
for the past year, previously served as

Stubblefield Farm Wins
Big In Jersey Contest
The Stubblefield Jersey Dairy Farm,
Route 5, Murray, was the big winner in
the jersey cattle show Monday at the
Murray-Calloway County Jaycee Fair.
The Stubblefield captured 10 first
places in the competition.
Class winners were Stubblefield Jersey, pallor
calf. intermediate alit, senior calf, Junior yearling.
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very hot
Mostly sunny very hot and
humid today. High 100 to 105.
Partly cloudy and warm tonight.
Low mid 70s to around 80. Sunny
and not quite as hot on Thursday.
High mid to upper 90s.
LAKE LEVELS
Lake Barkley
Kentucky Lake

358.47
358.50

and
senior yearling, three-year-old cow, five-year
of
older cow, get of sire, dairy herd and produce
cow;
-old
two-year
dam, Murray State University,
cow.
ar-old
four-ye
Jersey,
Paschall
and
six
Agronomy class winners were Mike Miller,
of
ears,o( yellow corn, Mitch Jackson, three stalks
Ron•
pepcorn
of
stalks
any variety, Bill Hurt, three
Terry
nie Jackscin wheat, oats and timothy seed;
Wyatt. six stalks of any soybean variety and one,
sucker,
Sherwood Potts, alfalfa block, block of grass hay,
leaf
heavy dark leaf, thin brown leaf, heavy brown
hay,
and heavy red leaf. Susan Potts, block of mixed
three
Billy Rex Paschall, dark fired and plate of
of
cucumbers slicing, Jason Chapman, burley, plate
three apples plate of three cucumbers pickling;
three
of
plate
and
leaf
David Potts, flyings, lugs,
brown
peaches, John Mark Potts, bp leaf and thin
Oina
leaf, Jamie Paschall, heavy brown leaf,
three
Darnell, basket of garden vegetables, plate of
of
plate
Hurt,
Treva
pears and most unusual gourds,
three Irish potatoes,
plate
potatoes,
white
Kathrine Ray, plate of Irish
green
of three banana peppers and plate of unshelled
and
beans, James Frazier, plate of three tomatoes

ATC WINNERS — Seven-year-old Tony Calendar, winner of the ATC stock
and top eliminator; and Larry Washam, winner of the ATC modified stock;
stand with 1980 fair queen Donna Swift.

See FAIR
Page I2-A,Column 5

Park Receipts Up From Last Year
while concession receipts were $1,487.33
above last year's figures.
The anticipated revenue gains
assisted in amending the 1980 operating
budget, Hohrnan said, following the announcement that the Calloway County
Fiscal Court had allotted only $41,000 to
the parks department in its 1980-81
budget.
The parks board had projected a
$45,000 allocation, the same amount

By DEBBIE N. LEE
Staff Writer
Swimming pool and concession
receipts at the Murray-Calloway County Park are running ahead of last year's
revenue, according to a report given by
parks director Gary Hohman to
members of the parks board Tuesday
afternoon.
As of July 6, pool income was
$6,325.76 over the same date last year,

allotted by•the Murray Common Council in its 1980 budget, when the parks
budget was prepared. The court, which
jointly funds the park operation with
the council, has traditionally thatched
the city's allocation.
Unlike the city and parks department, whose fiscal year is a calendar
year, the county's fiscal year runs from
See PARK
Page 12-A,Column 6

band director at Christian County High
School. Following that meeting, Jeffrey
said that Wright had not submitted his
resignation and would remain in the
associate director position.
Some of the band supporters indicated they feel the board's Tuesday
night action is one of a series of decisions during the last year and one-half
which they interpret as an attempt to
debilitate the program.
In April 1979, the board discontinued
a third band director's position. At that
time, band members and the Band
Boosters contended that the quality of
the program could not be maintained
with a cut in the number of directors.
Following a salary compromise
agreed to by the other two directors and
the board, the position was reinstated
for the 1979-80 school year. This April
the third post, occupied by Richard
McLendon, was again cut by the board.
Prior to the executive session, board
members increased school lunch prices
for the coming year by a !tickle. The
new prices will be 70 cents for Carter
and Robertson Elementary Schools, 75
cents for the middle school and 80 cents
for Murray High. Adult lunch prices
will remain at $1.
Glinda Jeffrey, food service director,
told the board that food companies had
indicated to her that their prices would
rise in the fall. In addition, Mrs. Jeffrey
pointed out that the state was proposing
a cut in the reimbursement to the
system for paying children and that the
cost of labor had risen 7 percent during
the past year.

Judge Reviews Appeal
To Census Officials
Calloway County Judge-Executive
Robert 0. Miller reviewed his appeal
with the U.S. Census Bureau regarding
the estimated population of the Kirksey
community in preliminary census
figures during Tuesday afternoon's
fiscal court meeting.
The preliminary Kirksey population
for 1980 was listed at 3,302, a 27.1 percent decrease from the 4,530 figure for
the area in 1970.
In a letter to Kent Frisbee, district
census manager in Owensboro, Miller
stated that "...there apparently are
some household forms that have not
been sent in or counted as yet."
Along with the possible population
decrease, the preliminary census also
showed that housing units increased by
1,200.
Miller added that "...the discrepancy
of housing units vs. population is reason
enough to ask for a recount...
"There have been no changes in the
Kirksey quadrant nor in the other
quadrants in the county. The Kirksey
area should indicate approximately the
same count in 1980 as in 1970 due to the
fact that we cannot account for the
depreciable difference in population in
that area and not in other county
areas."
In accordance with 1978 fund levels,
Miller said the county could lose about
$200 for each person not counted. He added that all persons not counted by the
census bureau should register in the

county judge's office in the courthouse.
Regarding other business, the court
members voted to take over
maintenance of Fairlane Drive in the
Fairview Acres subdivision subject to
the road being deeded to the county.
The action was brought about by petition for blacktopping the road that was
presented to the court by Henry
Buchanan, representing the residents,
homeowners and taxpayers of the subdivision.
4
1
The petition called for upgrading /
mile running north-south and 110 mile
running east-west from its present chip
and seal to blacktop and 210 mile running north-south on the extension from
subgrade gravel to blacktop.

Calloway Band To
Play For Carter's
Motorcade
The Calloway County High School
marching band has accepted an invitation to play for President Carter's
motorcade through Henderson County
Monday, Jul' 21, according to Johnny
Bohannon,assistant superintendent.
Bohannon said the invitation came
from Dr. Bill Rideout, superintendent
of the Henderson County school
systems. Bohannon added several other
bands also are scheduled to play.
The presidential motorcade is due
through downtown Henderson around
noon.
.wasastssr,7
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MES Asks Customers For Voluntary Cutback
lb

The Murray Electric System is asking its elastomers to cooperative in a
voluntary cutback of power consumption in light of a power emergency
declared by the Tennessee Valley
Authority.
TVA has declared the power
emergency after generating plant
breakdowns combined with air conditioning demands from a 100-degree heat
wave put a strain on its seven-state
electric system.
With only 19.6 million kilowatts of
generating capacity available, the
governmentowned utility expected a
demand of more than 21 million kw at 5
p.m. CDT Wednesday, Power Manager
Hugh Parris said.
"We hope to pick up some additional
power through purchases from
neighboring utilities," Parris said.
"However, they are facing the same
problems and we cannot be sure that
imported power will be available during the peak load periods."
Murray Electric System Superintendent Ron Underwood told the MES
board Tuesday afternoon that TVA
issued an appeal to its 2.7 million
residential, commercial and industrial
consumers to curtail all use of
nonessential electricity from 3 to 9 p.m.
through at least the remainder of this
week.
Without the voluntary cutbacks, officials said, TVA will have to curtail
(4
.

plant near Chattanooga.
Meanwhile, TVA received waivers
Tuesday from Alabama, the nuclear
Regulatory Commission and the Environmental Protection Agency on cooling water discharges from its Browns
Ferry nuclear plant.
Due to the heat wave, the threereactor plant near Athens, Ala., has
had to be operated at only a third its
capacity to avoid exceeding the 90degree temperature limit allowed for
the Tennessee River.

electricity to some industries, raising
the possibility of wide-scale layoffs.
Worried by reports the heat wave
already has killed 67 persons in Tennessee, officials, however, said air conditioning thermostats should be turned
up only if health is not threatened.
"We're especially concerned about
homes where elderly people reside,"
TVA spokesman Mike Butler said.
"They Should take measures to assure
they don't endanger their health by
reducing air conditioning too much."
For everyone else, though, TVA requested thermostats set no lower than
78 degrees. "If people can get by with
less than that, they ought to turn it
higher," Butler said.
TVA and the Murray Electric System
also asked its customers to limit cooking and avoid all use of hot water, electric driers, non-essential lights, appliances and other electrical equipment
between 3 and 9 p.m.
The power emergency, TVA's first
since August 1978, appeared likely
Tuesday after half its second-largest
facility, the coal-burning Cumberland
plant near Clarksville, broke down with
boiler tube leaks.
A half-million kw unit at the Widbws
Creek coal plant in Alabama then went
down with the same problem, followed
by a shutdown Tuesday night of one of
three working 350,000 kw generators at
the Raccoon Mountain pumped storage

The waiver puts the new limit at 93 .
degrees, which will allow TVA to more
than double — to 2.6 million
kw—Browns Ferry's power production,
Parris said.
Browns Ferry has the capacity to
produce 3.3 million kw at full throttle.
All of TVA's 29 hydroelectric dams and
38 oil-and gas-fired turbine generators
were operating at full capacity Tuesday.
Butler said the voluntary con-

servation measures, if widely adopted,
would shave 200,000 to 300,000 kw off
TVA's peak load. The next step would
be a 5 percent voltage reduction that
would add only slightly to the savings,
he said.

If TVA still finds its system overtaxed, it would then cut off some power to
industrial customers, Butler said. "If
an industry has to shut down because of
power reductions," he said, "then people are going to be out of work.".

Asa last resort, TVA has plans on the
drawing board plans for rotating
blackouts in which all but emergency
electricity would be cut off for up to two
hours at a time, officials said.
As the nation's largest electric utility,
TVA generates power for about 8
million residents in almost all of Tennessee; about one-fourth of Alabama,
Mississippi ani Kentucky and smaller
areas of Georgia, North Carolina and
Virginia.

Board Adopts Meeting Attendance Rules
The Murray Electric System board
has adopted guidelines to be followed
by members of the board in attending
various meetings of associations in
which the system holds membership.
The policy adopted by the board at its
regular meeting Tuesday:
Requires prior board approval for
any such trip.
Prohibits a board member frofn 'attending more than one such function in
a year if the expense exceeds $100 except on specific authorization of the
board.
Provides for reimbursement for
transportation and lodging and a $15
per day meal, allowance for board
members attending out-of-town
'meetings.

The resolution, adopted on a 4-1 vote,
does not apply to employees of the electric system.
The resolution was presented to the
board by board member George Weaks
who said,"We need to have a set practice to follow..so that everybody will
know what the guidelines are)."
Leonard Vaughn, a long-time
member of the MES board, was the only member who voted against the
resolution.
"I think the chairman of the board
should have the authority to send someone (to a meeting) withoug going
through the whole board," Vaughn
said. "I think you're taking to much
power away from the board chairman."

Vaughn said he feels it is important
for to have "layman" representation at
many of the meetings of various power
associations, particularly those involved in rate and research and development decisions.
Board chairman Mary Jane Jackson
pointed out that there are "very few
meetings that we don't discuss and
everybody knows about them in advance."
The original resolution did not provide for a meal allowance and the $15
per day amendment was offered by
board mentber Tonkrny Carroll.
"This resolution almost prohibits
anybody from going (to an out-of-town
meeting) unless they pay their own expenses," Vaughn said prior to the vote.

"It's the most ridiculous resolution I've
ever looked at."
In addition to Jackson, Weaks and
Carroll, the other member voting in
favor of the resolution was Murray
Common Council representative on the
board Dr. J. D. Outland.
In other action at Tuesday's meeting,
the board awarded the contract for
reroofing a district substation to Minter
Roofing of Benton. Minter's bid on the
project was $1,824 and carried a fiveyear warranty. Other bidders were
Swift Roofing of Murray, $1,750 and
Hannan Supply of Paducah, $3,043.
Superintendent Ron Underwood said
the Swift bid did not included a
gtulrantee and the Hannan bid carried a
two-year guarantee.
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JON ES BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Jones of
Murray Route 3 are the
--parents of a baby boy,
Jeremiah Dwain, weighing 10
pounds 611 ounces, measuring
fl inches, born on Saturday,
June 21, at 7:07 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Toy Lee Barnett of Murray Route 8, Basil Jones of
Almo 'Route I, and the late
Katie Rushing.
JOHNSON BOY
Dale Eugene is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs.
Johnny E. Johnson of
Louisville for their baby boy,
weighing eight pounds 3'i
ounces, born on June 15 at a
hospital there.
The mother is the former
Enterline of
Evelyn
Buchanan,Tenn.
_Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. John Johnson of Paris,
Tenn., and Mrs. Gertrude
Lindsey of Buchanan, Tenn.,
and the late Dale Enterline.
MORGAN BOY
A.liaby boy, Justin Edward,
weighing seven pounds nine
ounces, was born to Mr. and
Mrs. Carl E. Morgan,713 Hardy Street, Paris,Tenn., on Friday, June 27, at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The mother is the former
Mary Stanley.
Grandparents are Mrs.
Elizabeth Morgan and the late
.Henry Morgan, and Mr. and
Mrs. Earl Stanley, all of
Paris,Tenn.
Thru Thurs. 7 / 1 7
7,20,9,0a
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Community Events Listed
Wednesday,July le
Family Night vAill be at 7
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Jaycee Fair. Other
features of the day will be the
Holstein and Friesian Cattle
show at 10 a.m. and Open Rabbit Show at 5 p.m.
Twilight Cabaret will perform at—old beach house area
of Kentucky Dam Village
State Park at 8:30 p.m.
Lakeside Singers will sing at
Kentucky Dam Village State
Park at 8:30 p.m.
First United Methodist
Church Men will have a
father-child outing at the
home of Joe Keeslar, U. S.
Highway 641 North, at 6:30
p.m.
Murray-Calloway County
Mental Health and Mental
Retardation Board of Directors is scheduled to meet at 3
p.m. at me center, 702 Main
Streeet, Murray.
Activities for Seor Citizens.
will be held e\Ae..ae MurrayCallowas- ec ity Park from 10
a.m. to'. p.m.

II
'

Ill.".'. Karen Lee Brrnint
and Ilicluiel Dee Eldridge
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bynum of Murray announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Karen Lee, to Michael Dee Eldridge, son of Mr. and Mrs.
William Dee Eldridge,also of Murray.
the bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mrs. Irene Bynum
and the late Leemon Bynum, and of Riley Dunn and the late
Vera Maxine Dunn, all of Murray. She is a 1979 graduate of
Shiprock High School, Shiprock, N. M., and is presently
employed by the Westview Nursing Home, Murray.
The groom-elect is the grandson of Mrs. Eulala Eldridge
and the late Ed Eldridge of Murray,and of the late Rufus and
Helen Garner of Buchanan, Tenn. He is presently employed
by the Oaks Country Club, Murray.
The ceremony will take place on Saturday, Aug. 9,at 3 p.m.
at the groom-elect's residence. A reception will follow the
ceremony.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend the wedding
and the reception. No invitations will be sent.

Murray Shrine Clubwill
meet at 7 p.m. at the lodge
hall, Highway 121 North at
Johnny Robertson Road.

Local 1;4(.111 Sass—

Goad Ctr• 753-3314

1

August Wedding
Planned At Home

"

ISLAND
- -

Buy Economy.Cutsfor
Meat For A Barbecue

Thursday,July 17
Business and Professional
Women's Club is scheduled to
meet at 6:30 p.m. at the
Triangle Inn.
Memorial Baptist Church
Puppeteers will present programs at 8, 9, and 10 p.m. at
the Murray-Calloway County
Jaycee Fair.
Murray Women of the
Moose will meet at 8 p.m. at
the lodge hall on North 16th
Street.
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
Order of the Eastern Star is
scheduled to meet at 7:30 p.m.
at the lodge hall.

Twilight Cabaret will perform at old beach house area
of Kentucky Dam Village
State Park at 8:30 p.m.
Lakeside Singers will perform at Kenlake State Park at
8:30 p.m.

Twilight Golf and club
membership social will be
held at 5:30 p.m. at the Murray Country Club.
Hannah Circle of First
United Methodist Church
Women will have a picnic at
6:30 p.m. at the City-County
Park.
Memorial Baptist Church
Puppeteers will present a program at Rushing Creek Campground, Land Between the
Lakes, at 8:30 p.m.
"Two For the Seesaw" will
be presented by Purchase
Area Repertory Theatre at 8
p.m. at Ken-Bar Inn, Gilbertsville.
One-day consultative and
diagnostic hart clinic for
medically indigent children
will be held at the Calloway
County Health•Department,
Murray.

"The Man Who Came To
Dinner" will be presented at 8
p.m. at the old freight depot In
the City-County Park by the
local Community Theatre.
Events at Murray-Calloway
County Jaycee Fair will include beef cattle shows at 10
a.m, and horse show at 7 p.m.
Shopping day for Senior
Citizens will be held and call
753-0929 by 9:15 a.m. for morning shopping and by 11:30 a.m.
for afternoon shopping.
Douglas Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by the Senior Citizens
with lunch at 12 noon.
Activities by Hazel Senior
Citizens will be held from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. at the Hazel
Center with lunch at 11:45
a.m.

Suggs Family Reunion
Held, Tr -City Home
Roy and Dorthey Suggs
entertained at their home near
Tri City on Highway 94 for the
Suggs family reunion, the first
held in several years, on
Thursday,July 10.
All of the seven brothers and
sisters present, along with an
aunt, cousins, nieces, and
nephews.
They include Mrs. Ruth
Crittenden, Pilot Oak, her son,
Norman Crittenden, Memphis, Tenn., Mr. and Mrs.
Herbert(Sue Suggs) Phipps of
New Boston, Mich., Brian
Suggs and grandson, Kris,
Phoenix, Ariz,. Horace Suggs,

onion, mushroom or other
From The Desk Of
vegetables. The meat will
Jean W.Cloar
Events at Murray-Calloway
need to cook longer than the County Jaycee Fair will inCo. Ext. Agent
tasty
One
vegetables.
for Home Economies
Thru Thur.
clude Kiddies Day at 1 p.m., 4A barbecue doesn't need to marinade is commercial H and FFA Dairy Show at 12
7 00,9 10
destroy your food budget. Italian-style salad dressing.
noon, and local talent show at
By cutting- up a large 7 p.m.
MOM TO KAI
Many less expensive cuts of
NE HOE COST
meat can be used successfully economical beef cut, such as a
Of UVIPIC
chuck blade roast, you can get
on the grill.
Legion of Mary of St. Leo's
Marinating these cuts steaks to grill plus meat for Catholic Church will meet at
several hours or overnight will kabobs. Choose a roast which 10:30 a.m. at the church recmake them tender enough to is at least two inches thick and tory.
pounds
Thru Thurs. 7/ 31
barbecue. The marinade, weighs 3 -z to five
7 10.930
Cut away the round muscle
which is an oil and acid mixKnights of Columbus will
'NE SAC.•
ture, will tenderize the meat. which is farthest away from meet at 7:30 p.m. at Gleason
CONTINUES
two
into
it
With a marinade, the flavor the bone. Slice
Hall, St. Leo's Catholic Churgets into the meat while a steaks and grill to rare or ch.
sauce flavors only the surface. medium doneness. These are
Slide marinated cubes of excellent substitutes for rib
Junior Golf will be played at
beef or pork onto a skewer for steaks. The other pieces can 9 a.m. at the Murray Country
kabobs.
for
used
be
separate
Make
kabobs.
Club.
Thru Thurs. 7 / 1 7
To cut up this and other
skewers of green pepper,
Men's Stag Night will be at 6
7:05,9,30
roasts easily, partically freeze
p.m. at the Murray Country
)(NAN
the meat so you can cut the
Club with Al Kipp,Tom Emer11111.411
roast more easily across the
son, Dick Bidwell, and Larry
I111 101.1 Ls
GUESTS
PASCHALL
cubes.
small
into
grain and
11R(TIHLRS
Contri in charge of arMr. and Mrs. Ken Paschall
Meat from the seven-bone
..
Lauren, of Con- chuck roast can be cut up and rangements.
daughter,
and
Chestnut St •7534314
roe, Texas, have returned barbecued. Choose a roast at
CRAZY DAZE for high
home after visiting his least two inches thick and school students will be at 7
Open 7.45-Starr S:20
parents, Mr. and Mrs. James weighing about six pounds. To p.m. at the Calloway Public
Thru Thurs.
H. Paschall, and his sister, cut up, place with the bone ex- Library.
Bette Middle, is
Mrs. Nancy Hart, all of tension facing away from you.
Youth Summer Music ProThe Rose (R)
Tenn. While here
Puryear,
The top left muscle is the gram will be at 10 a.m, at the
8 20-i-12 45Sat
they were dinner guests of his most tender and can be sliced Memorial Baptist Church.
RMA RAE (PG)
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. across the grain into two
Sally Field 10 40
Hazel Senior Citizens will
Harvey Paschall, Puryear, steaks. The small section on
H way 121 S •753 331 d
Tenn. Also attending the din- the top right as well as the bot- meet from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
Thurs. Nite
ner was Mrs. Alvin (Mary) tom muscle can be cut up and the Hazel Center with lunch at
Alexander of Independence, marinated for kabobs. The 11:45 a.m.
Bargain Nite
Mo., sister-in-law of the long middle muscle can be cut
Two For The Seesaw" will
$5.00 Carload
hostess.
into four thin steaks, be presented by the Purchase
marinated and grilled.
Area Repertory Theatre at 8
To use the popular round p.m. at Ken-Bar Inn, Gilbertsteak, choose one that weights sville.
4 to
/
about five pounds and is 11
Events at Land Between the
142 inches thick. Cut away the Lakes will include From Pulp
largest muscle, marinate and to Paper from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
grill. Carve in thin slices at Empire Point, and Puttin'
across the grain for four to six Up Food at I p.m. at The
servings. The other sections Homeplace-1850.
can be marinated and used in
Lakeside Singers will perkabobs.
A medium fire should be us- form at Lake Barkley State
Savings Up To
ed for cooking these steaks Park at 8:30 p.m.
and kabobs. To test if the coals
Baptist Young Women of
are the right temperature,
hold your hand where the First Baptist Church will meet
meat will be. Count the at 7 p.m. with Mary Hocking.
0
50
seconds you can hold it there
Twilight Cabaret will percomfortably. For medium
fire, it should be three to four form at old beach house area
of Kentucky Dam Village
seconds.
State Park at 8:30 p.m.
BASIC MARINADE
cut catsup
"The Man Who Came To
4(
62 cup water
Dinner" will be presented at
to cup packed brown sugar
old freight depot in the Citycup cooking oil
County Park at 8 p.m. by the
L. cup white vinegar
Murray-Calloway County
1 onion, thinly sliced
One New Rack Of
4(
. 1 tablespoon Worcestershire Community Theatre.
•`.
sauce
s Sportswear
'
Children
Ellis Center will be open
1 V2 teaspoons liquid smoke
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for acvs teaspoon black pepper
tivities by the Murray Senior
1 lemon slice
Combine all ingredients. Citizens with lunch at 11:30
Place meat in a large plastic a.m, and table games at 12:30
Price
bag. Put bag in a bowl and p.m.
Downtown
Murray
Of
Located Across from Dank
pour marinade over meat in
At
Douglas Center will be open
the bag. Tie bag closed.
4t
for the
Mavinate meat several hours. from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
SETTLE-WORKMAN CO.* or overnight. Brush marinade Senior Citizens with lunch at
12 noon.
44.***********************, on during grilling also.
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Friday, July 18
Events at Land Between the
Lakes will include Puttin' Up
Food at 1 p.m. at The
Homeplace-1850, Night Visual
at 8 p.m. at Center Station,
and The Blue and the Gray at 2
p.m. at the Fort Henry;Trail.

Friday,July 18
Twin Lakers Good Sam
Recreational Vehicle Chapter
of West Kentucky will have its
monthly campout at Kentucky
Dam Village State Park with
Nix and Margery Crawford as
wagonmasters and T. G. and
Estelle Shelton as assistants.
A homemade ice cream supper will be held Saturday night
at the Crawford campsite.
Calloway County Chapter of
Full Gospel Business Men's
Fellowship will meet at 6 p.m.
at the Woodmen Hall. For information call Tim Scruggs.

Prudensville, Mich., Mrs.
Lorene (Suggs) Ferry,
Westland, Mich., Mrs. Nell
(Suggs) Delimata, Ferndale,
Mich., Mr. and Mrs. Eulas
Bailey, Dukedom, Tenn., Mr.
and Mrs. Luther Suggs, Lynn
Grove, Mrs. .Bill Waldrop,
Mrs. Oeida Burk, Sedalia,
Mrs. Rozell Pool and son, Ronnie Pool, Murray, Mr. and
Mrs. James Chirrup,
Romulus, Mich., and Mr. and
Mrs. Ronnie Outland, Murray.
A potluck dinner was served
at the noon hour. Another reunion is planned for 1981.

Former Murrayans To
Observe Anniversary

•

Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Tiller of South Roxano, Ill., formerly
of Murray, will observe their 50th wedding anniversary on
Wednesday, July 23.
A reception will be given in their honor by their children on
Sunday, July 20, at the Roxrena in Roxano,Ill.
All relatives and friends areInvited to call between the
hours of 2 to 4:30 p.m.
Their children are Mrs. Joseph Jew?) Blasioli, Mrs. Glenn
Tiller, Mrs. Melvin (Beverly) Hodge,and Phelp Tiller.

(If Interest l'i)

Senior Citizens

Fall Tour Is Planned
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A Fall Foliage Tour to the Great Smoky Mountains National Park has been planned for the Senior Citizens for Sept.
23 to 27.
The tour will include two nights at Gatlinburg, Tenn., a
visit to Silver Dollar City, one night at Bryson City, N. C., a
visit to Biltmore House and Gardens, one night at Chattanooga Choo-Choo Hilton Inn with one meal included, and
tickets to ride the incline to Lookout Mountain.
The group will make the tour by Brooks Bus. For more information call or write Thelma Nanney, Rt. 1, Box 178A, Benton, Ky.,42025, or call 1-527-7157.

Gospel Fellowship To
Hold Meeting Friday
The Calloway County Chaptet of the Full Gospel
Businessmen's Fellowship will meet Friday, July 18, at 6
p.m. at the Woodmen of the World Hall.
A dinner will be catered by the Triangle Inn. The group had
been meeting at the Triangle; but due to the large attendance
of more than 90 persons at the June meeting, the place had to
be changed to the Woodmen Hall.
Special guest speaker at the Friday program scheduled to
begin about 7:30 p.m. will be Dean Stevenson of Marion, Ill.,
who has a radio ministry,"Touching Jesus," there.
This meeting is open to all men, women, and children, according to Tim Scruggs, acting chairman. Others working in
the organization of the group include Gary Lamb, Nicky
Dunn, Roy Gene Dunn, Jeff Gordon, Donnie Peal, Kenny
Jackson, and Butch Turnbow, who may be called for information regarding the local chapter.

CORRECTION

Needlewoman's ad which ran in
Tuesday's paper of the Murray
Ledger and Times was incorrect. It should have read
Sale Ends July 19th.
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On All
Summer Merchandise
Clothing For The
Entire Family

Shopping for value? Make
Mellow Roast your choke, because
Mellow Roast has great coffee taste
at a price that's usually less than moat
leading national coffees. flow with this
coupon you can save 40C more.
With Mellow Roast Coffee and Grain

4
4
4

Beverage, you get delicious full-flavored
coffee taste without bitterness. That's
because of the country secret of
blending rich coffee with roasted grain
to smooth away bitterness.
So make Mellow Roast your choice
today and save 40C.

Mellow Roast"...ir.eat coffee taste without bitterness.
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Oak Grove Women
Hold Regular Meet

FOOD SERVICE WORKSHOP — The annual Western Kentucky School food Service
, Workshop, sponsored by the Kentucky State Department of Education, was held at
the Calloway County Middle School with over 200 food service personnel attending.
, Training sessions in new techniques of food preparation, changes in school lunch
requirements, and menu planning recommendations were held. Speakers included
Ms. Dale Gentner, recreation supervisor of the Paducah city park system; Philip Owen,
'1, Murray Fire Department; Bonnie Davenport, program director of Paducah; and Pat
Trevathan, Red Cross Safety Services Consultant. Attending from Murray City Schools,
t top photo, were from left, Lola Sherrill, Robertson; Ladeen Spann, Middle School; Glin'da Jeffrey, food services director; Mary Ryan, elementary principal; Lillian Gilbert, Carter; and Martha Dowdy, Murray High. Mrs. Dowdy presented the devotion for one of
,4 the all day sessions. Attending from the Calloway Schools, bottom photo, were from
: left, Carlene Torsak and Mildred Adams, Calloway Middle, and Ola Outland and Nancy Ingram, Calloway High.

The Baptist Women of the
Oak Grove Church met June
30 with Sara Bagwell with the
program being on the subject
of "World Hunger."
Delpha Taylor read the
prayer calendar with Hilda
Evitts closing with prayer.
The Bible study was on "The
Messenger Prays Sincerely."
Refreshments were served
by Mrs. Bagwell.
Others present were Jane
Morton, Clara Jean Paschall,
Youlonda Grooms, Freda
Humphreys, and Teresa
Evitts.
The next meeting will be
held Monday, July 21, at 8
15.m. with Jane Morton.

PADUCAH PATIENT
Mrs. Jean Kennedy has
been dismissed from Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Dismissed recently frnrn
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah,
was Mrs. Ophelia Mayer of
Murray.

Events Planned By Chapter
Plans for two coming activities sponsored by Chapter
M of the P.E.O. Sisterhood
were made at a meeting held
Saturday, July 12, in the home
of Mrs. Howard Titsworth.
Mrs. H. L. Oakley and Mrs.
Morgan Sisk were co-

Richerson Home Is
Scene Of Meeting

Wilson And Shupe Weddirig To Be
Solemnized, St. Jerome's Church

1

elect.
Hobbs and Mark Doom.
Tom Shupe will serve as
Miss Wilson has chosen her
sister, Joan Carter, as her best man for his brother.
matron of honor. Bridesmaids Groomsmen will be Alan
will be Jane Shupe, sister-in- Wilson and Tom Wilson,
law of the groom-elect, Ashley brothers of the bride-elect,
Hayden, aunt of the bride- Timothy Leary, and David
elect, Myra Reid, and Vickie Faulkner.
Ushers will be Steve
Carrico.
Terra Shupe, cousin of the Hayden, uncle of the bridebride-elect, will serve as elect, and Mark Wilson,
flower girl. Ringbearers will brother of the bride-elect.
A reception will follow the
be Bryan Wilson and Eric
Carter, nephews of the bride- ceremony at the cafeteria of
the Fancy Farm School.
2222222 020020000000000
All friends and relatives are
• invited to attend the wedding
and the reception.

Final plans for the wedding
Of Miss Helen Wilson,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Harold Wilson of Fancy Farm,
and Todd Shupe, son of Mr.
and Mrs. C. D. Shupe of Murray, have been completed.
The wedding will be Saturday, July 19, at 12 noon at St.
Jerome's Catholic Church,
Fancy Farm, with the Rev.
Walter Hancock officiating.
Pam Wilson will be organist
with special music by Kim

Artcraft Photography

../

Weddings
Frames
Portraits
One Day Processing:a

Jean Rictferson opened her
home for a recent meeting of
the Tau Phi Lambda Sorority
Unit 823...Woodmen of the
World.
Reports were given of the
activities of the Rangers and
Rangerettes including the
wiener roast an1I trip to
Miss
Opryland. The
Rangerette Pageant will be
held Oct. 12 at the WOW Hall.
The Welfare Committee
reported that place cards
were given to mothers at Fern
Terrace Lodge and at the
Long Term Care Unit of the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Plans for a July 12th fish fry
at Marilyn Herndon's home
were discussed.
The date of May 17, 1981,
was set for the Kentucky Little
Miss Pageant with committees and chairmen discussed.
Those present were Judy
Scruggs, Judy McCarty, Donna Garland, Sara Alexander,
Marlyn Herndon, Ann Spann,
Jean Richerson, and Dianna
Lyons.

hostesses for the luncheon
which preceded the meeting.
Tables were set with embroidered luncheon cloths and
were centered with arrangements of roses and other
summer blossoms.
Miss Susan Ramp, vice
president, presided at the
business meeting with Mrs.
Titsworth, chaplain, leading
devotions, reading from the
13th Chapter of John's Gospel.
Final arrangements were
made for the chapter's garage
sale to be held at the Paul
Sturm home, 503 Meadow
Lane, from 8 a.m., to 1:00
p.m., on Saturday, July 19.
Announcement was also
made of committee chairmen
for the Second Annual Taste of
Kentucky Luncheon for which
the Chapter will be host on
Sept. 20. Proceeds from these
Chapter activities will be used
for support of the Sisterhood's
Educational Projects and the
public's support of these projects will be appreciated.

McCord & Benton Vows
Planned Here Saturday

Miss Tern i
McCord,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Don
McCord, and Larry Benton,
753-0035
son of Mr. and Mrs. Jack Benrb
fl opeoea o a t ton, have completed plans for

118So.12th
ra

RESPIRATORY CLASS — Fourteen students graduated recently from the Paducah School for Respiratory Therapy
held at Paducah Community College. The ceremony was dedicated to the memory at,Dr. Jack Coyer, founding
medical director, and the graduation address was by Dr. Yaser Jaafar, medical director for the program. Graduates,
pictured, are Alicia Pilar Foy, salutatorian, Silvia Heichelbech, Jody Kennedy, Janie Lamb, valedictorian, Barbara
Legereit, secretary, Vickie Morgan, Tamara J. Overby, John Roberts, president, Steve Sasseen, Karen Smith, Teleesa
Smith, Tyran Trevathan, Pam Wallace,and Bobbie Weatherly. The graduate technicians must work for one year under medical supervision before taking a national certification examination. Special music was by Vickie Morgan and
Pam Wallace with accompaniment by Donna Menefee, a former graduate. Diplomas and pins were presented by
Jimmie Cunningham, RRT, program director, and David Bach, RRT, clinical coordinator, with Barry Whitledge, RN,
coordinator of allied health, serving as moderator.

Outfit yourself for success..
Minnens Velveteen Blazer
and Plaid Skirt
The Velveteen Blazer
classically styled in 100% cotton
velveteen. The luxury feel and designer
tailoring confirm your fashion authority.
reg. $69

Sale $56

their wedding on Saturday,
July 19, at 7 p.m..
The wedding will take place
at the home of the brideelect's parents in Kingswood
Subdivision. The Rev. Dr.
David C. Roos will officiate
and Mrs. Margaret P. Boone
will provide the music.
Miss McCord has chosen
Miss Mary Smock, Murray, as
her maid of honor.
Bridesmaids will be Miss Debbie' McCord and Mrs. Donna
Cathey, sisters of the brideelect.
Mr. Benton has chosen his
brother, David Benton, to
serve as best man.
Groomsmen will be Cliff Dibble and Donnie Guthrie.
The reception will follow the
ceremony on the lawn of the
McCord home.
Only out of town invitations
have been sent, and all friends
and relatives are invited to attend.

The afternoon's program
was presented by Mrs. Henry
McKenzie, whose topic was
"The Contribution of Women
to Poetry." She called attention to the verses of early
childhood, those which contributed to the ideals of 'teen
agers, and grouped other
writers of hymns, patriotic
verse, etc. Emphasis was
ed on the more famous
d-nineteentb Century
writers, including Rossetti,
Browning, Larcom and
Dickinson. Several members
of the group were asked to
read poems in the various
classifications.
14.71, I 1.114.
In attendance other than rholloren
Aleph
those named above were Mrs. MILly.
42071
Edward Coffman and Miss
Bernice Lutes of Madisonville; Miss Ann Herron and
Mesdames N. T. Beal, Robert
T. Bryan, M. P. Christopher,
Larrie N. Clark, Olga
Freeman, George S. Hart,'
John C. Quertermous, Harry
Sparks and F. A. Stubblefield.
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Sale $21 and $23
Layaway Now till Oct. 1st.
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Senior
Citizens
1-

WOODMEN OF THE WORLD
LIFE INSURANCE SOCIETY
HOME OFFICE OMAHA NEBRASKA

"The FAMILY Fraternity"'

0

°j)enecins

SPECIAL
FEATURES

Located In Holiday Inn
641 S. Murray, Ky.

,

MONDAY
RIB EYE
DINNER

Includes:
Potato, Bread,
& Salad Bar

Reg.
Price
5
9
For Only $
4
$7.50

SATURDAY
It's All You Can Eat!
SEAFOOD
BUFFET

Boiled & Fried Shrimp, Scallops, Crab Legs,
Frog Legs, Clams, Catfish, Salad Bar, Onion
Rings, Mushrooms, Steak Fries

$895

For Only

SUNDAY

,I

Come See
Your Friends

4-Meats, Vegetables
Dessert &
Salad Bar

SUNDAY
BUFFET

$450
Just

EVERY DAY
BREAKFAST
SPECIAL

Attend Program
A group of Murray ladies
went by the Calloway County
Senior Citizens van to Kenlake
State Park on Tuesday, July 1,
to hear the Lakeside Singers.
Attending were Calista
Clanton, Freda Butterworth,
Birdie Parker, Thelma
Parker, Opal Reeves, Gergia
Bailey, lade Wilson, Odelle
Vance, Chia Butterworth.
Judie Matis, Ver.lene Ezell.
Flora Ford, Annette Lale, and
Toopie Thomas.
Any group that would like an
outing to the lake may call 7530929 or 753-8274.

753-4377(Office)
753-7320(Nome)

ISIM118111111111011111allin
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The Plaid Skirt
richly designed in four gore
and half circle styles. An artists
palette of magnificent plaids.
Impressive to the touch.
reg $26 and $28

about why so many families
are becoming Woodmen
families. Let's talk about why
Woodmen membership
makes sense for your family.
Let's talk.

Breakfast Special
For

Try Our 3 Eggs
Fluffy Omelette
W/Biscuits & Gravy
Or One Egg W/Bacon

.I

$1 50

Biscuits And Gravy

Tenearis
Located In Holiday Inn
641 S. Murray, Ky.

A1b.

For Sale
8x10 Walk-In
Cooler

For Carry Out
Service Call

753-5986
Ask For Restaurant

•

•
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10 Years Ago
Airman First Class Richard A.
Baker, son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Mason Baker, has completed training
at Lackland Air Force Base, Texas,and
has been assigned to Fort Monmouth,
N. J.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Morris
Eura I Caldwell,59.
The Rev. C. E. Timberlake will be installed as pastor of St. John's Baptist
Church on Sunday.
Roy Beasley, Jr., is now the minister
of the Seventh and Poplar Church of
Christ. He succeeds Bill Threet who
recently moved to Dallas, Texas.
Mr. and Mrs. James R. Brandon announce the engagemit and approaching marriage of t aiir daughter,
Judy Gale,to John David
otherman,
son of Mr. and Mrs. John L. Smotherman.
Debbie Johnson, Talmadge Tutt, and
Thomas Banks, all of Murray, won
honors at the Hickman Horse Show held
July 11 at Hickman.

EDITORIAL

Heat Difficult For
Outdoor Workers
The current heat wave has
made the weather the prime
subject of conversation these
days.
As temperatures climb, so
does discomfort, as well as
electric usage ( vtd bills), plus
threatened damage to crops
and livestock.
We are fortunate not to have
suffered the tragedies which
have occurred in Memphis and
other cities where elderly indigents have locked themselves
in unventilated homes for fear
of a break-in and have met
death in the stifling heat.
Soaring temperatures have
affected some of our postmen
who walk their routes and utility workers, but precautions are
being taken to help cope with
the weather.
It is most difficult for those
who have to work out of doors

or in places which are not airconditioned. We tip our hats to
the ones who must face the daily heat as they go about their
regular duties — not only
postmen and utility workers,
but farmers, construction
employees, refuse collectors,
meter readers and others who
are carrying on with their jobs
in spite of the high
temperatures.
We would include in that list
our own newspaper carries who
brave the heat each afternoon
to deliver the paper to your
yard. Some of them are adults,
some young boys and girls, and
we depend upon them to bring a
successful end to our day's
work. Without their services,
the labors of our entire staff
would be in vain.
And you wouldn't have your
paper telling you how hot the
weather is.

111EARTliN
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer questions and solve problems. If you have a
question or a problem not answered in
these columns, write to Heartline, 114
East Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. You will receive a prompt reply,
but you must include a sell-addressed,
stamped envelope. The most useful
replies will be printed in this column.

•

HEARTLINE: lam retired, and have
been for 2 years and six months. Frankly. I am very bored with it all. Sure, I
enjoy fishing or gardening occassionally, and the freedom of just laying back
with I feel like it, but I can't do this all
the time. There is just too much
idleness and nothingness between the
meaningful times. I have thought of going to school but I am not sure I want to
commit myself to the long periods of
time necessary to complete a subject.
Can you give me some idea of how to fill
the void? R.W.
ANSWER: How about a week or two
or three at college? There is a program
at '15 college campuses in all 50 states.
,s called "Elderhostel."
Elderhostel, an innovative and hugely successful program, is a non-profit
network of colleges and universities
which offer low cost "vacations" in the
form of pne-week programs.
You actually live in a dorm on the
campus and take as many as three
special I non-credit) classes. The cost is
$130 per week, room and board included.
There is, however, one requirement:
you must be 60 years old or older, or the

spouse of someone at least age 60.
There are no (not one) courses about
aging.
This program began in 1975, at the
University of New'Hampshire, with 200
participants. This year, Elderhostel expects an enrollment of 20,000.
We feel that this is an excellent program. For older Americans caught in
the inflation crunch, this is a way to get
out of the rocking chair and to travel,
and do something interesting and
meaningful.
How do you travel, you ask, while sitting in a classroom or in a dormitory?
We have spoken with two Heartline
readers, a man and wife ages 69 and 67,
who last year attended two Pennsylvania colleges. This year they are off
to Alaska and Sheldon Jackson College
for two weeks.
Others who have written us about the
program actually "college-hop", going
from east to midwest to far west, taking
courses along the way,and also visiting
family and friends.
For information, write for a free
catalogue to: Elderhostel, 100 Boylston
St., Suite 200, Boston, MA 02116. The
catalogue has details on registration,
courses and institutions where you can
study. If you'd rather telephone, the
number is 617-426-8056 this is not a tollfree number

20 Years Ago

Convention Fun For Floor Leader
An AP Analysis
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
DETROIT(AP) — "This is a fun convention. I have no problems. I don't
want any problems."
So says Rep. Gene Snyder, who heads
the Kentucky delegation to the
Republican national convention, wearing a white hat todisplay his leadership
on the floor.
The 4th District congressman held a
party in his motet suite Monday for the
27 delesates, alternates, friends and
guests.
The general talk was not of Ronald
Reagan's policies, the equal rights
amendment or abortion, but the next
cocktail party, the best testaurant, the
preferred tour of Detroit.
It is a sharp contrast to conventions
during the past 16 years, during which
factions within the state GOP went at
each other with hammer and tongs.
Along with the change has come a
conservatism that seemingly reflects
the national Republican situation.
One Kentucky delegate commented
offhandedly that George Bush would be
a poor choice for vice president
"because he's a radical." Another
delegate actually thought Sen. Howard
Baker of neighboring Tennessee was
too liberal.
This pervasive attitude has led to
some unusual results.
As perhaps never before, the Kentucky delegation is united behind one
presidential candidate. Likewise, some
members who privately dissent from
the majority do not dare voice their
views openly.
"I don't want to be called a liberal,"
one delegate commented, asking
anonymity.
To put it mildly, the Kentucky delegation's activities,like that of the national
Republicans, constitute a big yawn, a
crashing bore.
One consequence is good natured
banter with the media, with some
delegates challenging news representatives to come up with some real news.
And yet, for possibly the first time,
the state GOP today held a breakfast in
honor of the media.
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decision earlier in the year approved a
federal $35,0130 "study" by the Housing and. Finance Agency to
survey the need for low-cost housing units in Murray, an extravagance in harmony with the expanding federal bureaucracy to approve
a proposal of a conclusion known in advance by everyone. Another
forward step, beneficient as it is admitted, in the socialistic concepts
of the 1960 in its onward envelopment.
Even residential plumbing came under closer scrutiny with the
application of the Kentucky Plumbing Code June 16 after passage
in state law by the preceding legislature, obviously lobbied through
the general assembly for the sake of "general welfare and public
health" by trade unions. Trade unions were no contributing factor
in the rapid expansion of Murray Machine Shop by Ray Munday
who constoicted 3,9000 steel containers used for fuel storage and
septic tanks in its hustling operation on Industrial Avenue during
the year.
Plans for the construction of 17 small dams in the West Fork
of Clark's River were graphically presented June 15 in Murray
newspapers in a persuasive conservation presentation that made the
casual farmer's mouth water in anticipation of an over $2 million
gift by the federal government, and minor notice that an equal
amount would be defrayed from a self-imposed tax on land holders,
however exempting incorporated lands and small house holdings.
Presentation was sufficiently enticing to delude the' casual cropper
of impending inequities in which your writers vigorously and vainly
protested at the outset, but a point of enlightenment that later created
sharp repercussions.
No other personality of the year could hold a light to the shining
star of Congressman'Stubblefield for his sterling efforts to obtain
a bonanza of government grants, thus Congressman Stubblefield was
named Chamber of Commerce's "Man of the Year" in a ceremony
in which A. W. Simmons presented the popular official with an
imposing plaque in recognition.
A common council
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Looking Back
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To Be Continued

Another sign of the tranquility has
been the absence of the former political
warhorses who created all the turmoil.
Retiring 5th District Rep. Tim Lee
Carter, who had been an at-large
delegate, is off on a government.
sponsored trip to Europe.
Former-Gov. Louie Nunn, of Lexington, a long-time factional foe of
Carter until the two recently made an
uneasy peace, has not yet shown up for
his delegate duties and may not show
up at all.
His brother Lee Nunn, for Many
years the brains and controlling force
of the Kentucky Republican Party, is
keeping a low profile as a guest of the
delegation.

In charge of the party now is Liz
Thomas of Edgewood who carefully
walks the factional line and speaks constantly of unity and friendship.
If all this smacks of unnecessary
dullness for a convention, Rep. Larry
Hopkins may have the last word.
"I've never been one of those horntooting, button-wearing people,"the 6th
District congressman said Monday.
But recently he said, a Soviet defector testifying in Washington told of Russian elections that include only one candidate.
"So maybe it makes all this worthwhile," Hopkins said.
"Maybe its cornball, but at least we
attempt to make a change."

Situation Reverses
At Convention
An AP News Analysis
By WALTER R. MEARS
AP Special Correspondent
DETROIT (AP) — Four years ago,
Gerald R.Ford needed Ronald Reagan.
Now it's the other way around.
As the 1980 Republican presidential
nominee, Reagan needs convention and
campaign help from the former president he challenged unsuccessfully in
1976. And Ford is promising to go all-out
for the election of his former rival.
There are Ford associates who still
bristle at what they contend was a halfhearted Reagan effort to help elect the
president in the last campaign.
Reagan always claimed he did his
best for Ford, although his campaign
schedule was a limited one.
But if Ford resented it, there's no
evidence now, as he tries to unify
Republicans behind his one-time
challenger, and promises intensive
campaign efforts of his own.
"This Republican is going to do
everything in his power to elect our
nominee to the presidency of the United
States," he said Monday night, to the
cheers of the Republican National Convention. "We've got a lot of work to do,
and you are looking at one volunteer

who will try harder, work longer, and
speak with more conviction to get this
country a competent president again...
"So, when you field the team for
Governor Reagan, count me in," Ford
said.
The former president made a point of
saying that he's not ready to become an
elder statesman and sit on the sidelines.
At 67 — Monday was his birthday —
he's two years younger than Reagan.
He got an elder statesman's affectionate ovation. After a half-dozen convention speeches that left the delegates
conversing in disinterest, Ford's appearance got their attention.
Many are the same delegates who
almost denied him nomination in favor
of Reagan last time, but that's forgotten now. Ford flirted with 1980 candidacy, decided against it, and obviously is through running for office. He's no
threat to any politician's job or ambitions.
But he is a key figure in Reagan's
quest for Republican unity, and he can
be a highly visible and valuable campaigner in the fall.
He's basically a conservative, but his
credentials and his appeal reach to the
moderate middle of the Republican
Party.

Capitol Ideas

Do Politicans Get
Better With Age?
By W.DALE NELSON
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Sen. Gaylord
Nelson may think 70 is too old to run for
the Senate, but a lot of his colleagues
and their predecessors would give him
an argument.
The Wisconsin Democrat announced
a week ago that this will be his last reelection campaign.
In a gibe at prospective Republican
presidential nominee Ronald Reagan,
Nelson said, "If I am elected and serve
out my term, I would be as old as
Reagan is now, and that's too old to
Nelson raised a question that comes
up often in senatorial elections: how old
is too old?
It's likely to be a factor in two Senate
campaigns this year.
Sen. Warren G. Magnuson, 1)-Wash.,
75 and troubled with tendon and cartilage injuries that slow his walking
pace, is seeking a seventh term. Sen.
Jacob Javits, R-N.Y., 76, is running for
a fifth term despite an ailment called
motor neuron disease that has affected
his leg muscles and made walking more
difficult.
Both men, facing mv&h-younger
challengers, say they still have plenty
to offer.
Javits, who has opposition in the
Republican primary, will face either
Rep. Elizabeth Holtzman, D-N.Y., 38,
former New York City Consumer Affairs Commissioner Bess Myerson, 55,

or former New York Mayor John Lindsay,58, if he is renominated.
The leading contenders for the
Republican nomination for Magnuson's
seat are Washington state Attorney
General Slade Gorton, 52, and Seattle
broadcasting executive Lloyd Cooney,
57.
One senator who made the opposite
decision is Abraham Ribicoff, D-Conn.,
70, who announced on May 3 that he
would not seek a fourth term, saying,
"I've had the greatest admiration for
men who know how to go out at the top
of their careers ... I believe I'm in that
position."
At least two senators have served into
their 90's. Theodore Francis Geen, DR.I., was 93, and Carl Hayden, D-Ariz.,
91 when they retired.
Octogenerarian senators have included Francis E. Warren, R-Wyo., who
died in office at the age of 85; Kenneth
McKellar, D-Tenn., and George Aiken,
R-Vt., who both retired at 83; Allen J.
Ellender, 1)-La., who died in office at
82, and John McClellan, D-Ark., who
was 81 when he died in office.
The Senate's oldest current member,
Milton Young-, R-N.Q., 82, is retiring
this year. Sens. Jennings Randolph, D•
W.Va., 78, and Strom Thurniond, RS.C.,77, were re-elected in 1978.
And then there's Sen. S.I. Hayakawa,
R-Calif., who was elected to the Senate
for the first time in 1976. He was 70
years old, just the age Nelson says is
time to bow out

The members of Local 1068 United
Auto Workers of America, AFL-CIO,
voted yesterday to reject the contract
offer of the Murray Manufacturing
Company. Only two voted to accept the
offer of the company out of 423, according to Pat Coleman, union president.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Bettie
Finney,89.
The Western Dark Fired Tobacco
Growers Association will hold open
house and dedicate their new ultramodern office building on Aug. 2.
The First District of the Kentucky
Federation of Women's Clubs held its
summer workshop meeting on July 14 .
at the Murray Woman's Club house.
Mrs. C. C. Lowry, Murray, is district
governor.
Cynthia Jo Thornton was honored at a
party in celebration of her second birthday on July 12 given by her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Joe Pat Thornton.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Wainscott are
spending. their vacation in Frankfort,
Ind.

'30 Years Ago
The First Christian Church in Murray, built in 1904, is undergoing its first
extensive repair program since the
original structure was built, according
to the Rev. Robert Jarman, minister,
and C. E. Broach, chairman of the
board.
An estimated 1,500 persons were present at the annual Farm Bureau picnic
held July 14 at the Murray City Park.
The county membership is 1,800. Mary
Miller Ellis, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Shannon Ellis, was crowned as Farm
Bureau Queen.
Lydia Weihing, Regina Senter,
Beatrice Frye, and Lillian Hollowell of
the Murray Branch of the American
Association of University Women are
attending the Kentucky AAUW
Workshop being held at Mammoth
Cave Hotel.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Hounshell of
Jackson announce the engagement of
their daughter, Adna, to Emmett Dale
Burkeen, son of Mr. and Mrs. Edward
Burkeen of Murray.
The annual Cunningham reunion was
held July 8 at Pete Light Springs in
Trigg County. A large number from
Calloway County attended.

•I.

Bible Thought
Thou therefore endure
hardness, as a good soldier of
Jesus Christ. II Timothy 2:3.
Hardships are easier to bear
when we face them with faith

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, July 16, the
198th day of 1980. There are 168 days left
in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On July 16, 1945, the atomic age
began with the world's first atomic
bomb explosion, over the desert in Los
Alamos, N.M.
On this date:
In 1790, the District of Columbia was
established as the seat of the American
government.
In 1969, the Apollo XVII spacecraft —
manned by astronauts Neil Armstrong,
Buzz Aldrin and Michael Collins — was
launched from Cape Canaveral to attempt the first landing on the moon.
In 1973, the White House confirmed
that nearly all of President Nixon's
meetings and telephone conversations
at the executive mansion had been
secretly recorded.
Ten years ago, Britain's Prince
Charles and Princess Anne arrived in
Washington for their first visit to the
United States.
Five years ago, it was disclosed that
the Soviet Union had made a deal to buy
vast quantities of wheat from two
American grain exporters.
Last year, President Carter said the
United States would spend $140 billion
to develop energy alternatives so the
nation would never again be held
hostage to foreign oil.
Today's birthdays: Ginger Rogers is
69 years old. Barbara Stanwyck is 73.
Thought For Today: Not only will
atomic power be released, but someday
we will harness the rise and fall of the,.
tides and imprison the rays of the sun —
Thomas Edison 11847-1931)
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The Long And Short Of It:
Ray And Ruby Lee Find Big Business In Small Horses
aatk}-1.4„ •

Ray Lee shows off U.S. Grant, the world's smallest mule
U.S. Grant stands 24 inches.

By MATT SANDERS
Staff Writer
Many of Ray and Ruby
Lee's pets act like any other
pets. They love kids, are
allowed in the house after they
are house-broken and hang
their snouts out vehicle windows during long road trips.
However, these pets are
miniature horses and the
primary business of the Lees,
owners of the Shady Acres
Miniature Horse Farm, about
five miles east of Hardin in
0 Marshall County.
The Lees are world-reknown
for their horses and buyers
from several countries contact them about their compact
equine animals.
"It all started in 1967 when
we saw our first miniature
horse in Virginia. It was love
at first sight," Lee recalled.

1.
Ruby Lee stands with Shady Acres Commanche Chief, one of about SO miniature
horses on the farm.

GOING OUT
OF BUSINESS

SALE
NOW IN PROGRESS
Entire Stock
Spring & Summer

Ladies Shoes
Dress-Casual & Sport
Reg. $20.00 to $46.00

Now

SO%
60%

TO

Regl.HPfrice

Entire Stock

Men's Shoes
Spring & Summer

SO0/70

Now
smicsaiscs.v
Entire Stock

Off Rog. Price

Fall Shoes
Men & Women
Limited Stock

Now 30%off
All Sales Final
Credit Cards Welcome

BURNETT'S
SHOES
11J S. Bror.!•-may

A

ribs c•

Mayfield

"We then made plans to start
raising them as a hobby but it
ovtgrew befng a hobby."
sAt first the Lees advertised
their herd in the Miniature
Horses International Registry
Journal. Now, Mrs. Lee said,
their farm and horses are so
well known that they receive
requests from all over the
world.
The Lees currently have
about 50 of the thoroughbred
breed of miniature horses on
their 43-acre farm and raise
other interesting, and small,
animals including miniature
Sicilian donkeys, African
pigmy goats and Jacob fourhorned sheep.
'U.S. Grant,' who at 24 inches is the world's smallest
mule, also is a part of the Lee
farm.
To qualify as a miniature
horse, the animal must
measure between 24-34 inches
from the ground to the end of
the hairline of the mane. Lee
said he uses a yardstick and a
carpenter's level to measure
the horses. Their weight
usually runs between 125-175
pounds.
Since the animals are not
exactly built for galloping
across the south 40, the Lees
enter their horses in several
miniature horse shows. If fact,
the Fourth Annual Miniature
Horse Show this year will be
held at 1:30 p.m. Saturday,July 26, in the West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition
Center.
"It will be the first time ever
that a show of this type will be
in this part of the country,"
Lee, a director of the
miniature horses international registry, said.
At the shows, judges look at
the feet, head, mouth, ears
and stance of each horse.
The Lees have specially
made equipment designed in
Illinois for their animals. The
horses have saddles, sulkies
and trailers and the mules
have collars. One mule wears

Heat Wave Increases
Air Conditioner Sales
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (API —
Beating the heat in Lexington
has meant a business bonanza
for air conditioner salesmen.
They have the hottest items in
town.
Telephone calls to appliance
stores around the city Tuesday produced reports of air
conditioner sales soaring with
the temperature, which
neared 100 degrees.
Window units of all sizes
were in great demand and
dealers had a warning for prospective buyers: If you don't
get one now, you may be left
out in the cold,so to speak.
Bob Davidson, sales
manager at Higgins KRI, said
his store had about 100 units in
stock until a rush of air conditioner consumerism started
last week.
"Since we started selling,
we've reordered two or three
times, 20 to 30 at a time,"
Davidson said. "What's been
selling is the small, one-room
unit. It does this every time it
gets hot."
The heat is better than
advertising,
apparently,
because Davidson said buyers
aon't even bother to haggle
about prices.
"They did at the beginning,
but they're not now," he said.
Salesman Glenn Bash at
Lowes of Lexington said his
sales were "fantastic."
"We have about two air conditioners and we had about
50," Bash said. "Last Wednesday,they really started flying.
We've got more on order, but
we're only going to get about
10 in and that will be the limit
for this year."
Pieratt's Inc. had about 300
units in stock before sales
skyrocketed last week, said
salesman Rich Hepner.
"It started on Monday and
we ran cart of most of them by
Friday," Hepner said. More
units were ordered and people
began lining up Monday night
,to buy tb•-•-ci sight-unseen, he
said.

"We were cleaned out,"
echoed salesman Mike Ashley
at J.C. Penney Co. "We got 32
in today and at least half of
them have already been paid
for. I've got to start making
phone calls right now."
Montgomery Ward and Co.
had nothing but dusty shelves
in the air conditioner section
Tuesday.
"We don't have any at all,"
said salesman Bill Vannarsdall. "We had 20 come in
this morning and they're gone
already. We're getting them
anywhere we can, but we're
all in the same boat. Everyone
wants air conditioners and no
one wants to give them up."
Davidson said the demand
for air conditioners at his
store was the heaviest he
could remember for the month
of July and most buyers have
been elderly. But the growing
popularity of central air conditioning, especially in new
apartment complexes, has cut
sales of window units
somewhat, he said.
"They tell me there was a
time when you'd sell 100 to 150
a day and never think
anything about it," Davidson
said.
The heat wave has not
benefitted all appliance
stores, however.
"We don't sell air conditioners," said a woman at A-1
Appliance Service. "We're
getting a lot of calls to repair
them, though. But • we don't
repair them either."

Mills Released
From Hospital
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP) —
Secretary of State Frances
Jones Mills has been released
from
Methodist
the
Evangelical Hospital in
Louisville, according to her of-.
lice.
•
•
Mrs. Mills is recovering
and, upon the release of her
doctor,is expected to return to
work in the near future, according to a release.
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A recently born colt didn't stray too far from mother in the pasture at the Shady Acres farm. Owners Ray and
Ruby Lee started raising miniature horses after they saw the animals in 1967.
a size seven where a regular
sized mule would wear
between a 17-21, Lee said.
The horse saddles are used
by the Lees' two grandsons on
a horse named 'Black Jack.'
Lee added many times 'Black
Jack' doesn't use the horse

trailer. "When it's time to go,
he just jumps in the back of
the pickup."
"They are just like puppies;
they love to ride in cars," Mrs.
Lee said.
The Lees themselves enjoy
travelling and deliver all their

horses sold in the United
States and Canada. Last year,
they made two trips to California and one to Oregon,
Maryland and Florida. In fact,
during a recent trip, one horse
laid in a hay bed and stared
out the window the entire

three-day plus trip.
The farm is not open to the
public. However, Lee said he
plans to open the farm in
about two years after he
retires so he can 'take time' to
show visiters the long and
short of his business.

Shop The No Frills Way and Compare! See Why We Can Say
We Have The Lowest Prices In Town

DISCOUNT
FOODS

T-Mart

Cosh & Food Stomps
Accepted-Sorry No Checks

In The Uncle Jeff Shopping Center

Bremner's
SALTINES

Generic
Cherry, Strawberry,
Orange and Raspberry

GELATIN

22

41
16 as.

3 ox.
Whole Milk
Buttermilk

9.,

$197
1

gol

115
•

lb

$1"
49,

Cheese Spread
Margarine

Mackeral

Mayonnaise

$119
32o,
•

Sardines

Peanut Butter

18 o,

Catsup

32

89`
`

, 52c
39,
S 1 25

Beef Stew

25c
57c

Potted Meat
Tamales
Luncheon Meat

Idahoan

Dry Pinto Beans

lb

Dry Great Northern
Beans

lb

454

00,

32ot

c
39c
49I
49c
89`
21c

Chicken Noodle

BATIPialle0ONI
TISSUE
4 Roll

79C
32o,

4 lb.

Tomato Soup

75`

HASH BROWN
AU GRATIN AND
SCALLOPED POTATOES

CAT fooD
$1 21

Spaghetli Sauce

78 or

Grape Jelly

Country Pride

Long Spaghetti

$1 29

320,

Apple Butter

83,

Cottage Cheese

79•

38 07

Salad Dressing
•

$119

Orange Juice

494

VEGETABLE
ir
OIL

594

Rexford
GREAT NORTHERN
PINTO
NAVY
CHILI HOT
RED KIDNEY
RED BEANS

27

Amonics

73`
49c
73`
860, 1,

Laundry Detergent

52.9

Dog Food

$2"

Peach Slices

Bleach
Liquid Dish Detergent
Pine Liquid Cleaner

780,

1010

Luy Diapers

15 ox

Yellow Corn Meal
Salt
Tea Bags
Lemon Juice

79c
26c
99c
89c
$359

49c

Purex Dry

SOAP

BLEACH
441 in.

894

Bath Site

394
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Storey's

VIIT
LOADED

;117
to

WE'RE

Home Owned
Operated

FOOD
GIANT

Prices Good
Weds. 7-16
thru
Tues. 7-22
••••

Bel Air Shopping
Center
Highway 641 South
Murray, Ky.
Open 8 a.m. to 11 p.m.
Every Day

I

4

Giant Savin

DIXIE FRESH
GRADE A LARGE

GOLD MEDAL

FLOUR

EGGS

S.S40
ENRICHED FLOUR

W.
BAG

g

LIMIT TWO PER FAMILY
WITH $10.00 ADDITIONAL ORDER EXCLUDING TOBACCO AND DAIRY PRODUCTS
KRAFT

CRISCO

SHORTENING

3 LB. $1 9$ I

DEL MONTE

ORANGE JUICE

6401. $1 49 I

SUNFLOWER

KRAFT AMERICAN WRAPPED

SINGLES

46 OZ

MAXWELL HOUSE

$119

CORN MEAL

1201. $1 47

TOMATO JUICE

5 LB.

COFFEE

I LB. BAG

32 OZ

JELL-O

3 OZ. PKG.

KRAFT

SCOT LAD

ICE MILK

2 GAL.
1
/

C WHIP
MIRACLE

$1 °9

HYDE PARK

R.C. OR DIET
RITE COLA

FOOD GIANT
WHOLE

MILK

'
79
$299
33;

ICE CREAM

89

2 GAL.
1
/

USDA

CI

USW

SV

GROI

8 PK.
1601.
PLUS
DEPOSIT

CI

FRESI

CI

(EXCEPT FRENCH VANILLA)

LIMIT TWO PLEASE

(DON
FLAV-0-RICH

KEEBLER
VANILLAVAFERS

69'

1801

1201.

69

2401.

COUPON

COUPON

COUPON

Limit One Per Family
Concentrated

Limit One Per Family
Dishwasher

Limit One Per Family
Lifebauy

All

All

Soap

COUPON
Limit One Per Family
Pillsbury
Hungry Jack
Instant

Laundry Detergent
84 Oz.

65 Oz.

Bath Size

Potatoes

2/79'

16 Oz.

$219
$259
Good Only it Storey's
Exp 7-22-80

Geed Oily Al Storey's
Exp. 7-22-80

Good Only Al Stuffs
Exp. 7-22-80

Caress
. Soap
Reg. Size

2/79'
Good Only Al Spaty's
Exp. 7-22-80

Limit One Per Family

Wisk
Liquid Detergent
32 Oz.
$1 29
Good Only Al limy's
Exp. 7-22-80

COUPON

COUPON

Limit One Per Family

Limit One Per Family

Lux

Diet
Imperial

Dishwashing Liquid
22 Oz.

Margarine

99'
Good Oily At Storey's
Exp. 7-22-80

NO COUPON REQUIRED
Flavor Kist

NO COUPON REQUIRED
Delta

Paper
Towels

Saltine
Crackers
_

2-8 Oz. Tubs

2

$1 29
Good Only Al honey's
Exp 7-22-80

Pk„

NO LIMIT

NO COUPONS

69;

umbo Roll

Reg. 82'

COUPON

69'‘7

Storey's Giant Inflation Fighters

lib.
20UPON
Limit One Per Family

4 ROLL PKG

IN

A__R21

We're Passing The Savings On To You

2/$1 99
Good Only Al Storey's
-Fx41-7-0.2-HCL.

. BATHROOM
TISSUE

COTTAGE
CHEESE
$1 19

BBQ AF UCE

NO COUPON REQUIRED

Reg. 33'

69

4 Roll

11 oz.

NO COUPON REQUIRED
Minute
Maid

3/1°
Reg. 41'

Lemonade
Crystals

Reg. $4.18

3 oz.

Hi-Ho
Crackers

694

12 oz.
Reg. 91'

Lemonade
Mix

$229

Reg. $2.55

NO COUPON
REQUIRED
Sunshine

NO COUPON
REQUIRED
Country Time

NO COUPON
REQUIRED
Lipton

Instant Tea

$299

4600.

69;

Reg. 91'

NO COUPON

Larten's

03 Soo

Vanilla
Wafers

Reg. 85'

Veg-All

Corn

Bathroom
Tissue

Reg. 73'

REQUIRED

Cream or Whole
Scot Lad

3/894

2/99

NO COUPON REQUIRED NO COUPON REQUIRED
Edon
Sunshine

$219

31 oz.

Reg. $2.76

4),
..4.10303.7+:511:50:CS33::*::$7.437.433:5051063:503::+33:51e.:400:47.47.C.CComorciariVXCE:43:033..
'1'..*:41:10:40113C41:10:413:103.::+300:41:413:413:K43:4,3:74,3:.*:*--

:333.37.0:5
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WHOLE BUTT
SLICED INTO

USDA CHOICE
BONELESS

PORK STEAK

•It•
.
.

CHUCK ROAST

ROUNDUPPER

HOT DOGS
1201.

69;
GROUND BEEF
FAMILY PACK

LB.
D
BACON

$1 29
IB

USDA CHOICE

$;99

HYDE PARK CANNED

$249

CUBE STEAKS

HAM

LB

SLICED RIB HALF
USDA CHOICE BONELESS

$1 79
$1 79

SWISS STEAK

$129

PORK LOIN

LB.

GROUND

CHUCK

WILLIAMS PORK

$1 39

SAUSAGE

LB.

LB.

•

FIELD

$1 39

WIENERS

LB.

FRESH PORK

tar

3 III

LB.

FIELD

$1 39

BOLOGNA

LB

FAMILY PACK LINK

$1 49

CUTLETS

$119

SAUSAGE

LS.

LB.

CELERY 3rAcH
CORN

5/994
RADISHES 6 OZ.
5/$1 coo
SUNKIST ORANGES

8/994
59!.
79!B

NECTARINES
toit PLUMS
CANTALOUPES

GREEN ONIONS
4ppo

EACH

Cosh Pot
This Week Win

794
$1209.,
4/$1

FRENCH BREAD

$900"
MO.

3 LB. BAG
YELLOW ONIONS

794
Lb.

694

GinnT BAKERY MINS Ginnit DELI SAMS

ooc

Last Week's Name
William Steeve
Murray

CHERRIES
(CALIFORNIA BING)

DONUTS

Cord Not Punched

CUP CAKES

PLATE LUNCH
PIMENTO CHEESE
OLIVE LOAF

$189
894
$149

1 13:43337.
:4
10:433:4
: 'JO...W..1:00:4:400:43:417.30:
400
:
4:400
.:00.:*:*.33.
33
-3W.4011r3K:003:03:40107.033:03.5100:4333.:t
37:03.5033.:03:400:00
6
7..0.100.300;4
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Powell Voices Opposition To Flag Raising
expect any is stepping down after eight
tee (LAO0C), who was to up- Soviet Union will send athletes day that he didn't
By FRED ROTHENBERG
the years in office. Five canagainst
if
imposed
sanctions
Games
Angeles
Los
the
date the IOC today on Los to
Al'Sports Writer
didates have emerged. They
and
Committee,
U.S.
Olympic
s for the invited to do so.
MOSCOW (AP) — The open- Angeles' preparation
certainly not against the are Juan Antonio Sarnaranch
decision
the
said
Games,
1984
TuesIOC
told
the
Novikov
ing ceremonies for the
Marc Hodlf Canada
Stripes day that preparations for the L1.O0C because of its unique of Spain,
Moscow Olympics are just to hoist the Stars and
and Lance Cross Daume of
independent stucture.
matIOC
an
strictly
was
here
Games, which begin with the
three days away, but it's the
"For the first time in Olym- West Germany, James Woropening ceremonies Saturday pic history, the Games were rail of Canada and Lance
closing ceremonies that have ter.
ceremony,"
10C
an
"That's
and a full slate of events Sun- awarded not to a city but to a Cross of New Zealand.
already angered the United
not day,are complete.
States because of the Interna- Ueberroth said. "We're
A clear majority is needed
private corporation," he said.
tional Olympic Comillittee's part of that decision."
for victory. If no majority is
today's
for
scheduled
Also
be
Ueberroth's
will
it
Today,
At President Carter's
decision to raise the American
IOC session was the election of gained on a ballot, the low
Georgia vacation retreat, turn to appraise the IOC of the
flag at those festivities Aug. 3.
a new president to succeed vote-getter drops out for the
Los
the
for
Jody preparations
Monique Berlioux, director presidential spokesman
Lord Killanin of Ireland, who next ballot.
Tuesthat, Angeles Games. He said
r
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Royals Are Getting Hits Again
With Brett, Gale Back In Lineup
AL Roundup

Pirates, Reds Win Park League Games

Nicklaus, Watson Are Chosen As
Co-Favorites For British Open
By JOHN GALE
Associated Press Writer
MUIRFIELD, Scotland
(API — Jack Nicklaus, spurred by his US. Open victory,
is making an untroubled approach to his next major
challenge: winning the British
Open golf championship for a
fourth time.
Nicklaus and fellow American Tom Watson are cofavorites for the tournament
that opens Thursday over the
windswept 6,926-yard par 71
Muirfield course on Scotland's
East Coast.

"I'm playing all right, hitting the ball all right," said
Nicklaus, who has completed
three practice rounds here
and found nothing amiss with
his game.
Nicklaus, 40, won his first
British Open title as long ago
as 1966, following up with further wins in 1970 and 1978. But
then came the longest lean
streak of an illustrious career,
leading to rumbles that he was
over the hill. But his win last
month in the U.S. Open silenced the gloom merchants and

the Golden Bear was back on
top.
Other leading rivals in the
tournament that offers more
than $400,000 in total prize
money are Seve Ballesteros,
the Spaniard who added the
Masters title to the British
Open championship he won
last year, PGA champion
David Graham of Australia,
South Africa's Gary Player,
Japan's Isao Aoki, who was
runnerup in the U.S. Open and
a whole squad of America's
seasoned circuit veterans.
In addition to Watson, who
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has twice won the British
event, these include Lee
Trevino a two-time winner,
former champions Tom
Weiskopf and Johnny Miller,
Andy Bean, Hubert Green,
John Mahaffey, Larry Nelson,
Jerry Pate and Ben Crenshaw, a runnerup in both 1978
and 1979.
Crenshaw told reporters
that he is backing himself to
win this time, although he
nominated Nicklaus and Watson as his major problems
while Trevino was playing
"very well."
So far however, Trevino
lacks the warm weather that
suits his game best. He won
his last British Open in 1972 —
also at Muirfield — at the
height of a heat wave. The
cold wind and showers gusting
in from the North Sea show little sign of letting up and
unsettled weather is forecast.
Arnie Palmer is watched
with the reverence due to one
of the sport's immortals.
"He's such a gentleman,"
gushed a grey-haired Scottish
matron. "He'll always take
time to talk."
Ballesteros, the dashing
European favorite rated right
behind Nicklaus and Watson
in popular rankings, is going
through a tough time according to his own account. He
was disqualified from the U.S.
Open for failing to make his
tee time on the second day.
Here, he told reporters that
his confidence was adrift and
he was having trouble with his
swing, his drives and his irons.
Rallesteros still hopes
something will thange before
the first players in the field of
151 competitors go out at
' Thursday morning to start
four days of battle for the
oldest of the world's four major golf titles.
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SPORTS AT A GLANCE
Major Leagues At A Glance
AMERICAN LEAGUE
EMIT
W
L
Pet. GB
New Toot
It *
.4155
Mihnotize
48 37
5*
714
Donut
43 37
531 10
Batman
45 31
.538 10
Boston
44 49
.524 11
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39 43
176 15
Taranto
35 47
427 19

wurr
Kauai City
Chicago
Minnenaa
Texas
Oakland
Seattle

Si •:.4
ID 16
471 1I1s
40 45
471 1115
4)41
.471 1111/
415 47
460 1.214
37.
424 15ls
3236
3in
19
Tuesday's Goma
Kansas (Ey 8, Boston 4
Minnesota 5, New You 4
Bakingre 7, Milwauloee 3
thing° 2, Tema I
California 7, Cleveland I
Only games oteduled
Wedoesoiny's Games
Kansas Qty ((milord 117) at Balm
(Eckerley 5-7), In I
Mineola (Jachon 74) A New York
(T.Underwood 74),(n)
BaRimare (Stone 134) A Milwaukee
(Caldwell 66),(fl)
Chicago (Dotson 7-4) at Team Matlack
541,(0)
Cleveland (Garland 3-2) a (thrums
(MA 54),(5)
Detroit (Wilma 66) at Oalrbaxl
(Keough 114), (n)

Toronto (Shah 54) t SAIR15 (AANA 74),(nu
NATIONAL LEAGUE
LAIR
* L
Pet GA
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46 36
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I
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44 31
100
4
New York
C C
31. Lags
37 110
430 10
Chicago
31 48
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.37
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Las Angeka
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Cincinnati
44 42
43 44
404
7
San Francaco
32
162 1014
Atlanta
San Diego
37 50
425 13
Toesihnt Ganes
LUI Angeles 8, Chicago 2
Plastargh 5, San Froicisco 2
New Yon 9, Manta 2
Cincinnati 11, Illattrad 7
StLcuis 5, San Diego 3
Wanton 3, Ptilacielphia 2
Wedmeadayt Goon
Ian Ameba (Ramis 103) A Chicago
(Mocha 54)
San Froncleco (Whitman $4) A Pitts
burgh (Bbievem 3-7),(n)
New Y(rk (Swan 54) A Adonis
McWilliams 54),(n)
Montreal (Rogers 104) 10Cincinnati
(3140 331,(a)
San Diego (Mae 14 or War 3-4) at
St.Lcuis (Vackovich 74), (5)
Phildeiphis (Walk 54) at Houston
((Fanch 84),(n)

Sports In Brief
TENNIS
BROOKLINE,Maas. (AP I - Jimmy
Cannon survived an early scare from
Christophe Freyss and battled back for a
3-6, 6-3, 6-0 triumph in the opening round
of the $175,000 U.S. Pro Tennis Championships.
In other action, Gene Mayer advanced
with a 6-0, 6-1 victory over Fernando
Maynetto; Jose Higueras of Spain beat
Geoff Masters of Australia, 6-1,6-2; Victor Pero of Paraguay ousted Alvani
Betancur of Colombia, 6-3, 62; Mike
6-'
Cahill topped Corrado Baranutti
4 ; and Marty Riessen advanced with a 76, 6-4 win over Francisco Gonzales,
Manuel Orontes lost his first set to Fernando Luna of Spain, 7-5, and, apparently affected by the heat, retired before the
second set.
MONTREAL (AP) - Martina
Navratilova defeated Candy Reynolds 81, 6-3 in her first match at the Player's
Challenge tournament.
In other matches, Anne Smith overpowered Duk Her Lee of Korea 6-1, 6-1
and Ann Kiyornura downed Sherry
Acker 6-3,6-4.
TRACK
OSLO, Norway (AP)-Steve Ovett of

Britain, who two weeks ago broke Sebastian Coe's record for the mile, equaled
Coe's mark for the I,500-meters in the
Oslo Games.
Ovett was timed in 3 minutes 32.09
seconds. Under the rules of the International Amateur Athletic Federation, that
will officially be recorded as 3:32.1 - tying the mark net by Coe, a fellow Briton,
at Zurich,Switzerland, Aug. IS. 1979.
Earlier, Mary Decker, running the
first 3,000-meter race of her career,
broke her second American record in
three days with a time of 0,36.73.
BOWLING
TORRANCE, Calif. (AP) - Steve
Martin cicsed with a strike and a spare
to nip Jim Winklepleck 198-193 and win
the PBA Southern California Open.
Martin earned $9,000 for his second
PBA championship of the year; while
Winklepleck collected 15,000.
OLYMPICS
MOSCOW (AP)- The Russians said
they still want to compete in the Loa
Angeles Olympics in 1964, and the International Olympic Committee said that
because of those Games the American
Reveal fly over the Mcecow Games that
begin Saturday.

Transactions
By The Associated Press
BASEBALL
American League
BALTIMORE ORIOLES-Activated
*Welder.
Optioned
Gary Roenicke,
Mark Corey, outfielder, to Rochester of
the International League.
OAKLAND A'S-Recalled Dave
Beard, pitcher, from Ogden of the
Pacific Coast League. Recalled Rich
Bordi, pitcher, from West Haven of the
Eastern League. Sent Dave Hamilton
and Alan Wirth, pitchers, to Odgen.
National League
SAN DIEGO PADRES-Named Jack
McKeon acting general manager.
BASKETBALL
National Basketball Association
SAN ANTONIO SPURS-Signed
Women's
Michael Wiley, forward_
Profenalonal Basketball League
TAMPA BAY-Named Steve Brown
general manager.

FOOTBALL
National netball League
NEW
ENGLAND
PATRIOTS-Announced that Vagaa •r,
Ferguson, running back, had come to
terms on a multi-year contract.
NEW YORK JETS-Released John
Fedorchak, offensive lineman, and Ray
Michanczyk, defensive end. Signed Mike
Palmer and Frank Nigro, safeties.
HOCKEY
Nadas* Hockey Emote
PITTSBURGH PENGUINS-Named
Eddie Johnston head coach.
SOCCER
North American Soccer League
SAN DIEGO SOCKERS-Named Ron
Newman head coach.
WASHINGTON DIPLOMATS-Signed
Luna,forward.
COLLEGE
NAZARETH-Named Terie Velardi
women's volleyball coach.

Bench Breaks Berra's HR
Record For Career Total
By JOHN NELSON
AP Sports Writer
It had been well publicized.
Cincinnati Reds catcher
Johnny Bench was closing in
on another milestone - Yogi
Berra's career home run
record for catchers. When it
finally was over, Bench was
understandably pleased.
He stood watching the ball
as it sailed deep into the left
field seats at Cincinnati's
Three Rivers Stadium No.314 as a catcher, 347
lifetime and 15 for the year.
"As soon as! hit it, I knew it
was gone," Bench said. "I
don't even know where I threw
my bat, but I knew I jumped
high in tlft air."

NI Roundup
As the ball cleared the
fence, Bench raised his arms.
"I never remember doing
that before," Bench said of his
melodramatics. "I don't wznt
to show a pitcher up, but I
think he understands why."
The historic two-run blast
came on the first pitch from
Montreal right-hander Dave
Palmer, 6-3, and capped a
five-run, fifth-inning rally that
helped the Reds to an 11-7 victory over the Expos. It followed a three-run homer by
George Foster and helped
snap a four-game Cincinnati
losing streak.
Bench had tied Berra's
record Saturday, and he said
the toughest part about breaking it"was the long walk to the
plate every time with the
crowd cheering for me ...."
"The fans wanted it, and on
that trip I said, 'Please let's
get it over with,- Bench said.
Palmer got two homers in
support from Ellis Valentine
and another from Andre
Dawson. For his own part, he
was puzzled.
"I just can't understand
what happened," Palmer
said. "I was breezing along,
and it seems I just lost my
location. But giving up home
runs to powerful swingers like
Bench and Foster is nothing to
be upset about."
Paul Moskau, 7-2, pitched
Cincinnati's first complete
game since the Fourth of July,
yielding nine -hits but benefitting by 13 Reds hits and three

19, 1976.
Montreal errors. Two errors
Mazzilli's homer came amid
were by Expos third baseman
two bench-clearing confrontaLarry Parrish in the third inntions between the clubs. One
ing and led to two unearned
was sparked when Braves
runs.
reliever Al Hrabosky threw a
Elsewhere in the National
pitch above Zachry's head
League, Houston edged
while the Mets pitcher was
Philadelphia 3-2, Pittsburgh
trying lay down a sacrifice
downed San Francisco 5-2,
bunt, and the second came as
New York whipped Atlanta 9Mazzilli was rounding the
2, St. Louis beat San Diego 5-3
bases on his homer.
and Los Angeles defeated
Mazzilli said he told
Chicago 6-2.
Hrabosky, "How do you like
Astros 3, Phil,'2
that? Don't you be throwing at
A win would have tied
my pitcher."
Philadelphia with Montreal
No punches were thrown as
for the NL East lead, but 'a
balk and an error by PhiMes the players milled about,
although Hrabosky had to be
right-hander Dick Ruthven
restrained twice by home
gave the game to Houston and
plate umpire Nick Cobs).
dropped the Phils to third
There were no ejections.
behind Pittsburgh.
Cardinals 5,Padres 3 Tied 2-2, Alan Ashby led off
Ted Simmons doubled home
the Houston ninth with a
single, and Jeff Leonard came two runs to cap a three-run St.
Louis first inning,and the Carin to pinch run. Leonard took
second on Ruthven's balk, and dinals held on to snap San
Ruthven threw away Craig Diego's three-game winning
Reynolds' grounder to score streak.
Bob Forsch, 6-6, went 62-3
the winning run.
Joe Sambito, 4-1, picked up innings for his first victory in
the victory with one scoreless six starts since beating Atlaninning in relief of Nolan Ryan, ta on June 11. He got relief
who yielded one earned run in help from Kiln Seamen and
eight innings and at one time John Littlefield.
Dodgers 6, Cubs 2.
retired 13 straight batters.
Dave Lopes led off the game
Pirates 5, Giants 2
Dave Parker cracked a with a homer and added a pair
tworun single to cap a three- of singles for three RBI as the
run Pittsburgh rally in the Dodgers dealt the Cubs their
eighth inning that snapped a seventh loss in eight games.
Los Angeles starter Burt
tie and ended San Francisco's
Hooton, 8-3, retired the first 11
sevengame winning streak.
Pittsburgh loaded the bases batters for the win. Dave
on a single by Phil Garner, a Goltz, who took himself out of
freak throwing error and an the rotation before the All-Star
intentional walk. The error Game, relieved in the seventh
came when Steve Nicosia and got his first save.
tried to sacrifice Garner to second. Giants pitcher Bob
Knepper and first baseman
Darrell Evans both charged
By BERT ROSENTHAL
the bunt. Evans' throw to seAP Sports Writer _*
cond struck Knepper in the
OSLO, Norway (AP)- Brihead, and the runners wound tain's Steve Ovett has equallup on second and third.
ed the world record for 1,500
Manny Sanguillen was walk- meters.. but he will not hold it
ed, and a fielding error by any longer than May 1, 1981.
shortstop Johnny LeMaster
And he could have owned
allowed the first run to score. the mark by himself were it
Parker capped the rally with a not for a brief wave to the
two-run single.
crowd.
Mets 9, Braves 2'
Nine and one-half months
Steve Henderson homered from now, under new rules of
twice, Lee MazziLli added a the International Amateur
two-run shot in the ninth and Athletic Federation (IAAF),
Pat Zachry tossed a six-hitter the world governing body for
as the Mets reached the .500 track and field, records in
plateau for the first time this races of all distances will be
late in the season since Aug. carried out to hundredths of
--1
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evident as he goes into the
final round of the Junior
Amateur Golf Tournamet with
a one stroke lead.
He's a member of the country club at Richmond and
plays most of his golf there.
Wiggins, 15, shot a 2-underpar 70 that included an eagle
and three birdies, and he was
5-under-par on four par-5
holes. The eagle came on No.
18, a 525-yard slight dogleg to
the right.
At 71 in the 36-hole tournament were David Peggy of
Louisville, Mike Bibb of Danville and Paul Ellington of
Louisville.
Firing par rounds were
Marty Storch of Louisville,
Rich Ledford of Mount SterlMURRAY VARSITY - Front row, left to right, Tammie Campbell, Tammy Hutson,
ing and Robert Schwartz of
-Leslie Hopkins, Mary Burke; back row, Shorty Ford, Suzanne Pitman, Michelle Harris,Louisville.
Dinah Hook,Lonna Furr.
Ches Musselman of
Louisville and Doug Feldman
of Lexington had rounds of 73.
In girls play, the leader was
Nelson of
Catherine
MURRAY JUNIOR VARSITY - Front row, left to right, Missy Emerson, Joy Hina,
Owensboro with 80, Cindy
Rochea Perry; back row, Monica Nance, Brenda Conley, Kim McCoart, Jill Morris, Reb-Emrich of Corbin had a round
bie Houston.
of 81 and Laurie Layman of
Elizabethtown was in with ar
82.
Both boys and girls compet)tion in the 36-hole tournament
will be completed today.

Set For Ole Miss Cheerleading Camp

Genuine Risk
Set For Return
NEW YORK (AP)- Kentucky Derby wknner Genuine
Risk is set to return to racing
on July 31 at Saratoga in the
'
$50,000 Test Stakes.
The 3-year-old filly, who
finished second in the
Preakness and Belmont in addition to becoming the first of
her sex to win the Derby in 65
years, has begun working out
again. Her trainer, LeRoy
Jolley, is aiming Genuine Risk
for either the Alabama or
Travers at Saratoga.
"But she'll need a race first
and the Test looks right," he
said of the seven-furlong

KICKERS - Front row, left to right, Pam Prescott, Kelly Howell, Leslie Erwin, Deidre
Dougherty, Rhonda Barrett, Heather Welch, Kristy Elkins, Ellen Hogancamp, Mindy
Gottfried, Jennifer Hamilton; second row, Mary Leslie foster, Mita Spurlock, Denise
Randolph, Chrystie Howard, Shelley Howell, Sabrina Smith, Rebecca Brock, Kelly
Cathey, Sandy Hopkins; third row, Coaches Pete Morgan, Chuck Overbey, Randy
Gann. Not pictured was Christy Moseley.

New Rules To Wipe Out Ovett's Record

Wiggins Holds One
Shot Lead After 70
RICHMOND, Ky. (AP) Selby Wiggins knows the Arlington Country Club golf
course like the back of his
hand. And that knowledge was

FLYERS - Front row, Stephanie Sammons, Heather Hughes, Jennifer Parker, Hanna
Shapla, Leigh Baker, Robyn Jones; second row, Penny Downy, Kelly Massey, Holly
Brown, Stephanie Vanover, Renee Rogers, Karen Dale, Kristen Lew; back row,
Coaches Steve Sammons, Rocky Shapla. Not pictured were Marcy Gottfried and Amy
Young.

be the high point of the track
seconds. At present, the rule
applies only to races 400 and field competition - and
meters or less. But when the . possibly of the Games.
The two never have liked
new rule is instituted,it will be
each other, and Ovett has been
retroactive.
Therefore, Ovett's current grimly determined to wipe
Coe's name from the record
official time of 3 minutes, 32.1
book. He did it July 1 at
seconds, recorded Tuesday
Bislett, breaking Coe's world
night at Bislett Stadium, "the
mile mark of 3:49.0 with a
world record track," will
revert to 3:32.09- and Sebas- clocking of 3:48.8.
And he almost did it again
tian Coe, his countryman and
arch-rival, will be the record Tuesday night.
Only the wave to the crowd,
holder with a time of 3:32.03
registered
at Zurich, with about 40-50 meters remaining - when he had the
Switzerland on Aug. 15, 1979.
Coe's time currently also is
listed as 3:32.1.
Ovett's record-tying perforAll boys interested in playmance adds even more in- ing football for Calloway
trigue to the upcoming Olym- County High School this fall
pic Games in Moscow, where should report Monday, July 21
he and Coe are scheduled to at 6:15 p.m, in the school
meet in the 1,500 for the first library for their physicals.
time. The race is expected tc
If possible, those reporting

race won - cost him sole
possession of the mark.
West Germany's Dr.
Thomas Wessinghage, the
second-place finisher in
3:33.1 6,
was
more
cooperative.
He said he thought Ovett
muffed his chance to own the
rec9rd alone by waiting too
long to make his move. That
move came without about 200
meters left, shortly after
Ovett had swept past Steve
Scott of the United States and
into the lead.

Calloway Co. To Hold Physicals
should see one of the coaches
to pick a form for the physical
prior to Monday in order to include the parents'signatures.
Forms may be picked up
from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. at the
weight room at the school.

Su,n,h Announces
Daily Commuter Flights
Between Murray &
Nashville Metro!,Airport
FLIGHT SCHEDULE
From Murray to Nashville
Depart
Arrive
Frequency
8:00 a.m.
Mon.-Fri.
8:45 a.m.
4:30 p.m.
Sun.-Fri.
5:15 p.m.
From Nashville to Murray
Arrive
Depart
Frequency
Mon.-Fri.
9:45 a.m.
10:30 a.m.
7:00 p.m.
Sun.-Fri.
6:15 p.m.

$3900
One-Way Fare Only
Contact Sunbird Operations For Ticketing
489-2199
Or
For Lands Travel Agency 753-4646
For Ticketing, Connecting Reservations
And All Your Travel Needs At No Ad-

ditional Cost.
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Right To Limit QuantitiesGovernment Food Stamps
The
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Lower Overhead Means
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Downtown Shopping Center
through July 23
Prices Good July 17
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Fancy Bell

Pet Ritz Cream

Peppers

Pies

Fancy Home Grown

Frosty Whip

Tomatoes

Topping

Save SO
1 lb. Pkg.

Kraft American

By

ABSOCI

Cheese
Singles

Frosty Acres Sliced

Gator Aid

Strawberries

Le

32.z.
Savo

mon

Banquet Heat & Serve Fried

Dixie Fresh
Grade 'A' Large

Chicke

Meat

Family Pack
3 Lb. or More

29

Pure Fresh Lean

Ground Beef

lb.

Unguentine

Tender Tasty
Smoked

Lean Tender

Field Old Fashion Loaf
and

Pork
Pork Chops Salami
Steak
$ 59
29

1

99c

lb

$

NI

Spray

iYour Choice

Cold Drinks

5,1.
Reg. 52.79

12.z. pkg.

lb

Libby's

19

Lean & Meaty Boston Butt

Pork Roast
Worthmore
Sliced

Bacon
89c
12.s. pig.
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Car Shopping Has Changed
By JIM ALLEN
Associated Press Writer
Remember when shopping
for a new car meant a kick at
the tires and a furtive glance
at the price sticker, knowing
the salesman would knock off
a couple of hundred dollars?
You can still kick the tires,
but for some cars, you might
want to kick the sticker price.
A high-mileage car may
cost more — reportedly up to
$1,000 more in southern
California, where imports are
now a majority of the market.
On the other hand, full-size
cars area drag on the market.
Although dealers won't pay
you to drive them away,
rebates and heavy discounts
are widely available.
A small car does not
automatically command a
premium price — what counts
is mileage, and if you're willing to accept just ordinary
mileage, you can make deals
on some Japanese imports in
today's depressed market.
Some Europeans such as Fiat
are offering rebates.
"The only thing you can hustle somebody on today is
something that gets more than
27 miles per gallon," said an
executive of one automaker in
Detroit who did not want to be
identified.
Joe Tetherow, Chrysler
Corp. spokesman in San Francisco, explained: "The sticker
is only a recommended price.
We can't tell a dealer you've
got to sell this car for this
price. The dealer can charge
whatever he wants. If you've
got a hot car, you get what you
can for it."
Asked if his company had a
policy of discouraging price
premiums, a Toyota
spokesman who requested
anonymity said his company
"by law can't even get into
that" with dealers. He said he
has to tell complainers that
selling above list is "the right
of the independent American
businessman."
"The prices on pur small
cars are averaging $400 to $900
above the sticker price," said
Al Lascurittes, assistant sales
manager for Cooper Motors

1

Chrysler in Hayward, Calif.
—The market is bearing that
now because we don't have
that many to sell. And that applies to used cars, too."
Lascurittes said the
manufacturer's suggested
base price for the Plymouth
Champ is $5,500. It's selling
for $6,100. A 1979 Champ with
air conditioning goes for
$5,795, $295 more than the suggested price for a new Champ.
The Champ, made by
Chrysler's Japanese affiliate,
Mitsubishi Motors, is the
economy champ of cars bearing
traditional
U.S.
nameplates. One model is
rated at 37 mpg in city driving
by the Environmental Protection Agency.
Mitsubishi cars are hard to
find. Chrysler can get only
150,000 this model year. It sold
almost 130,000 in the first nine.
months.
Not every Japanese import
is popular. Even Toyota,
whose sales rose 24 percent
the first half of the year, is
stuck with a dog. The Celica,
23 mpg at best, is widely discounted.
"We ask for list price on
every car," said Michael
Coston, assistant manager of
Toyota of Dallas. "But if a
man only has $6,000 and I can
make a profit on the car, I'll
sell it to him."
The cheapest Celica lists for
$5,679, but the others are
$6,159 to $6,919, and the most
popular is $6,619.
On the other hand, Toyota's
Tercel, a new 3I-mpg entry
that is the company's "price
leader" and Toyota's first try
at front-wheel drive, seems to
need cash to coax it out of
hiding.
"We get $500 over list for
them," said Coston. "We sold
three yesterday and I've only
got one left."
The cheapest Tercel lists for
$3,948. Toyota says freight to
Detroit should add about $80,
undercoating a similar sum.
That would make it $4,108
before sales tax.
Salesman Bill Shoebottom
of Royal Toyota in Royal Oak,
Mich., near Detroit told a

caller he usually got "$300
over list" but offered a "base
car" Tercel, including
"weatherizing, preparation
and freight" for $4,368 — $260
over what Toyota said should
be list.
"It'll be here in 15 days, and
there are no names on the
waiting list," Shoe bottom
said.
Prices can fluctuate sharply
with tune and place.
John Boulianne, sales
manager at Schonlaw
Chevrolet in Hollywood, said
prices for Chevettes and Citations had been several hundred dollars above sticker
price, "but that ended about a
month ago" as the market
slumped.
Michigan registers proportionately fewer imports than
any state because of employee
and commercial loyalties to
the domestic auto industry.
Perhaps for that reason, Den-

By MIKE McQUEEN
Associated Press Writer
MIAMI (AP) — Gangs of
black youths roamed the
streets of Liberty City overnight after five white
policemen were shot and
wounded, and 500 officers in
riot gear cordoned off a 9square-mile area of northwestern Miami. Police said
most of the youths had gone
home by dawn and streets
were empty.
More than 25 people were
reported injured during a
night of rock-and bottlethrowing,sporadic looting, arson, firebombing and sniper
fire.
Police said "under a dozen"
people had been arrested by
early today but could not give
an exact number. Police
reported the Liberty City area
was quiet at6 a.m.
The nightlong violence by

Chrysler Still In Trouble
By GLENN RITT
Associated Press Writer

proval Tuesday from the new line of compact cars sell
Chrysler Loan Guarantee well next fall.
The loan board endorsed
Board for up to $300 million in
WASHINGTON ( AP) — new loan guarantees as the se- $250 million in loan guarantees
Chrysler Corp., facing more cond installment in a $1.5 pending a congressional okay
risks in its struggle to survive, billion government bailout within 15 days. It also favored
will lose more than $1.22 package.
another $50 million in
billion in 1980 and may need up
The board, which approved guarantees if Chrysler can
to two-thirds of its federal loan the first $500 million June 24, match that with private finanguarantees before year's end, said that despite the cing.
the government says.
Chrysler has informed the
deteriorating financial picThe troubled automaker ture, it still believes Chrysler Treasury Department it wants
received preliminary ap- can recover if the company's to sell the new guaranteed
bonds on July 31.
The loan board said government analysts now believe
that despite public denials,
Chrysler could need up to $1
billion in government loan
guarantees before the end of
1980 and $1.2 billion by
sometime in 1981.
"They are going to try to
hold their request (this year)
to $800 million," said Treasury
Secretary G. William Miller,
who heads the board. But he
said this "would squeeze them
a little tight. We see the prospect for $200 million more."
The board stressed that the
ries facing Chrysler have
mounted in the past month,
with the nation's third-largest
automaker hit particularly
hard by the general slump in
auto sales and publicity of its
financial struggles.
Chrysler on Tuesday
reported a loss of $1.017 billion
for the first six months of 1980
— about $146 million more
than estimated as recently as
May.
The loan board's revised
•
projection forecasts another
loss in the third quarter, but a
profit in the fourth quarter,
with an overall 1980 loss of
more than $1.22 billion.
Chrysler, which lost $1.097
billion last year, estimates its
1980 loss at almost $1.04
For Only
billion, worse than its earlier
hopes of about $850 million.
"Market demand for
Chrysler's Omni-Horizon line
Save
has weakened and the inven$1.59
tory levels of these cars have
increased," the loan board
Captain D's
said.
For
It also noted that "financial
reserves available to Chrysler
were lower now than previousDinner Includes Q pieces of fish fillet
,sp
french fries creamy role slaw and 2
ly forecast" and said the
southern It le hush
•s (toss, F 7, 50
automaker could have pro•••
blems agreeing with MItsubushi Motors Corp. on finanNiurroy
•
cing of Chrysler's imports of
'—'1"‘s
the Japanese company's
...'
,..." 7
vehicles.

Captain D's
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Fire Victims' Lawyers Say Wiring
Insulation Aided In Club Blaze
CINCINNATI ( AP) — At- ed in February that aluminum
torneys for Beverly Hills Sup- electrical wire was not to
per Club fire victims say that blame for the fire, although
polyvinyl chloride,a wiring in- four aluminum wire manufacsulation, gives off poisonous turers agreed to a $3.6 million
gas when burning and turned out-of-court settlement during
the club's Cabaret Room into the trial.
a gas chamber.
Plaintiffs have won setDefense attorneys for 15 tlements worth about $19
companies on trial in U.S. million, including payments
District Court said PVC has a from the club's owners, its
good safety record and utility company and several
disputed the plaintiffs' conten- insurers.
tion.
If the defendants in the seThe jury in the second civil cond trial are found liable, a
trial stemming from the May separate trial would deter28, 1977, Beverly Hills Supper mine damages.
Club fire will determine PVC's
In opening statements
role in the 165 deaths and ap- before Judge Carl B. Rubin,
proximately 50 injuries that the plaintiffs' attorney,
resulted when the Southgate, Stanley Chesley, said PVC
Ky., club burned to the
ground.
A jury in the first trial decidt

Frankfort Woman
To Represent State
On Task Force

Black Youths Roam City
After Policemen Shot

—3
kai
r.#4•

tr.

nis Vallimont of 'foe Haney
Datsun In Detroit offered the
Datsun 210, which sometimes
commands a premium, for
"$400 off" but warned,"We've
only got two left."
Larry Grimm, sales
manager for Serramonte
Oldsmobile in Colima, Calif.,
said all Oldsmobile models —
big and small — are selling
below the suggested retail
price.
The four-door Olds Omega,
one of General Motors' "Xbody" compacts highly prized
a few months ago, is selling
for $7,200, although it carries a
suggested price of $7,600, he
said. A Cutlass mid-size car
sells now for about $7,400 —
down from a sticker price of
$8,240.
Grimm said a $13,550 Olds
Ninety-Eight will sell for
$11,500. He added, jokingly,
"But we'll take anything for
that. I can't say we've been
selling many of those."

2piecesof fish filet
• crispfrench fries
• creamycoleslaw
• 2Southern-Style
hush puppies.

$ 99

CAPT.D's"
CHIPPER $299

hundreds of youths was triggered Tuesday by a
plainclothes officer's attempt
to stop two black youths from
robbing a white motorist in the
same
neighborhood
devastated by race riots two
months ago, officials said.
A smaller area in Coconut
Grove in southwestern Miami
also was sealed off by police
carrying shotguns and
automatic weapons.
"Hell, man, we're fighting
back," one black teen-ager
said.
"Blacks have to stand up,
man," said 17-year-old Jerry
Founder. "The way they (the
police) handle things is ^all
wrong. It's just a disgrace.
They come in here bluffing
somebody down."
Firefighters were battling
three fires, including one at a
gasoline service station where
youths shoved a tow truck into
the middle of a street and set it
afire.
Police, hampered by
sporadic gunfire, also were
trying to move several garbage bins that had been shoved into the path of a freight
train. The train stopped before
reaching the bins.
"We've had numerous sniping incidents reported
throughout the night," said
Dade County Central District
officer Jim Bigler. "But for
the most part, we've been trying to stay out of the area and
let things calm down. The tension I from the May 17 riots)
has not eased. It is still
acute."
However, George Knox,
Miami city attorney and a
leader in the black community, said the considerable
"police presence" could keep
violence from reaching the
proportions of the May rioting.
Marvin Dunn, a leader in
Miami's black community,
said Liberty City residents
were "scared of what's happening, and they're scared the
police officers are going to
march down and shoot them.
"My concern is that the
police will be so fearful we
won't be able to get any protection down there."
Community Relations
Board member Preston W.
Marshall said many black
teen-agers told him they participated in street violence
because they were dissatisfied
with low-paying summer jobs
and the federal aid provided
by the Carter administration
after the May riots.
Dade County Lt. Robert
Fortney said police reported

inure gunfire Tuesday than in
the May riots, perhaps
because of the looting of gunshops during the riots that left
18 people dead. Some of the
victims were motorists caught
in the bloody outpouring.
Terrified white drivers raced through Liberty City as
bricks and rocks pelted their
cars Tuesday. "I thought I
wouldn't make it out alive,"
said Jose Fernandez, 26. "It's
just not fair."

•

manufacturers knew that bur- "Products of the combustion
ning PVC gives off poisonous of all those products burial*
hydrogen chloride gas. He will be part of the smokes aod
said the manufacturers re- gases that will be described In
quire workers to wear gas this case."
Compared to all the polr
masks when working with
products in the Beverly Hills
PVC.
Chesley said the Cabaret Supper Club, PVC wiring inRoom, where singer John sulation was "very, very
Davidson was scheduled to ap- small," Henlein said.
The trial is not concerned
pear and where most of the
with the cause of the fire.
victims' bodies were found
Rubin said he will allow only
near two exits, contained 7,000
six expert witnesses for each
feet of wiring.
side and limit testimony to the
"PVC has a very unique
question of whether the
tendency — as it heats up, it
presence of PVC insulation
begins to thermally degrade"
was an unreasonable safety
and 58 percent of it becomes
hazard.
hydrogen - chloride gas,
Chesley said.
"Evidence will show the
Cabaret Room literally
became a gas chamber," he
said. Chesley added that
fumes may have killed people
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) or caused them to become The Kentucky State Parks
disoriented.
system had its most suc"No one burned to death in cessful month on record in
the Beverly Hills fire," June, with revenues exChesley said, citing autopsy ceeding $3.8 million, accorz'
reports blaming asphyxiation ding to Commissioner Lou
for all the deaths.
Ka ribo.
PVC is a polymer, like
The revenue represents a 17
wood, wool, nylon, paper, cot- percent increase from sales of
ton and cabbage, and all $3.3 million last June, he said.
polymers release toxic gas
According to a study of six
when burned, said Carl ,parks, the nurrtber of visitors
Henlein, a Louisville lawyer . from January through June of
representing Firestone Tire
this year increased by 7 perand Rubber Co., one of the
cent over the same period in
defendants.
1979.
"Fire temperatures ranged
The percentage of Kenfrom 800 to 1,500 degrees
tuckians staying overnight at
Fahrenheit. Every polymer
state parks increased from 44
material within the Beverly
percent in 1979 to 52 percent
Hills Supper Club would be
during the first six months of
burning," Henlein said.
this year.

Parks System
Has Most
Sucessfull Month

3 speeds

Hibachi Grill
10"x17"x314"
Cast iron base
_Some items may not be available at all location:.
Sale ends July 21, 1980

9:00-9:00
Mon.-Sot.
2:00-7:00
Sun.

.BEGLEY'S
DRUG

STORES

Pepto Bismol
For upset stomach, indigestion, nausea
4 oz.

Tap-A-Glass
MOTTL11VE COATING *ACTION

Cold Drink Dispenser
Strong, durable, non-toxic
Holds 1 gallon

FOR UPSET
INDIGEST1(
NAUSEA

0 FL 01

Highlander

Men Injured
MADISONVILLE, Ky.( AP)
— Two men were injured in a
series of explosions at the
Pillsbury Co. storage facility
in Madisonville.
The blasts Tuesday of
origin
undetermined
demolished one storage tank
and tore the roof off another.
Officials said that Frank
Grace, 20, was burned on the
face, chest and hands and was
in serious condition. Grace, an
employee of General Steel
Contractors at Hopkinsville,
was doing repair work on a
storage tank at the time of the
accident.
Brad Toll, 20, a _Pillsbury
employee, was treated for a
knee injury.
Don Lopeman, manager of
the facility, said damage
could run as high as $1 million.

Central
Center
Murray

Quantity rights reserved

Scotch

Cassette Tape
60-minute blank cassette
by Scotch
HC-60

Twenty plastic bags
C
C Ass(

with ties
44 qt. capacity

Save up to 50% or more on your
next prescription
Generic drugs are another way that Begley's can save you money. We carry only those generic drugs
that we can dispense and you can take with complete assurance in their quality.
s's

411*.

•

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
A Frankfort woman will
represent Kentucky on a national task force compiling
recommendations for President Carter on the White
House Conference on
Families.
Cindy Benassi, 24, was
elected by 28 Kentucky
delegates who attended the
conference in Minneapolis.
She is a research analyst in
the Department for Human
Resources.
The 117-member national
task force will meet next
month in Washington to make
recommendations from the
conferences.

•

•
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University Church
= Plans For Family
Bible School Here
The University Church of
Christ has finalized plans for

FIRST CO/VUTER FLIGHT — Fred Bostick, center, of Anaheim, Calif., was the first
customer of Sunbird Airlines new Murray-Nashville commuter service. The commuter
service began this morning with twice-a-day round trips between Murray and Nashville
Monday through Friday and one round-trip flight on Sunday. Left to right are Maurice
and Dudley Bourne, owners and operators of the service, Bostick, who was connecting with a flight in Nashville, Terrell Mayton of WSJP radielwand Tommy Walker
representing the Murray-Calloway County Airport Board

J• Deathsand Funerals

Dorris Kuykendall
Dies Tuesday With
Rites On Thursday

Funeral Thursday
At Local Chapel
For Edwin Easley

Dorris L. Kuykendall was
pronounced dead on arrival at
the Henry County General
Hospital, Paris, Term., early
Tuesday morning. He was 54
years of age and a resident of
101 Greer Street, Paris, Tenn.
Born Aug. 20, 1925, he was
the son of One Wilson Kuykendall, who died Aug. 19, 1973,
and Ella Odessa Orr Kuykendall, who died Jan. 29, 1973. A
veteran of World War II and
the Korean Conflict, he retired
after 18 years of service for
medical reasons. He was a
member of the Temple Baptist
Church,Paris, Tenn.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Nell Morris Kuykendall,
to whom he was married on
May 5, 1948; one daughter,
Baldwin,
Mrs. Victor Jeni)(
Paris, Tenn.; five sisters —
Mrs. L. B. Spann, Hazel, Mrs.
Oyna Orr, Cottage Grove,
Tenn., and Miss Sylvia
Kuykendall, Mrs. Bernice
Fletcher, and Mrs. Cottle May
Orr, all of Puryear, Tenn.;
two brothers, Harold Lloyd
Kuykendall and One Junior)(
Kuykendall, Paris, Tenn.;
three grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Thursday at 2 p.m. at the
LeDon Chapel of Ridgeway
Morticians, Paris, Tenn., with
burial to follow in the Rose
Lawn Memory Gardens there.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.

Services Thursday
For Mr. Holland

The funeral for Edwin
Easley of 1616 Miller Avenue,
Murray, will be held Thursday
at 10 a.m. at the chapel of the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with the Rev. Jackson
Foster officiating. Milton
Gresham will be soloist with
Mrs. Thyra Crawford as
organist.
Active pallbearers will be
Hue! West, Joseph D. West, W.
P. Dick)(
West, Jimmy Wynn,
Cohn Paschall, and Eurie
Warren.
Honorary
pallbearers will be Claude
Miller, Frank Montgomery,
Gingles Barnes, Harding
Galloway, Halford Beane, and
Lester Garland. Burial will
follow in the Sinking Spring
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mr. Easley,53, died Monday
at 11:35 p.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital. His
father, Aubrey Easley, and a
brother, Joe Max Easley,
preceded him in death.
He is survived by his stepfather and mother, Mr. and
Mrs. Ocus Boyd, 1616 Miller
Avenue, Murray; sister, Mrs.
Virginia Scott, Murray Route
1; step sister, Mrs. Karl
Cooper, El Toro,,Calif.; step
brother, Jim Boyd, South
Rockwood, Mich.: several
nieces and nephews.

Corrections & Amplifications
The names of Mr. and Mrs. Hafford Smith of Murray
were not included in the list attending the reunion of the
family of Esquire Matt Smith that was submitted for
publication.
The Murray Ledger & Times tries to correct promptly any errors in
fact or clarify any misleading information appearing in news articles.
That is the purpose of this column. To report an error or need for
clarification please call 753-1918.

per package
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THE SAVING PLACE

Hog Market

33500-3000
US 1-2 270-350 lbs
333.00-35.00
US 1-3 300-450 lbs
$3500-36.00
US 1-3 450-500 lbs.
few 37.50
$36:00-37.00
US 1-3 500-650lbs...
632.00-33.00
US 2-3 300-500 Ibs
Boars over 300 28 00-29 00 under 300
26.0027.00

Big Mo Is Back
DETROIT(AP)—Big Mo is
back.
George Bush, whose selfdescribed "Big Mo" disappeared in the snows of the New
Hampshire presidential
primary election, showed
signs today of regaining the
political momentum that this
time could bring him to the
Republican vice presidential
nomination.
By tonight, if Ronald
Reagan moves quickly, and
certainly by Thursday mornMg, Reagan will make the
decision that could be the most
important in his race for the
White House.
Key Republicans who con-

ferred Tuesday with the
former California governor
came away with the impression that Reagan was leaning
toward Bush. But others —
Sen. Richard Lugar of Indiana
and Sen. Paul Laxalt of
Nevada — were said by a
source high in Reagan's camp
to still be under consideration.
Other sources, particularly
members of Congress who
met with Reagan,added Reps.
Jack Kemp of New York and
Guy Vander Jagt of Michigan
to the list. Kemp gave a rousing speech Tuesday night and
was awarded by his supporters with a three-minute
rally.

Fair..

Industrial Average
Air Products
American Motors
Ashland
American Telephone
Chrysler
Ford Motor
G.A.F.
General Care
General Dynamics
General Motors
General Tire
Goodrich
Goodyear
Gulf Oil
Hardees
Heublein
I.B.M
Jerico
K-mart
Pennwalt
Quaker Oats
Texaco
US Tobacco
Wal-Mart
Wendy's

+4.44
44+.-4
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37%-4
52'4+4
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284
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176*+4
19%-4s
156* unc
4492+.4
154 one
324-As
644+4
23lab, 24lua
23'4-4
34+".
364+6*
42%+194
1114kb, lets

cross

that the council enact such an ordinance since police had observed that
use of the park had increased during
the early morning hours. An ordinance
would give police the authority to ask
persons to leave the facility.
An exception to the midnight closing
would be made for special events, such
as concerts or tournaments, which have
been scheduled and approved through
the parks department.
Signs stating the closing time will not
be erected along the drives entering the
park until the ordinance has a second
reading.
A concert by the Murray State
University Band will be held at 7:30
p.m. Monday on the open air portion of
the old L &N depot in the new park.
In other business, the board accepted
a $400 bid for the old chain link fencing,
woven wire fabric, posts and top railing
that surrounded the four ballfields in
the old park. The fields were refenced
during the spring.

Paschall. marigolds, artificial fruit and flower, oldfashioned flowers. African violet, non-flowering
house plant, three different rcues, flowerq34 shrub,
roses and summer mums;
Paula Sills, artificial roses, miniature artdical arrangement and dinner table; Katherine Ray, dried
arrangement and all foliage; Brenda Wyatt, perennial phlox, Debbie Woods, silk flowers, tea pot with
artifical arrangement; Murlene Outland, best bread
flower arrangement;
Bess Gurgles, antique quilt, tablecloth and
homemade bedspreads; Tempest Paschall, quilt
modern patchwork, pillowcase lace trim and
pillowcase; Mrs. Herman Darnell, pillowcases
drawn work, crewel embroidery and sofa pillow,
Clara Jean Paschall, latch hooked tern,
Katherine Ray, Swedish weaving pillows,
decoupage picture. Chnstinas tree ornament and
afghan; Duo Darnell. yardstick holder, crochet
shawl and knitted sweater, Donna Dawson,
wallhanging. Barbara Frank, candle holders and
pothanger;
Donna Jackson, cross stitch articles, stained glass
ornaments,tote bag and needlepoint; Nicole Bazzell,
crochet jewelry, Bess Gurgles, Hong Kong stools and
woven baskets, David Grady, native craft; and
:Lira Jean Paschall, bead bells

preserves; Peggy Harrell, oar preserves, Bess
Gingles, fruit jam; Mike Wilson, honey; Kathrine
Ray, tomato juice. Judy Mitchell. squash. sour
cucumber pickles; Judy Ekerhard, sweet cucumber
pickles;
Jain Kautzman, water color painting, cooper tooling and refinishing picture frame; J.C. Goodman,
acrylic painting; Barbara Funk, ink drawing and
sand sculpture Dell Frazier, painting; Gina
Darnell, best selected picture in frame, bell pulls,
best selected picture in antique frame;
Inez Goodman, antique painted -picture in frame
and textile painting; Eric Mitchell, hand painted plaques; Katherine Ray, crewel embroidrey picture;
Paula Sills. textile painting; Bess Gingles. ceramic;
David Grady, plaster craft and bread dough art;
Lucille Potts, coffee coke, pound cake, cupcakes,
butter cake, corn fightbread and wheat muffins;
Phyllis Miller, gelatin cake, biscuits, sponge cake
and candy; Tempest Paschall, cornmeal muffins
and loaf cake; Peggy Harrell. homemade rolls;
Katherine Ray, loaf yeast breads, Alma Cooper,
angel food cake;
Onia Darnell, pressed flowers, miniature arrangement. driftwood arrangement, bottle with artifical
flowers, dried arrangement in frame, zinnias,
unusual arrangement and g ladiolo; Tempest

_
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Summer Clearance

SALE
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Savings Up To

1974 Malibu
Station Wagon
Beige, power steering, power brakes and air.
approx. 56,358 miles.

Calloway Middle School
Yearbooks Are Here!

$1400.00
keep That Grew GM feelily With Genuine GM PnrIs
OM QUALITY
,ARTsp
,favici

Students can pick them up at the
office from 8:00 to 3:00 Thursday
and Friday of this week. Also Monday and Tuesday of next week
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DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET, INC.
641 South

753-2617
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Downtown Murray
...Triomf Night Till 8.00
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Beginning Friday Morning
Entire Summer Stock Must Go
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• I Continued From Page 1)

July 1 through June 30.
A $500 increase in anticipated concession revenues was reflected in the
amendment, while cutbacks totalling
$3,500- were made in the money
budgeted for the work study program,
supplies and materials for the ballfields
and playgrounds, utilities, and repair of
the swimming pool and truck.
The largest one-day attendance in the
five-year history of the pool, 376 people,
was recorded Saturday during the "Sip,
Dip and Dance" party, Hohrnan noted.
Season passes for that day totalled 130.
The parks director told board
members that engineers had recently
laid out two soccer fields in the park.
Excavation of the fields should begin in
late August, he sail.
An ordinance prohibiting the use of
the old city park and the new citycounty park after midnight has been
passed by the council upon first
reading, Hohman said.
The board voted last month to request

KING'S DEN

Prices of stacks of local interest at 11
a.m. CST today furnished to The Murray
Ledger & Times by First of Michigan
Corp.,of Murray.

Al

delegates on both sides started up competing demonstrations.
Before Mrs. Reagan took her seat at
one end of the hall this time,the convention had quickly approved a conservative platform spiced with sharp
attacks on President Carter's record
and calling for a tougher foreign policy,
broad tax cuts, boosts in defense spending and restraints on growth of
government in other areas.
Potential fights over two planks —
one dropping party support for the
Equal Rights Amendment,the other endorsing a constitutional amendment
banning abortions except to save the
life of the mother — didn't materialize.

when he will accept the nomination
with a speech, already written, which
will make a strong appeal to Democrats
party lines and vote for the
to
Republican ticket.
But Nancy Reagan, the candidate's
wife, and his two oldest children,
Maureen and Michael, attended Tuesday night's session. They were welcomed by cheering delegates and chants of
"Viva, Ole"front the Texas delegation.
The chants reminded many onlookers
of the moment four years ago when
Nancy Reagan and Betty Ford arrived
at the convention hall in Kansas City
with the presidential contest between
their husbands still undecided and

Park..

Loci

(Continued From Page 11

best cantaloupe; Bill Hurt, plate of three white
onions, plate of three hubbard squash, plate of unshelled lima beans, plate of unshelled green beans
polepods and best cabbage head.
Joe Reeder, plate of three sweet peppers, Donna
Jackson, plate of three hot peppers and plate of three
saucer squash, Any Bloom, plate of three yellow
squash and plate of three acorn squash;
Eric Mitchell, plate of three zucchini squash, pint
of shelled beans and plate of three bunches of airrots. Voir Ellis, plate of peas, Dell Frazier, three
ears of sweet corn. Tempest Paschall, plate of ornamental corn and display of ornamental gourds,
and Brenda Wyatt. best three okra pods.
Winners in the women's divisions included Glenda
Wilson, casual dress and child's clothing; Marjorie
Grudy, dress-up dress and child's clothing. Onia
Darnell, semi-tailored garment; Kathnne Ray,
weekend wardrobe, Phyllis Miller. blouse,
Tempest Paschall, apple Jelly, pears, soup mixture, tomatoes an juice. string beans, grape juice and
peaches; Alma Cooper, blackberry jelly. luna beans.
carrots and English peas; Phyllis Miller, vegetable
relish, yellow corn, summer peas, beets, other jelly
and blackberries;
Judy Miller, peach preserves and strawbery

Stock Market

Subscribers who hove not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Murray ledger & limes by
530 p.m. Monday-Friday or by
330 p.m. Saturdays are urged
to call 1531916 between 5:30 p.m.
and 6 pm., Monday through Friday, or
3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m. SalurdaYs.
A circulation department employee is on duty during these
time periods to insure delivery
of your newspaper. Calls must
be placed by 6 p.m. weekdays or4 p.m. Saturdays to guarantee
delivery.
The regular business off ice
hours of The Murray Ledger & Times-are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.. Monday
through Friday and 8 ars to nice,
Saturdays,

57

its 1980 Family Bible School,
scheduled to open Sunday, JuDETROIT (AP) — Ronald Reagan's
ly 20, at 6 p.m. Sessions will be
long-sought moment of triumph and
held at 7 p.m., Monday
decision arrives tonight when the
through Thursday.
Republican National Convention
"Doing God's Will" will be
nominates him for President of the
the theme of the school for the
United States and then awaits his
children and young people.
choice of a running mate.
Speakers for the junior and
While the outcome of the presidential
senior high sckwol groups will
vballoting is a foregone conclusion with
be Willard Alls, Sunday; DanReagan the only surviving candidate
ny Hall, Paducah, Monday;
from a once-crowded field, his choice
Buddy Borland, Sharon,
for Second spot on the ticket remains
Tenn., Wednesday; Willie
the convention's only guessing game.
Paducah,
Bradshaw,
Will it be George Bush, the man who
the
be
will
Tuesday
Thursday.
gave him the toughest fight in the
summer youth series at BenRepublican primaries? Or Rep. Guy
ton.
Vander Jagt of Michigan, whose conTeachers for the children invention keynote speech was put off until
clude Mary Taylor, Linda
tonight when Tuesday night's program
Fain, Debbie Shapla, Karin
ran past midnight. Or Rep. Jack Kemp.
Parker, Tammy Curd, Jana
of New York, whose supporters staged
Tidwell, Teesa Lilly, Wanda
a noisy, sign-waving demonstration
Erwin, Kathy Cleaver,Sharon
when he addressed the convention
Steele, Beverly Logue, Gaye
Tuesday night.
'
Delancey,
and
Terri
Smith,
Others on most speculative lists inSally DuFord.
clude Sens. Richard Lugar of Indiana
—The Adult Class will study
and Paul Laxalt of Nevada, and former
the "Sermon On The Mount"
Cabinet members Donald Munsfeld
with Bruce Logue and
and William Simon.
Talmadge Jones as teachers.
Party leaders streamed in and out of
In charge of refreshments
Reagan's suite on the 69th floor of the
will be Hazel Berkley and
Detroit Plaza Hotel on Tuesday to
Mildred Myers.
discuss the vice presidential nominaThe public is invited to attion and most came away with the same
tend the school, a church
impression: Reagan had not made up
spokesman said.
his mind.
For Reagan, the balloting on the
presidential nomination will be like a
moment out of one of his Hollywood
Federal-State Market News Service July
movies.
16, 1980 Beaten in two earlier tries for the
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes6 Buying Stations
nomination, he tried again, his last
Receipts: Act. 1054 Est. 000 Barrows &
chance at age 69, and this time he overGilts $1.00 lower Sows steady $1.00 lower
mostly .50-1.00 lower
whelmed the opposition.
542.75-4300
US 1-2300-230 lbs
The former California governor,
842.50-42.75
ITS 2 200-240 lbs
541.50-42.50
US 2-3 240-250 lbs.
following tradition, has no plans to go to
_
US 2-4300-200 lbs.
Joe Louis Arena until Thursday night
Sows

14

MISS
YOUR PAPER?

The Paper Plates
on Page 1 of the
K-Mart Section In
Today's Paper Should
Have Read

11

The graveside services for
John Jefferson Holland,
former resident of Murray,
will be held Thursday at 10
a.m, at the Holland Family
Cemetery near Murray.
Friends may call at the
Beard Funeral Home, Crofton, after 4 p.m. today
( Wednesday).
Mr. Holland, 71, died Monday at 11 a.m. about two hours
after their arrival at their
Crofton home on their move
from East Palatka, Fla.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Carol-Lee Walker
Holland, Crofton; one
daughter, Mrs. Alton Hughes,
White House, Tenn.; five sons
— Gerald, Hopkinsville Route
6, Charles, Maumee, Ohio,
Bill, Westland, Mich., Larry,
Crofton,and Carl, Lake Como,
Fla.; sister, Mrs. Woodrow
Futrell, Benton; brother, Marvin Holland, Murray; 15
grandchildren; two great
grandchildren.

Reagan's Moment Of Triumph
Arrives In Detroit Tonight

iflurkingilant Neap, iEth.
Dixieland Center
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Local Youth Takes Oath In Cowboy Boots

Deadly New Dog Virus Shows
Significant Increase Recently

Adopted iforean Boy Is Naturalized
The three-year-ol
wometttnd children from 15
opt
Korean son of a
•way .0 ,reign untries who became
County couple at
JS. citissns in the first
in
American cowboy
ir2tAiraliz.atjon ceremony to be
pledged his allegianc
hip6 in Paducah in at least six
United States in a
yet
'.--•••
naturalization ceremon
completion
of
in U.S. District Court in
nterstate-24 linking Paducah
Paducah.
th the Fort Campbell area
Jason Cummings,son of Mr.
nod the way for the return
and Mrs. Ray Cummings of of the ceremony to Paducah
Murray, was one of 40 men, from Louisville, where it is

held four times a year, or
Bowling Green.
Other Calloway County
residents who became
American citizens were Murray State University track
coach Bill Cornell and his wife
Rose, Roquita Hartley and
losima Brown.
Jason, who will be 4 years
old July 25, was adopted in
1978 by the Cummings through

the Dillon Adoption Agency in mean you'll stop loving your
Tulsa, Okla. The agency, home country."
which handles only the adopIn taking the oath for
tion of Korean children, works citizenship, the group pledged
Occurrences of a deadly
with the Kentucky Depart- to "support and defend the new viral disease among dogs
ment for Human Resources.
Constitution of the U.S. have shown a "significant inThe couple has two other against all enemies — both crease" in the past two to
children — a daughter, Chris- foreign and domestic." three weeks.
ty, 8, and a son, Cory, 6 mon- Johnstone also asked them to
,Dr. Wade Kadel, director of
ths
defend the country against the Murray State University
Although adults must have crime and lawlessness, but Veterinary Diagnostic and
resided in the United States at most of all, against social in- Research Center (MSUleast five years and in Ken- justice."
VDRC), said the increase in
tucky at least six months to be
The new citzens were incidence of the disease seems
naturalized, juveniles may be welcomed by Paducah Mayor to be related to the extreme
naturalized as soon as they John Penrod and Mrs. Lilija hot weather.
are legally adopted.
Murphy, wife of former Mayor
A vaccine has been
Federal Judge Edward H. William S. Murphy. Mrs. Mur- developed to prvent the
Johnstone, who relaxed his phy became a U.S. citizen 25 disease, which has a causative
rules and allowed cameras in years ago after the Com- agent identical to the virus
the courtroom,said to the new munist takeover of her home that cause distimper in cats.
citizens, "In western Ken- country, Latvia.
Owners of dogs, particularly
tucky, you are far away from
any foreign boundaries, but
the people of this area will
welcome you.”
Johnstone said the
ceremony
marked
a
memorable occasion for
native Americans, as well as
PARIS, Tenn. — A Rich boat, which was driven
for the new citizens. "America
needs you as much as you Dyersburg man has been by Richard Wells.
bound over to the Henry CounNolen's boat hit the left rear
need America," he said.
Naturalization laws have ty Grand Jury in connection of Wells' boat, killing Rich and
been in effect since 1790, caus- with the May 25 boating death injuring Barbara Evans, a
ing "every generation of of Donald Eugene Rick of Big passenger, who was treated at
a local hospital and released.
Americans to be enriched by Sandy.
Larry Grant Nolen, 24, was Witnesses said Nolen's boat
persons from abroad," he
bound over on a charge of then left the scene. It was
said.
The immigrants were most- vehicular homicide and re- found two days later at Moon's
ly from Asia (Korea, Hong mained free on $2,500 bond. Landing.
Wells and Michael Rich,
Kong, Thailand, Vietnam, The grand jury meets July 21.
Nolen was arrested May 28 Donald's brother, both idenPhilippine Islands, India and
Pakistan) and Europe by Henry County Sheriff tified the Nolen boat as the
boat that struck them. Bomar
(England, Scotland, Germany Richard Bomar. Bomar said a
and Austria). Others came boat operated by Nolen and questioned Nolen and Harold
from'4 Mexico, Jamaica, one in which Rich was a Quinley of Dyersburg, who
passenger were traveling in
was a passenger in the boat,
Guatemala and Surinam.
Mary Rose Messina, deputy opposite directions May 25 in and later charged Nolen.
Bomar said there was no
clerk in charge of naturaliza- Eagle Creek Chute on Kention records for U.S. District tucky Lake when Nolen made evidence to indicate the accident was intentional.
Court in Louisville, said the a sharp U-turn and struck the
ceremony is often an emotional time for the new citizen
because he is renouncing any
allegiance or fidelity of his
homeland.
Johnstone told the new
citizens, "Your allegiance as
it was before is destroyed, as
Section B—Page One
if it never existed. But that is
in the legal sense. It does not

Dyersburg Man Bound
Over In Boating Death

HELPING HAND WITH THE OATH — Ray Cummings of Murray gives his adopted son,
Jason, 3,from Korea, a helping hand in taking the oath of citizenship in a naturalization
ceremony held in U.S. District Court in Paducah in May. Four other Calloway Countians pledged their allegiance to the United States in the ceremony which was the first
to be held in Paducah in at least six years.

Wednesday Night
Is Family Night
Pay $4.00 For Tickets
and Ride All You Like
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puppies, should consult their
veterinarians to learn of
disease prevention measures.
First described by a
veterinarian at Texas A & M
in 1977, the disease was
diagnosed by diagnosticians
at the MSU-VDRC in August,
1979. Close surveillance in the
area turned up cases in
Hopkinsville, Paducah,
Owensboro, Bowling Green,
Madisonville, and Clarksville,
Tenn., before the upsurge in
recent weeks.
Kadel said several researchers believe the virus, which
is so deadly in dogs, is a
variant or mutant of the cat
distemper virus.
The virus can cause a very
severe enteritis (inflarrunabon of the intestine I in young
dogs. The severe hemorrhage
resulting from the infection
causes death within about 48
hours after the first signs of
bloody diarrhea are noted.
Another danger is that the

Lexington Paper
Shifts Buildings
LEXINGTON, Ky. (API —
The Lexington Herald-Leader
Co. took a major step Monday
toward shifting its operations
to a new downtown building.
The Lexington Leader, the
afternoon
company's
newspaper, was printed at the
new plant for the first time
Monday.
Printing of the morning Lexington Herald at the new plant
is scheduled to begin next
Monday,said managing editot
Jim Green.

virus can infect the heart and
cause death within a few hours
of the first signs of illness.
Clinical signs of the infection
in dogs with this form of the
disease are difficult resperation, panting, pacing, and
chest pain.
Kadel noted that the disease
is readily transmitted from affected pups to litter mates totid
other dogs. He said dog
owners are urged to maintain
strict segregation of young
puppies from stray dogs.
Puppies six months of age
and less usually die despite
therapy. Older puppies can be
saved when treated by a
veterinarian with intravenous
fluids and other supportive
measures.

Old Time Fiddlers
Contest To Be Held
Friday, Saturday
LEITCHFIELD, Ky. (AP)
— The Kentucky State Championship Old Time Fiddlers
Contest will be held Friday
and Saturday at Rough River
Dam State Resort Park.
Competition in the two-day
festival includes the
categories of harmonica,
bluegrass banjo, bluegrafs
band, old-time string band,
senior fiddler, junior fiddler,
old-time banjo, mandolin,
beginner fiddler, jig dancing,
best rhythm man, and a tiddleoff between the junior and
senior winners for the Kentucky Governor's Cup.
A total of $2,045 in prize
money will be awarded.

Murray Ledger 8r Times

GENERAL ADMISSION
Under Age 6
Age 6 and Above

FREE
$1.00

GRAND STAND ADMISSION
Under Age 6
Age 6 thru 1 1
Age 12 and Above

FREE
$1.00
$2.00

Wednesday's
Events
July 16th
10:00 a.m. — Holstein & Friesian Cattle Show
5:00 p.m. — Open Rabbit Show
7:00 p.m. — Family Nite

Kiddies Day
1Am.to5

15c,ach

Rides

*14th Ani 19th
1' Golden Empire Shows Will-Buy
Uve Field Mice $3each.

Wednesday,July 16,1980
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516 Main
8:30-6:00
Mon.-Thurs. L Sat.
8:30-8:00
Fridays

Your Key To Value

OUR WINNER!!

Venture Bass Boat Giveaway was Sally Humes of Bald Knob , Ark

c°9
ge°3
'
d Shop the Catalog Order Ran
"Record Shop",order& save!

•Our New Spring & Summer COP Catalog
offers more variety -than ever before
at money saving prices.
• Catalog order prices are lower than store
prices for the same merchandise, where
available.
• Your order will be ready when the store's next
shipment arrives.
•Order by Phone in the store at the Catalog
Desk.

Wet tesetwe the rtghl itt

Choose from our many Household Values

Order #129674
See page 258

Super Values from our
Recreational Department

quartitttes

Order 1112896r
See page 227

tr..—•-•••

Super-Pro Dryer
1400 watts of •
drying power, 4 heat
and 2 air speed
settings plus 5
attachments. Color:
Grey
Anar: •-qp>

---f \
\ ;4

'-

RALLYE

Swing Set

10 speed 7 continuous speeds for
exacting chef's control - 3 separate
"Flash Blend" speeds (low, medium,
high) provide instant on/off blending
action. 5 cup shatterproof "Power
Pitcher" features removable blade
assembly base for easy cleaning.
Gold.
Color: Harvest /

zz,%,!r...,:;;7 •••
Seal-A-Meal
Pouches
Bags-32 oz
18 count per
box.

ORDER
PRiCE

Play features include a trapeze bar, two
color coordinated patented safety swings, a
two-passenger glide ride with color matched saddles, and a 5-foot fun stripe slide
Overall height 73" Base area 11' x 8'3"
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New textured
design that
looks great in
any kitchen.
Cord length
5-foot. Seals
Dazey boilable
cooking pouches and closes
most household wraps
and food
packages.

ems.

TITAN 10 Speed Blender

urco

DAZE Y
Seal-A-Meal

Gr
De

Order *128988
See page 227

2047

Wet/Dry JET VAC
by Shelton

Order #132128
See page 234

Washable cartridge filter - requires no changing from wet to dry. 5
gallon dry capacity; 31:.
gallon wet capacity.
Weight: 17 lbs. Color
White w/blue and
green stripes.

warind rag

Gas Grill
40,00 BTU's of heat
from the individually
controlled twin burners
(20,000 ea.). Turcolite
solid state automatic igniter starts grill at the
touch of a finger.
Weight: 110 pounds

AC/DC
Cassette
Recorder

Order 1129542
See page 164

18646
Order *227927
See page 14

/ \
4548

ofe
i4i
Loutui
siazzsol

Sensitive built
-in condenser
microphone Automatic end-of-tape
shutoff, and automatic
level control (ALC). Twoway power capability four "C"
cells (not included)

Order *135305

See page 214/
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Swyngomatic w/sun shade

Turco

Large adjustable sun shade, easy
access seat with 15 minute
mechanism.
Color.Plush Pink
Weight: 13 lbs.

Great Automotive Values
ORDER
PRICE

mico ....ix fsl

MOBILE al.10•0

1=11a.

DP/110 Pound Barbell Set
Four silver discs 6.5 kg (14 3
ea.). 4 discs 4.0 kg. (8.8 ea.), 2
silver discs 2.0 kg. (4.4 ea.).
One 66" unfilled bar w/plugs.
Two 18" dumb'ell bars
w/plastic sleeve

••79199 Cain?,
•,290,2
See cage 93

i
In-Dash Stereo

High-performance AM/FM /FM-stereo radio with backlighted
dial in tape door. Balance and fader control tailor output for
up to four speakers. Available in 8-Track or Cassette

POLAROID
SX-70 Sonar Camera
Automatic and precise
focusing in any light
conditions, also manual
focusing, ability. Compact,
lightweight-folds to approximately 1" x 4"x9" Automatic time exposures to 14.
seconds

C
Su
repeeprer
Hardwood
,construction Rolls
on 4 caster rifillers
Foam padded headrest

Triaxial 3-way Speakers
The first auto speaker with a woofer, a tweeter
and a midrange. Size 6" x 9" 20 oz. Syntox-6'
ceramic magnets, 25 watt power rating, 30'
speaker wire, custom grills, mounting hardware.
instructions

DrCT
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Graduates Of Nursing Schools
Decline During 1978-79 Year
Graduates from educational
programs
preparing
registered nurses declined
during the 1978-79 academic
year, according to the National League for Nursing's
"1980 Annual Survey of StateApproved Schools of NursThis decrease occured
despite a net increase of 15
during the-year in the total
number of RN programs. The
1 percent decline in graduates,
from 78,697 in the academic
year 1977-78 to 77,932 in 197879, was the first such drop
since the mid-1960s.
Admissions of first year
students to registered nursing
programs were down for the
second consecutive year,
declining 2.9 percent from
111,928 in 1977-78 to 108,717 in
1978-79. Total enrollments in
RN programs declined 1.9 percent from the 242,259 in October, 1978, to 237,580 in October, 1979, continuing the
steady decrease of the prior
three years.
Kentucky • statistics that
compare admissions and
enrollment show an even
greater percentage of decline.
Admissions dropped 3.7 percent from 3,571 in 1977-78 to
3,437 in 1978-79, while
enrollments fell off 7.8 percent
from 1,978 in October, 1978, to
1,823 in October, 1979.
"We are witnessing a
systematic ,clecline in the
preparation of new nurses,
while all evidence indicates an
increasing demand for nursing services in coming years,"
said Dr. Matthew F. McNulty,
Jr., chancellor of The Medical
Center at Georgetown University in Washington, D.C., and
president of the National
League for Nursing (NLN).
"The adverse impact of this
decline upon the provision of
health care services in the
United States cannot be
overemphasized," he said.
Dr. McNulty further cautioned that continued administration
efforts
to
eliminate federal funds for
nursing schools and nursing
student aid, if successful,
could force the closing of some
schools and prevent many
low-and
middle-income

students from seeking or continuing their nursing education, further diminishing the
supply of new nurses.
"I strongly urge that funds
be increased and action programs in student recruitment
and nursing education be expanded at federal, state, and
local levels. The evidence of
factual data is clear and
definitive. Every statistical
finding forecasts an inexorable decline in both nursing
schoolosdmissions and nursing
school graduations," he said.
"The continued contention
in some areas of the administration that there is no
nursing shortage is now increasingly refuted in all parts
of the country, as more states
document their institutional
nursing position vacancies
and the inability of nursing
education programs to meet
such shortages.
"Difficulties in recruiting
nursing staff reported by
hospitals, nursing homes, and

community health agencies
around the country cannot be
attributed to substantial
numbers of registered nurses
not practicing, nor specifically to an exodus of nurses leaving the profession for other
types of work. Such theory is
rationalization and is not supported by any current
evidence. Rather the country
is, in fact, experiencing an increasingly real and potentially dangerous shortage of
nurses," he said.
He added that it is estimated
that nearly 40 percent of inactive nurses are individuals
over 50 years of age who have
stopped practicing because of
the strenuous demand of the
profession. Other nonpracticing nurses are mothers
of children under six years of
age, many of whom later
return to the work force.
National studies have
demonstrated that only a
small percentage of all
registered nurses are
employed in other fields, Dr.

Observations

McNulty noted. The number of
current budgeted nursing
vacancies in hospitals alone is
almost twice the estimated
number of nurses employed in
non-nursing positions.
"If we fail to act now to
reverse the decline in the nursing manpower pool, the prospects for meeting future need
and demand for nursing services can only diminish," Dr.
McNulty said.
The NLN's "Annual Survey
of State-Approved Schools of
Nursing," now in the 38th edition, is a prime indicator of the
current and future nursing
manpower pool. The survey
includes admission, total
enrollment, and graduation
statistics for every stateapproved school of nursing in
the United States. The NLN,
with headquarters in New
York City and regional offices
in Atlanta, Chicago, and San
Francisco, is the nationally
recognized accrediting body
for all nursing education programs in the United States,
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Does the length of one's
name influence the length of
his life? There are instances
which would indicate such.
In a recent "Looking Back"
column of the Ledger and
Times,I read about the Alfred
Henry Waldrop's family reunion at which 106 decendents
attended. His name was not
long, but his wife's was Martha Ann Isabella Hughes
Waldrop. They lived to be 93
years old. He was eight years
her senior and died before her
death.
Mrs. Waldrop became a
bride at 15 years of age and
knew little about some of the
household duties that befell
her. She did not know how to
cut out a dress and make it,
but told her husband she
would get some of the older
wives in the community to
help her cut and sew.
At 23 years of age, he took

MAYFIELD, Ky. (AP) —
Mayfield's Northside Baptist
Church is opening an alternative Christian school in
August, a kindergarten for 4and 5-year-olds.
"We have a vision of adding
grades right on through," said
the Rev. Gary Frizzell, pastor
of the church."Of course, that
is tentative."
Two renovated Sunday
school rooms in the educational wing of the church will
be used for the school, he said.
There will be two state certified teachers, and attendance will be limited to 20
four-year-olds and 20 fiveyear-olds.

I.

Parts In A Re-Ring
Kit Worth Over
$100...lf Purchased
Separately!

over the head of the family
obligation and refused to let
his wife ask the neighbors for
help. So he went to the country
store at Coldwater and bought
a whole bolt of calico, took it
home and told her to cut up the
whole bolt and learn how to
cut out patterns. He probably
didn't want others to know
that his Martha Ann Isabella
Hughes couldn't sew.
He was known as "Squire"
Waldrop because he served
his district as magistrate for
years and years. When he was
asked to run for a county office, he refused, saying his
family was too large for him to
take a risk in politics. He performed many marriage
ceremonies under the pine
tree in his yard, as part of his
official duties.
The Waldrops had 11
children - seven boys - Tommy, John Ed, 011ie, Coleman,

Wesley, H.T., and Clancy. The
four girls were Leola Chunn,
Euva Alexander, Ruby Davis,
and Elizabeth Holcomb.
Euva Waldrop (Mrs. Alston
Alexander,) says she has
always resented the one name
only her parents gave her. The
other 10 had more. The sons,
with the exception of 011ie who
died when he was 30, lived to
be in their 80's and 90's. H.T. is
the only hiring son. Leola, the
oldest daughter died a few
years ago. The other three
daughters were younger,
Euva and Elizabeth live in
Murray. Ruby resides in
Paducah.
Like their parents, the offsprings have been self supporting, leaders in their communities and public officials.
The daughters have followed
their mother's talents and are
gifted in homemaking and artistic creations.
Long Names
Are Space Fillers
As a teacher who had class
rolls and record books to keep,
I dreaded the long names of
students. Sometimes a child
would have three given names
as was that of Martha Ann
Isabella Hughes. This would
take two lines in my record
book.
As a former editor, I was
concerned about the time and
space required by billes of
business firms. Writing
headlines that included a
business like The Western
Dark Fired Tobacco Growers
Association became a problem, as was printing letter
heads and envelopes for same.
Since that experience with
long names, I read with interest other firms and
organizations that have hardto-write titles. To name a few Murray-Calloway County
Hospital; Murray-Calloway
County Public Library Annex;
Mental Health-Mental Retardation Center; County
Judge/Executive; Purchase
Area Repertory Theatre. Now
here comes the olympic winner - Murray State University
Livestock Show & Exposition
Center. How does one fit that
title on a letter head, in a news
story or in an advertisement
and hold a reader's attention?
Couldn't these titles be
shortened, be just as impressive, and continue to be
just as useful?
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Long Names Fill Space, Time

Mayfield Baptist
Church Opens
Christian School
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By LOCHIE HART

NEW GRADUATE AND 217 — James W. Porter, Jr.,(center) son of Sgt. Maj.(Retired)
and Mrs. James W. Porter, Puyallup, Wash., received a B.S. degree in recreation and
his commission as a 2I.T in the U.S. Army, through the Reserve Officers' Training Corps
(ROTC) program, in ceremonies held recently at Murray State University. Shown pinning on the 211 bars are Maj. and Mrs. Thomas C. Damron. Dr. Damron, an Asst. Prof.
of Recreation at Murray State, is a member of the U.S. Army Reserves. A graduate of
the Airborne, Air Assault and Rappellmaster Schools, 211 Porter will attend the Infantry Officer Basic Course at Fort Benning, Ga., when he enters active duty in September.
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Kentucky Delegation Hears Talk
From Ronald Reagan Task Force

Loss of taste for food

DEAR DR 1.AMB - I am
finally convinced that for the
rest of my life I'll be a lymphoma victim. After a year of
chemotherapy injections and
taking Cytoxan tablets regularly. I have learned to handle
this drug but I have no taste
for my food which causes loss
of weight and nausea, etc. I
eat almost everything to stay
alive but the pleasure of living is only about 50 percent.
I'm sorry to say the doctors in
the cancer program where
I'm being seen apparently
don't have any interest in my
lack of taste or are bored with
hearing such a complaint.
Please help if you can.
DEAR READER — There
are several reasons for weight
loss from cancer but one of
them is loss of taste for food
hr the food actually tastes
bad A loss of taste in cancer
patients is sometimes associated with the zinc deficiency.
Your doctors could give you
some zinc tablets that might
help if that's part of the problem.
In addition, cancer patients
have a decreased sensitivity
to sweet substances: You can
perhaps make your sweet
foods taste better by using
more sweetener than you
were previously accustomed,
to using.
Then cancer patients sometimes don't like meat because
it suddenly tastes bitter to
thern. That's because of a dif-

Lawrence E.Lamb,M.D.
ferent sensitivity to the urea
in meat. Increased seasoning
or different types of seasoning
may mask this and help
improve the taste of the meat.
Depending on your own taste
sensation, actually sweetening
the meat sometimes help disguise the flavor An illustration here would be to roast
beef with apples. Since meat
often contains a hidden
amount of fat, if the cancer
patient really cuts back on
meats, he may be significantly cutting hark on his needed
calorie intake
Since I'm sure you want
more general information
about cancer, I'm sending you
The Health Letter number 148, Cancer A Fact of Life.
Other readers who want this
issue can send 75 cents with a
long, stamped, self-addressed
envelope for it. Send your
request to me. M care of this
newspaper, P.O. Box 1551,
Radio City Station, New York,
NY 10019.
Finally, I'd like to add that
lymphoma and other cancer
problems may often be like
living with other chronic
diseases. With medicine and
available modern treatment,
often such problems may be
kept in relative remission for
long periods of time. Under
these circumstances, it
becomes analogous to the diabetic who lives with regular
treatment such as insulin and
diet. It's important to realize

needs to control the tendency
of the blood to clot can vary.
By SY RAMSEY
Even what you eat can affect
Associated Press Writer
how the medicine works.
DETROIT (AP) — KenHowever, doctors who are
DEAR DR. LAMB — I had
treating patients with such tucky's delegation to the
a heart attack four years ago
medicines have blood tests Republican National Convenand my jleart specialist put
taken intermittently to be tion heard a pep talk from a
me on Coumadin. I've been
taken
you've
sure that they're getting the
told that after
task force
effect they desire. If, for any Ronald Reagan
this for a period of time that it
reason, the blood clotting pro- after honoring members of the
is no longer effective. Is that
cess isn't slowed down enough news media at a breakfast.
true?
with the amount of medicine
The Reagan group Tuesday
No,
the patient is taking, the usual included a governor, Mrs.
DEAR READER —
procedure is simply to George Bush,a former federal
that's not ,rorrect. Coumadin
increase the dose to the
is an anti-clotting agent. It is
official and two congressmen.
desired amount.
true that the amount a person

that with modern treatment,
many cancer patients can live
for many useful years.

Officials Have Sad Task
By DENIS D. GRAY
Associated Pms Writer

band," Net said before flying ed to West Point, N.Y., at the
to the United States last Fri- end of July.
The U.S. Embassy in
day to live temporarily with
Floyd's brother in Columbia, Bangkok said Floyd got a
"fiancee" visa for Net and the
Md.
couple plans to marry in the
Floyd, who returned to
United States.
South Korea,is to be reassign-

BANGKOK, Thailand (AP)
— U.S. refugee officials say
that one of their unpleasant
tasks is having to tell women
who have fled Vietnam that
the American men they loved
during the war are now married — or simply don't want to
see them again.
But once in awhile there is a
story like that of U.S. Army
Sgt. Morris Floyd and his
girlfriend Net.
She made a dangerous
escape from Vietnam across
Cambodia for a happy reunion
in Thailand with the American
soldier she lived with in Vietnam and had not seen for nine
years.
The reunion took place
earlier this month. With her
was Dung, the daughter who
was just 2 months old when
her father was transferred
from Vietnam.
By Abigail Van Buren
Net, who preferred that her
full name not be used,said she
first met Floyd when she was
20 years old and working as a
waitress in a U.S. Army mess
hall near Saigon, now Ho Chi
Minh City. A few months later
they moved into a one-room
my
who
lost
girl
19-yearold
a
I.am
DEAR ABBY:
apartment off base.
virginity when I waif 12. I have had a venereal disease three
When Floyd got his transfer
times. The last time it cost me my right to bear children
orders, Net said her parents
because I had to have a hysterectomy.
told her not to go with him.
The guys will tell you there is nothing wrong with them,
departing
many
Like
then you find out too late there was. I suppose some'guys
goes
don't even know they have a disease, but any guy who
American soldiers, he promischance.
big
a
taking
from girl to girl should know that he is
ed to return. He sent regular
I just wish I could tell every girl who goes to bed with a
letters, money and an applicaThere
took.
I
the
chances
take
to
is
she
how
foolish
guy
tion to the U.S. Embassy in
would be a lot more virgins. I wish my mother would have
Saigon for Net and Dung to
listened to me when I starteVking questions about sex. I
join him abroad.
interested in guys, but my
was 10 years old and alrea
Then came the Communist
mother said I should be ashamed of myself for even
victory and when Saigon fell,
thinking about such things!
Net was on her parent's farm
I sent for your booklet "What Every Teen-ager Ought to
Know," and gave it to my kid sister, who is 11. She read it
west of Saigon.
and we discussed it, and she thanked me over and over
Net said her parents finally
again. If I had had something like that to read when I was
decided life abroad would be
her age, it would have changed my whole life.
better for her. She and Dung
Thanks for writing it, Abby, and keep up the good work.
tried to join the exodus of
LEARNED TOO LATE IN L.A.
"boat people" but were arrested in 1979 as they were
DEAR LEARNED: I appreciate your letter. The
about to board a boat in the
response from those who have received my booklet
coastal resort of Vung Tau.
has been gratifying. All parents want-to protect their
children from V.D. and unwanted pregnancy,but few
Net said she told the
know how to tell them what they need to know.
authorities she wanted to be
That's why I wrote the booklet.
reunited with her American
husband and was released
• ••
after being questioned.
In mid-April this year, Net
DEAR ABBY: I have two girlfriends I'll call Peg and Dot.
decided to try another escape
My problem is that Peg and Dot are not on speaking terms.
route — across Cambodia.
It's not just a temporary little spat.that might blow over
By selling her sewing
soot: they have not been speaking for a long time. I am
going to be married soon, and I want them both in my
machine, tape recorder and
wedding party. II was maid of honor for both of them.)
other possessions, she acPeg says if Dot is in the wedding party. I can count her
cumulated enough money to
out. On the other hand, Dot says she doesn't care if Peg is in
pay a well-organized group to
I
her.
ignore
the wedding party or not, but if she is, she'll
her and Dung by truck intake
do?
I
want them both, so what should
to Cambodia and then
SEPTEMBER BRIDE
westward toward Thailand.
The trip, Net said, took two
DEAR BRIDE: Don't let Peg force you to choose
weeks and involved bribing
between her and Dot. Tell Peg you want her in your
wedding party, but you intend to invite whomever
Vietnamese guards at checkelse you want, and she may accept or decline — the
points, two interrogations,
decision is HERS!
sleeping in "safe houses" and
finally a dangerous two-day
•• •
jungle trek from the Cambodian town of Sisophon to the
DEAR ABBY: Four years ago as a volunteer for a crisis
Thai border.
center, I gave lectures on how to prevent rape, never
Floyd, now 36, was stationed
realizing that one day that information would be useful to
in South Korea. He got a letter
mg.
to
Recently it waspfcessary for me to drive a houseguest
from Net posted in the Thai
the bus station at:00 a.m. After seeing her off, I returned to
camp and flew to Thailand to
in
a
another
man
noticed
I
Soon
my car and started home.
meet Net and his daughter.
I
made
was
I
being
followed,
sure
make
To
me.
car following
"In all those years there
lights,
his
off
turned
he
turn,
third
the
After
turns.
several
were some Vietnamese men
hut kept following me. I did not go home; instead I drove to
who approached me,but! only
the police station and began honking my horn, whereupon
thought of having one husthe man in the other car took off like a rocket. Then the
police came out to investigate. I told them what had
happened, they commended me for the way I handled it and
SHOW GIVES GLIMPSE
gave me an escort home.
OF TEEN-AGE STYLES
I would like to tell women: If you suspect you're being
NEW YORK (AP) —
followed, necer drive home, always drive to the nearest
Teenagers will be going back
police station and honk your horn. If you don't know where
the police station is, drive to an all-night business place and
to school this fall in classics
honk your horn. The worst that can happen is that the
updated with unusual colors,
owner will think you're weird and call the police.
textures and other innovaI never thought this would happen to me, but now that it
tions, according to predictions
has, I want to tell other women what to do if it happens to
at Seventeen magazine's 28th
them.
annual Fall Trends Fashion
LUCKY IN COLORADO
Show,"Prep Rally."
Gray flannel, plaids, pat
DEAR LUCKY: Thanks for a useful letter. And
terned sweaters, outdoorsy
Readers, if you don't know where your police station
Is located, make it your business to find out today.
clothes, sweatshirts and sweat
,..is pants, and accessories such as
•••
school ties, knee socks, headband-, berets and tams, ID
and
drugs
love,
se:,
about
Do you have questions
bracelets and circle pins,
booklet:
new
Abby's
Get
up?
of
growing
the pain
menswear scarves and chain
"What Every Teen-ager Ought to Know:* Si' 112
belts were among the trends
d enand a long, stamped 128 cents), self add
shown in a 40-minute musical
velope to: Abby, Teen Booklet. 132 Lasky Drive,
production.
Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212.
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Asso

persuasion
Rep. Gene Snyder, th(
Gus Parsley of Brownsville, hardly needed any
all 27 delegation leader, interrupt&
the only full-time farmer about Reagan since
committed to with mock gruffness: "Don't
among the 27 Kentucky delegates are
first ballot put me in partnerneship with
delegates to the convention, vote for him on the
of the any of them," he said.
asked: "When will the govern- because of the outcome
primary in
ment stop tryOlg to eliminate state's presidential
May.
the farmer?"
Sen. Allen Simpson of
The breakfast for the press
Wyoming replied in part by
was something new for a party
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
man
a
about
joke
relating a
which has regarded news Emergency regulations re
was
he
what
who, when asked
representatives with suspicion quiring the quarantine of cat
going to do with a $100,000 in- on many occasions.
tie from southwestern states
heritance, replied: "I am go"I think politics is changing have taken effect in what
ing into fanning and staying
with Agriculture Secrretary Alb&
with it until all the money is and we've got to be open
the press," said state Chair- Barkley said was a precatr
gone."
action.
Questioned about the use of man Liz Thomas of tionary
The regulations require catEdgewood. "During my term,
synthetic fuels — a vital
tle from the states to be
ecomomic question in Ken- we will tell you what we
quarantined at least 45 days
tucky because of coal produc- know."
and to be tested for brucellosis
apologized
Thomas
Mrs.
reit
noted
tion — Simpson
no more than 120 days after
has
delegation
the
because
water,
of
amount
quires a vast
they arrive in Kentucky.
exciting."
nothing
"done
have.
not
which his state does
Brucellosis is an incurable
"We would like to be partBut he added to applause:
aborners with the press and get disease which causes
"Let us realize we need coal
and
(our story) to the people," she tions, weak calves
for America."
breeding problems in cattle.
The Kentucky delegatiOn said.
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Congressman Might Be Able
To Help With Unusual Needs

Your Individual
Horoscope
Fr aaces Drake
FOR THURSDAY,JULY 17, 1980

By JIM ADAMS
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON ( AP) —
Can't rent your house? Want a
delivery made to the White
House? Your congressman
might be able to help. But if
you want to fix a speeding
ticket or borrow some quick
cash,forget it.
Members of Congress get
some strange requests from
the folks back home and most
say they try to cooperate and
lend a helping hand when they
can.
Take the case of Rep. Marjorie S. Holt, R-Md., who
received a plea from a
Maryland couple trying to
rent a house.
Ms. Holt sent out a "Dear
Colleague" letter telling all
434 House members that the
couple was being transferred
shortly to the Far East and
wanted to rent their waterfront deckhouse for $800 a
month.
Press aide Marjorie Crain
said Ms. Holt decided to circulate the notice because
House members in the past
have asked her if she knew of
houses to rent in the
Washington suburbs in her
district.

The congresswoman's involvement ended with the
mailing and her office had no
information on whether the
house was rented, Ms. Crain
said.
Aides to Sen. David Pryor,
D-Ark.,recently were asked to
deliver a paper mache model
of an Alaska seal to the White
House. It seemed like a
reasonable request from a
group of elementary school
children from Arkansas.
But when the seal arrived, it
turned out to be six feet talll
"It was this big white blob of
paper mache," said Pryor
press aide Ann Pride.
It was delivered to the White
House as per instructions.
Ms. Pride said Pryor tries to
comply with constituent requests whenever possible,
even though the request may
strike his staff as rather odd.
"The funny thing is that
even though we think it is
wacky, we go ahead and do it,
usually," she said.
Rep. Lester Wolff, D-N.Y.,
was asked by a Long- Island
high school class to introduce
legislation making Inauguration Day a legal holiday. Wolff
drafted the legislation and
submitted it, but the rest of
Congress was not so eager to

honor the wishes of New York
high school students. The bill
has not been passed.
Scott Fields, an aide to
Wolff, said the congressman
also was asked to Introduce a
bill establishing a "Stepmother's Day." Wolff decided
against that request.
Other constitutents ask for
More than their congressmen
are willing to deliver.
"Some old man got a
speeding ticket in southern
Virginia and called up and
asked us to fix it for him," said
an aide to another New York
congressman, who asked not
to be named. "Obviously, we
couldn't do anything about it."
And Warren Nelson, an aide
to Rep. Les Aspin, D-Wis.,
said "sometimes people ask
him to lend them money."
They don't get it.

What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.

JUNIOR ROTC CAMP — Fourteen members of the Junior Reserve Officers' Training
Corps at Calloway County High School recently attended a two-week summer camp
at Camp Attebury, Ind. Students attending were, from left, front row, Mike Jackson,
Ricky Turner, Ray Elkins. Second row, Kathy Bowden, Jim Williams, Jerry Jones, Joe
Venice, Terry Hyatt. Third row, Gary Wortham, Vincent Alton, Greg Newberry, Kennethlutrell, Ronald Albritten and C. T. Woods. According to Bill Hudson of the laical
program, It. Col. Jackson was selected as superior cadet for the second*consecutive
year. He also won the high-rifle fire and the high-pistol fire in competition against
students from 22 schools in Indiana, Ohio and Kentucky. Futrell and Alton attended
Junior ROTC Officers' Candidate School and were commissioned second lieutenants
in the program. Elkins won the trophy for high-pistol firing.

Col. Sanders Back In Hospital
For Stricture In Esophagus
By THOMAS S. WATSON
Associated Press Writer

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Col. Harland Sanders who
recently received treatment
for pneumonia at a Louisville
hospital, is back in the
hospital for treatment of a different ailment, according to
an official of Kentucky Fried
Chicken Inc.
The 89-year-old founder of
perienced a whole lot of pro- Kentucky Fried Chicken was
blems," Ms. Brown said.
readmitted to the hospital
Sporadic rainfall is keeping Tuesday morning "for treatsoil moisture at near-adequate ment of stricture of the
levels, although corn growers esophagus," said Cathleen
in west Kentucky are beginn- Partlow. "It is a condition
ing to worry.
which makes swallowing difTwo weeks with little or no ficult."
Doctors plan to perform a
rain could result in yield
losses for Kentucky's crops, procedure today in which the
particularly corn and soy- esophagus will be stretched,
Ms. Partlow added. She said
beans, Ms.Brown said.
Those two crops are in or Sanders, who is "resting comnear the pollination stage, and fortably," is expected to be
they need adequate soil hospitalized for about a week.
moisture to do that. Poor His condition i s not considered
pollination will mean poor to be serious, Ms. Partlow
said.
yields,she said.
Sanders was hospitalized in
According to the Kentucky
Crop & Livestock Reporting early June for treatment of
Service, soil moisture is pneumonia and it was deteralready inadequate in western mined then that he was also
and southern Kentucky. Heat suffering from acute
stress is showing on the corn leukemia.
crop, in the form of burned
He was released from the
hospital after a brief stay and
tassels,and on soybeans.
receiving
However, both crops are began
still reported to be in general- chemotherapy. On June 30, he
ly good condition.
was again admitted to the

hospital for treatment of
pneumonia of the left lung.
Doctors felt Sanders had
sufficiently recovered from
his most recent bout with

Few Reports Of Serious
Problems With Crops
By DIANA TAYLOR
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
Kentucky's crops and
livestock are suffering from
the merciless hot weather, but
there have been few reports of
serious problems, agriculture
officials say.
Chickens and hogs are most
susceptible to the heat and
high humidity because of their
inability to sweat, agriculture
officials said Tuesday.
The state Department of
Agriculture has received a
number of reports of chickens
dying from the heat, but officials are not certain how extensive the losses have been,
said department spokesman
Roxanne Brown.
Hog producers have slowed
their farm-to-market routine
because of the problems their
animals have coping with
heat,she said.
Otherwise,"we have not ex-

pneumonia Friday and
chemotherapy was resumed
at the hospital, Ms. Partlow
said. Sanders was not scheduled to have chemotherapy this

THE ACES

°
IRA G CORN, JR

"The disappointment of
manhood succeeds to the
delusion of youth." -- Benjamin Disraeli
East went from a young
boy to a young man during
the defense of today's doubled deal. Declarer allowed
East to think he would easily gain the lead twice, but,
when the smoke cleared,
East discovered that declarers are not to be trusted.
West overcalled in
spades, hoping to get both
black suits bid, and North
offered a single raise. East
cue bid to show a fine hand
and declarer bid four clubs
for a lead in case West
played the hand. West
doubled, North retreated
and East doubled that, and
who can blame him?
West's spade queen went
to dummy's ace and a low
heart was led from dummy.
East won the king and,
lulled into a false security
by South's heart play, East

led a low trump (surely he
would get the lead with the
heart ace to lead ace and
another trump!).
Declarer won the trump
and played ace and_cLueen of
clubs. West covered, and
declarer sprung the trap by
discarding dummy's heart
queen. Now there was no
way for the defense to lead
any more trumps.
Declarer ruffed the spade
return and continued with a
cross-ruff. He ruffed a club
and ruffed a spade. Ruffed a
heart and ruffed a spade.
Ruffed another heart and
ruffed another spade. Eventually, East got his trump
ace and that was it. Four
diamonds doubled, making
four.
How to beat the hand?
After winning the heart
king, East should have
NORTH

th9

190

week,she added.
SanderS was released from
the hospital Saturday and
returned 'to his home near
Shelbyville, Ky. Sanders said
he was not discouraged by his
physical problems and added
that he was as determined as
evar to "live to be 100."
A native of Henryville, Ind.,
Sanders is an international
symbol for KFC, which pays
him $250,000 annually to
advertise the enterprise he
founded.
He sold the FKC franchise
for $2 millioa in 1964 to Jack
Massey and Kentucky Gov.
John Y. Brown Jr. In 1971,
KFC was sold to its present
owner, Heublein Inc., for $250
million.

LEO
YOU BORN TODAY are
(July 23 to Aug. 22)41244-tk naturally attuned to financial
A little extra time going 'affairs and would succeed in
over the accounts will be banking and business. Your
worth your while now. Short greatest success comes with
visits and letter writing are the development of social
favored.
consciousneks. Then, you'll
find that tht.community will
VIRGO
certainly put your natural
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
Perhaps you're taking executive ability to good use.
things too seriously. Include You're also attracted to
socializing in your schedule to artistic pursuits and would
get you out of yourself. Enjoy find happiness in art and the
theater. You'd make a good
your friends.
business adviser and may also
LIBRA
be drawn to science, writing
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) —
You're liable to worry about and history. At times, you
a problem instead of doing have fixed ideas. Birthdate of:
something about it. Private James Cagney, actor; Phyllis
business meetings bring new Diller, comedian; and John
Paul Jones, naval hero.
insights.

ni)

OPEN DAILY 9-9; SUN. 12-6

Choose from hundreds of books all at

LOW DISCOUNT PRICES!

In
Paperback

'5
EAST
•K 5
VAK1097
•A 6 2
484,3

LPub.
/
1 S9u53
$
Our Reg. .
93c

Heather Novels

SOUTH
•2
8 54 3
•K Q J 103
•AQ7

SAVE 121
on 4cans
of Pillsbury
Biscuits.

Right now you can really save
on the great taste of Pillsbury Buttermilk* or
Country Style Biscuits. Just buy four of the
10-biscuit size cans and save 12,S.

WED.121-11311 SUN.

1- is-a

•A 1097 3
•Q 6
•9 8 '7 5

WEST
•QJ864
VJ2
• 4KJI0962

SCORPIO
( Oct. 23 to Nov. 211 MeV
An old friend may have a
problem,and you're the one to
help out. Lend a helping hand.
Others appreciate your
ARIES
advice.
4)SAGITTARIUS
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) 1.
requires
extra
Work
Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) arerabil°
concentration and selfA career problem is likely,
discipline for success. Forget but that doesn't mean you
about ago and concentrate on can't handle it. In fact you're,
what has to be done.
liable to bridge this impasse.
Socialize later.
TAURUS
CAPRICORN
(Apr. 20 to May 20) ti
4
No sense brooding about ( Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) 1
Don't be too critical of
what's bothering you. Initiate
a talk and get things off your others. You'll see your way
chest. Then watch problems out of a dilemma now.
extra
favors
-Evening
disappear.
attention
AclRws
devoted tq career.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
1Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Face facts regarding a
You may wish you had more
home issue. If you need help, money in the bank. Now's the
don't be too proud to ask. time to get going with that
Evening finds you in a goal in mind. Distant matters
romantic mood.
important later.
CANCER
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)_
(June 21 to July 22)
Worry
never
A close ally may be feeling
solved
anything. Give yourself peace pressure. Suggest an outing
of mind by talking things out. for two and everyone's mood
Others are happy to cooperate will pick up. Handle joint
accounts later.
with you.

Three romance novels in
every book! Choice of 8
books, over 350 pages ea.

Vulnerable. None. Dealer
South. The bidding
South
1•
1,
Pass

West
1•
Obi
Pass

North
2•
4•
Pass

East
3•
Dbl

Opening lead: Spade queen
played ace and another
trump. This would have
reduced the -cross ruff and
declarer would have taken
one trump, six ruffs and two
aces for only nine tricks.
Bid with Coro

South holds:

Pub. Sug:list 4.95
Our Reg. 3 48

New Road Atlas
Rand McNally all new atlas with maps of Canada.
United States, Mexico.

7-16-B

'Artificial buttermilk flavor

250 Large Scale
City Maps

•K 5
VA K 9 8 7
•A 6 2
4843

• to. .s;

South
1

North
2 NT

2

ANSWER: Three no trump.
No reason not to play in no
trump so the direct raise gets
the nod.
---

Save 12C I
on four of the 10-biscuit size\.
carts-et Pillsbury Buttermilk or Country Style Biscuits.
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Repair Books

Send bridge questions to The Ares.
'0 Box 12363. Dallas. Texas 75225
with self-addressed stamped envelope
or reply

Consumer Guide- series.
5 books on auto, electrical
or plumbing how-to.

Tan /rattler?

When all
else faitcx
fails
if yOuWo orinterteet the 011 tetth
lhoinrel tee problem hot had no IP
mato ant UM litzertee•••••••
sued ask tor the Problem aseeluttan Of•ae. The antler'. In your
telephone directory
Pere,* Serrve

SAVE 25%' EVERYDAY ON HARD
COVER BEST SELLERS -Off List Price
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Eixv.
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Founder To Give Up Leadership
By LINDA DEUTSCH
Associated Press Writer
LOS ANGELES 1API Synanon founder Charles
Dederich must give up his
leadership role in the Nutroversial group and two of his
aides face prison sentences
after they pleaded no contest
Tuesday to charges of conspiring to murder an attorney
with a rattlesnake.
The district attorney's office
said Dederich,67, who has suffered two strokes, would be
" placed an probation and fined
• $5,9p11 as part of a plea
bargain. He he also agreed to
give up his leadership of
Synanon,the alcohol and drug
rehabilitation center he
created.
His two followers, Lance
Kenton, 22, son of the late
band leader Stan Kenton, and
Joseph Music°, 30, will
receive sentences of up to two

years in prison under the
agreement, the district attorney's office said.
Sentencing was scheduled
for Sept. 3.
Under the agreement,
Dederich can retain only a
minimal role in Synanon.
"He would be permitted to
be available for consultation
concerning past activities of
the Synanon Foundation but
not further developments,"
the district attorney's office
said in a statement.
Prosecutors released secret
testimou,y on Dederich's
health which showed he suffers from heart trouble,
hypertension, diabetes and a
partial memory loss and
paralysis caused by two
strokes.
The documents showed the
first stroke came after
Dederich, a former alcoholic,
went on "an alcohol bender"

in l978 following the death of
his wife.
Dederich pleaded "nobo contendere" to charges of conspiracy to commit murder and
soliciting a kidnapping and
assault.
The no contest plea is
equivalent to a guilty plea but
cannot be used as evidence in
any civil suit resulting from

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Sailor
4 Centers
9 Novelty
12 Exist
13 Winged
14 Southern
blackbird
15 Agreement
17 Chooses
19 Cornered
21 Old lang
22 Walked on
24 Fabulous
bird
- 26 Function
29 Ventilated
31 Rocky hill
33 Soak
34 Above
35 Knock
37 Existed
39 College deg
40 Fondle
42 Limb
'44 Ladle
46 Ireland
48 Battle
50 Girl's name
51 Man's nickname
53 Crown
55 Take out
58 State
61 Anger
62 Rugged crest
64 Before
65 Needlefish
66 Metal
67 Rodent
DOWN
1 Chinese
pagoda
2 Curve
3 School head
4 Solicitude

(

5 More ancient
6 Sun god
7 Summer Fr
8 Vend
9 Gene
10 Emmet
11 Pluto
16 Command
18 Lug
20 Speck
22 Brownish
gray
23 More mature
25 Farm animal
27 Citrus fruit
28 Babylonian
hero
30 Pigeon pea
32 Ethiopian
title
36 Church
bench
38 Extra
41 Cultivator

Answer to Tuesday's Puzzle
F
O

UOU OUOU UOU
MOM UM UUU
MUM CUOMO
MUUMUU MU
MOO UUU 000
U DUMDUM UU
GO UOU UUUUR
UO UUOMUUOU
a CUM MUUM
UU DU UUUMUU
OU =MU MOO
DEW

P

43 Ship channel
45 Wild ass
47 Born
49 Disturbances
52 Pierce
54 War god

N

RARE

55 Excavate
56 Eon
57 Transgress
59 Mouths
60 Seine
63 Diphthong

IMM MWM M
MU WM= MEM
'MEM= MEM=
MENEM AIM
WM= MIN MEMW
WIIMMIM MOW AMIE
ME WNW MEM Ma
MEM MEM MOM=
MINIM MEM WM=
MEM MEM=
WWIMMIM
WEE MOW= I=
WEE WIIIIMM MME

C_LOUDS AR!)
FASCINATING

the crone.
Kenton and Music° pleaded
'nobo contendere" to charges
of conspiracy to commit
murder and assault with a
deadly weapon.
Paul Morantz, the attorney
who was bitten by the snake
placed in his mailbox, sat in
the front row of the courtroom.

DRUG ABUSE
a health column from the
Alcohol, Drug Abuse. and Mental Health Administration
U.S. Department of Health. Education, and Welfare

Butyl nitrite, packaged in
small bottles under a variety of
names such as Locker Room,
Rush: JacAroma, and Bullet,
is the key ingredient in "room
deodorizers." Butyl nitrite is
an organk chemical Which,
when inhaled, produces .tt high
lastmg only a few minutes. It
reportedly causes the user to
experience a slowdown in time
and an intensification of feelings. Since the nitrite high is
short, users tend to inhale repeatedly during each sniffing
episode.
The National Institute on
Drug Abuse estimates that
about 7 million Americans
have experimented with or are
chronic users of inhalant products. How much of this use involves room deodorizers is not
yet known.
Room deodorizers are usually sold by paraphernalia stores
(head shops),street vendors,or
record stores. Some news stories estimate that they accounted for $20 million in U.S.
sales last year, or about 5
million bottles.
Scientific studies have shown
that butyl nitrite temporarily
dilates the blood vessels, causing the heart to beat harder
and faster to fill the expanded
vessels with blood. Immediate
effects include a rapid heartbeat,flushed face, and lowered
blood pressure, often followed
by a headache and sometimes
by nausea, vomiting, or dizziness.
The lung-term effects of inhaling nitrites are not yet
known. Because of the effects
on the heart, there is risk that
over time the cardiovascular
system may become impaired.
Inhaling nitrites could, there-

fore, be fatal to persons Wth
cardiovascular disease.
Another potential long-term
effect may be interference
with the red blood cells' vital
oxygen-carrying function. Because nitrites are fat solvents
that break down the protective
fatty layer surrounding the
liver and brain cells, prolonged
use may be linked to hepatitis
and brain hemorrhage.
Butyl nitrite has not yet been
found to cause physical dependence. However, in some_users
tolerance(the need to constantly increase use to achieve the
effect obtaint-d with the original smaller dose)has appeared.
within a few weeks.
The street name for room deodorizers is "poppers." The
name originated with amyl
nitrite, a heart stimulant pharmacologically similar to butyl
nitrite, once commonly prescribed for angina patients.
Amyl nitrite comes in little
glass vials that, "pop" when4
broken.
Because room deodofizers
are neither advertised nor sold
as drugs,and since they comply
With Federal labeling regulations, their use to date is legal,
and difficult to control. Many
U.S. communities, however,
are trying to ban or limit sales
to adults. Georgia and Connecticut have put controls on
room deodorizer sales; Houston. Texas, has banned their
sale to minors; and several
Federal Government agencies-the Food and Drug Administration, the Consumer
Product Safety Commission.
and the National Institute on
Drug Abuse-are closely monitoring use patterns and health
ir
implications.
NIDA 0580
. ANC) VERY
SENSITIVE!
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[Legal Notice

1. Legaffiorice

UNDERSTANDING
Inhaling Nitrites

1=11)1:1 i I 1:1

Sealed bids for the construction of approximately
4,300 feet of curbs and gutters in the North Douglas
Community will be received by the Murray Community
Development Agency in Murray, Kentucky at the office of the Agency located in City Hall, until 2:00 p.m.
CDT Friday, August 1, 1980. The bids will then be
publicly opened and read aloud.
Bid specifications may be obtained by contacting
the Community Development Office at City Hall in
Murray, Ky. between 8:00 a.m. and 500 p.m., Monday thru Friday.
No bidder may withdraw his bid for o period of 60
days after the closing time scheduled for the receipt
of bids. Bidders must comply with the President's
Executive Orders Not 11246 and 11375 which
prohibit discrimination in employment regarding race,
creed„ color, sex, national origin and age.
Bidders must comply with the Davis-Bacon Act, the
Anti-Kickback Act, and Contract Work Hours and
Safety Standards.
The Community Agency reserves the right to waive
informalities and to reject any and all bids.

2. Notice

something
for
everyone
in the

ITS A
FACT
Free gift wrapping is a
speclaity at:

Starks
Hardware
12th & Poplar
753 1227

CARTER STUDIO
753-8298

WANT AD
CLASSIFICATIONS

What we do best is care
Needline. 753-6333
a

NOTICE
imEffective,
mediately to all
home
mobile
owners that move
into Riviera Courts,
you will be given
two (2) months rent
free. UNDER NEW
MANAGEMENT COME AND LIVE WITH
US. We also have
homes for rent.
753-3280.

3. Card of Thanks
Words are inadequate to express our love and appreciation
for the many cards, flowers,
food, prayers, and visits during
my recent hospitalization.
Thanks to the many ministers
from the various churches and
the prayers of their respective
congregations who visited me
while I was in the hospital. I
am now convalescing at home.
My husband, Pat, and I have
always felt that we lived in the
best community of the United
States and with this illness, I
now know that it is the best as
shown by the care and concern
of the persons here.
Frances and Pat Shea

5. Lost and Found
Found. Set of keys on leather
key ring. Found on 18th and
Olive Streets. Claim by calling
753-1916.

6. Help Wanted
Elderly lady to live in and share
home with elderly lady. Rent
free. 753-0274.

ATTENTION: NOTICE

3

1 WOULD'VE HIT
YOU,TOO!

WELL, 55 SHE SEWED THE
HEM ON HER SKIRT
WHY DID

SHE HIT
,
YOU'

Responsible person to babysit
for teacher's infant and do
light housekeeping, 'beginning
October 1st. References re
quired. 759-4777.
Wanted: Need someone to combine Vetch seed. Telephone
(313)545-0491.
Wanted: One experienced cook;
one experienced waitress.
Steady work, above federal
minimum pay to qualified personnel. Phone 474-2259 1st
appointment.

9. Situation Wanted
Will do sewing. Call 489-2115.

10. Bus. Opportunity

13. For Sale or Trade
Sell or trade. 1978 Suzuki GS
750, adult reddin. Call 4362528 or 436-2516.

14. Want To Buy
One pair of mature Peafowl
527-1719.

15. Articles For Sale
Environmental por- ,
tsaits: at scenic
locations or at your
home.
304 Main

Listed here is a ready reference
that will quickly help you locate
the classification you are looking
for:
1. Legal Notice
2, Notice
3. Card of Thanks
4. In Memory
5. Lost and Found
6, Help Wanted
9, Situation Wanted
10. Bus Opportunity
11. Instructions
12. Insurance
13. For Sale or Trade
14. Want To Buy
15. Articles For Sale
16. Home Furnishings
17. Vacuum Cleaners
16. Sewing Machines
19. Farm Equipment
20. Sports Equipment
21. Monuments
22. Musical
23. Exterminating
24, Miscellaneous
25. Business Services
26, TV Radio
27. Mobile Home Sales
28. Mob Home Rents
29. Heating-Cooling
30. Business Rental
31. Want To Rent
32. Apts For Rent
33. Rooms for Rent
34. Houses For Rent
35. Farms For Rent
36, For Rent Or Lease
37, Livestock-Supplies
38, Pets-Supplies
39, Poultry-Supplies
40, Produce
41, Public Sale
42. Home Loans
43. Real Estate
44. Lots For Sale
45. Farms For Sale
44. Homes For Sale
47. Motorcycles
48, Auto Services
49. Used Cars
50. Used Trucks
51. Campers
52. Boats and Motors
53. Services Offered
54. For Trade
55. Feed And Seed
56. Free Column
57. Wanted

Clean-up and lubrication man
Apply is person, Purdom
Oldsmobile-Pontiac-Cadillac.
1406 Main St

Start Now - Amway Distributor
offers opportunity for good earnings. You pick the hours. We
train. For interview call collect
618-524-2007 after 4 pm.
Vacant store space in Olympic
Plaza. Good opportunity. Call
753-9469.

Murray Community Development Aaency
City Hall Building
Murray, KY 42071

Bible Facts. Free 'Store for the
needy. 759-4600.

16. Home Furnishings

6. Help Wanted

INVITATION TO BID

2. Notice

FOR RESULTS

The Community Development Agency is now taking
applications for Rehabilitation Grants. The last dote
3 for accepting applications will be Friday, August 1,
1980 at 5:00 p.m.
Applications can be picked up at the Community
Development Office in City Hall from 800 a.m. till
5:00 pin.. Monday thru Friday. They con also be
picked up at the Douglas Community Center.
For further information, please call the C.D. Agency
at 759-1224.

Aluminum step ladders; 4',
$22.99; 5', $25.99; 6', $27.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
Aluminum extension ladder,
14', $31.99; 16', $38.99; 20',
$54.99; 24', $69.99; 28',
$94.99; 32', $130.99. Wallin
Hardware.
200 amp electric -pole for
trailer, Also a t.v. antenna. Call
753-5306.
1968 Chevelle windshield, $40;
rear end, $40; power steering,
$40; power brakes, $20; doors,
$25 each; powerglide, $40.
1971 Chevy truck routers, $10
each; also front end parts. 19"
color t.v., $50. 1976
Oldsmobile 350 heads, $30; intake and 4 barrel carborator.
$30. 1973 Century 350 heads,
$30: intake and 4 barrel carborator, $30; windshield, $40;
rear end, $40; routers,.$20. 8
hp Murray mower, $125. Two
4,000 BTU air conditioners,
$75 each. Three-speed
transmission for Chevy, $40.
Ford truck bumper, $25. Call
489-2616.
Used lawn mower, $15; used
20" girls bicycle, $25. Call
759-1210 or see at 1625 Loch
Lomond.
Victoria 200 tomato juicer. No
peeling, no cooking, no pre
cooking. Does a bushel in 30
• minutes, $22.99. Wallin Hardware, Paris.

16. Home Furnishings
Cookware. Stainless steel with
copper bottom. Covered sauce
2 quart, $4.99; 2 qt.,
/
pans, 11
$5.99; 3 qt., $6.99; 5 qt.
Dutch oven, $12.99: 10"
topless skillen, $3.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.

Club aluminum sets, 7 pieces,
$27 99, 8 pieces, $39.99, 10
pieces, $49 99, 11 pieces,
Wallin Hardware.
$59.99
Paris
Commodes. White, $39.99, colOM, $54 99 Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
Early American couch and
chair in good condition. Call
753-3356 after 1.30
Frame; extra long mattress and
box springs. 759-4438
Green satin sofa, 84 ft. long,
bedroom suite, bed and
dresser. Call 753-3589.
No guess work pressure canner,
heavy polished aluminum with
numbered guage. Holds 7 quart
jars, $49 99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
Self-cleaning gas stove; couch
and chair; other odd furniture.
Call 437-4540.
Vacuum $25, window shades,
$2 each; 2 wicker shades, $5
for both; sunlamp $15; lamp
$5 Call 753-2801.
Water heaters, round, electric,
glass lined, 5 year guarantee.
17 gallon, $84.99; 30 gallon,
$94.99; 40 gallon, $104.99; 50
gallon, $120.99; table top
models, 30 gallon, $140.99; 40
gallon $163.99; 50 gallon,
$177.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
Vgasherless faucets for lavatory,
$13.99; for kitchen sink,
$16.99; for bathtub, $19.99;
with shower, $29.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.

19. Farm Equipment
Snapper mower blades, 26", ,
28", or 30", $5.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
Tobacco scaffold wagons, double wide, 24' long, see at Vinson's Tractor Company, Murray.
Phone 886-6029 after 6 pm,
Hop kinsville.

22. Musical
New and used Baldwin piano
and organs, Lonardo Piano Co.,
.across from the Post Office,
Paris, TN.

24. Miscellaneous
Chimneys, all full triple wall
pipe, 6"x30", $20.99; 8"x30",
$29.99, 8", $41.99. Walllin
Hardware. Paris.
Frost proof hydrants, 24" bury
depth, $26.99. Wallin Hardware, Paris.
For sale: Approximately 7,000
gallons number 2 diesel oil.
Call 653-4348 between 8 am
and 3 pm.
Membership to Oaks Country
Club. Call 753-3076.
Order your custom cut firewood
now for next winter. Call 4362758.
Ramsey 8000 lb electric winch, like new. Call 901-2328517.
5'x12' display table with
drawers. Walnut colored finish.
$100. K-Mart, 753-6095. ask
for Mr. Neubauer.

26. TV-Radio
Used R.C.A. color t.v., 25"
screen. Needs some repair. Call
767-4005

CAREER
SALES
POSITION
LICENSED LIFE
AND HEALTH AGENTS
WOULD YOU LIKE TO WORK
FOR A SO YEAR OLD COMPANY?
WOULD YOU LIKE TO SELL IN A
30 MI. RADIUS OF YOUR HOME?
WANT THE ABOVE?
READ BELOW
We ore now expanding our soles force in Calloway County We need
Markoger Trainees & Salesmen to apply for a sales position from
these areas
Many of our top salesmen wino came to us had no interest in the In
suronce Business until they found out that were different than most
other companies and here are some of the reasons why
You will not be collecting premiums or servicing any claims, you will
not deliver any policies, in short, you will only be selling

Au_ WRONG ,

'7.15
WIAA0.16.0

61.INCH AT TUE PRE5/0ENTIAL
PALACE, MAWITAAN.

11DUR AMA7iN& HE DD. HE
MR. WALKER* BUILT ,4
MARVELOUS
SAI2 HE'D
HANDLE
TREE 1.4005E
IN THE JUNGLE,
HOUS1N&.

Don't be fooled by
a few weekend
specials. It's the
total that counts,
and the total will
be less at Big
John's, because
Big John has the
_lowest shelf
prices everyday.

Many ex•debit ("gents hove become very successful with us Their
experience has proven very valuable and their income has greatly
increased
We will TRAIN you both in product knowledge and the skill of
„.Sialesrnonship with FIELD TRAINING We will awe financial help while
you're training.
We also advance you us months commission each week along with
one of the finest 10 year commtssoon contracts in the business We
give you Life Insurance for yourself and also a 6250.000 Group
Moro, Medical Plan for you ond your family at no cost to you or
them
. . .
If you are interested in having a personal inter-view in your area
please call or write me personally giving me your phone number and
the best rinse to contact you
N YOU WANT A GOOD SAtES POSITION DO IT NOVO DON'T WAIT!
MANY 0111111 ARIAS R/ADY toe D/VIROPM1/11 INTIRISTID?
PLIAS/ CALL ()INUIT!

'DONALD DOCHNIAK
AMERICAN REPUBLIC INSURANCE CO.
(502)442-1860
Mon.-Fri. 8:30 a.m.-11:00 a.m.

ATI1V
nreir "
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32. Apts. For Rent

Yamaha 90 watt component Furnished apartment, good
system, complete, $1000 Call location, $85 per month. Call
(901)642-4416.
753-8333.
27. Mobile Home Sales Neat, clean, all electric, effi/
2 blocks
12x48, 1973 model, all elec- ciency apartment, 21
tric, air-conditioned, and fur- from University. No pets. $120
rent, deposit. 153-9829.
nished. Call (901)642-1550.
For sale: 12x52 two bedroom Two bedroom townhouse aparttrailer, 13/4 acres, 8x24 addi- ment, all carpet, range,
refrigerator, disposal, washertion on front. Call 437-4873.
dryer hookup, central heat and
For sale: 14x70 Windsor with 2
air. Call 753-7550.
lots. Call 436-2193.
Two bedroom duplex for rent.
For sale: 12x70 custom-built Stove and refrigerator furnishTownhouse. Excellent condi- ed. $180 per month. Call 753tion, central air and heat, new 9612 or 435-4114.
carpet, awning, underpinning,
furnished living room and kit- Two bedroom, furnished, 12
chen, dishwasher, washer and miles from MSU on Kentucky
dryer, located in Coach Estates. Lake. Call Mike O'Brien, 4362879.
Call 753-8273 after 4:30.
1977 Windsor with two lots. Ultra-attractive, upstairs apartment, available July 20th. Only
436-2193.
responsible, single adult with
28. Mob. Home Rents references need inquire. $150
Furnished mobile home, near per month, $150 deposit.
Hamlin. Christians only. Call Utilities furnished. Call 753429.
436-2951.
Mobile homes for rent: 2 34. Houses For Rent
bedroom, fully furnished, $130
per month. Excellent location. For sale or rent by owner: 2
bedroom home on lake at Pine
Call 753-8964.
Two bedroom mobile home in Bluff Shores. Contact Annette
clean, quiet court. Single, $75, Burnham or call 436-5364.
women preferred. $85 couples. House in Lynn Grove, 2
or bedrooms, double car garage,
753-8216 evenings
weekends. No pets.
washer, dryer, hookups stove,
Two bedroom mobile home at refrigerator, dishwasher,carpet,
Stella, central heat and air. drapes and air conditioner fur$175 per month, plus deposit. nished. $150 per month.
Call 753-9290 or after 5 pm, references and deposit required. Call 435-4445 after 5
489-2761.
pm.
29. Heating-Cooling
Two bedroom house, stove,
42,000 BTU central air condi- refrigerator, dishwasher,
tioner unit. 753-3509.
washer, dryer, fireplace. Call
For sale: Whirlpool 16,500 BTU 753-9240.
air-conditioner. $175. 489- Two bedrooms, unfurnished, 2
2292.
blocks from square, available
August 1st, $225 per month
30. Business Rental
plus deposit. Mayfield, 2478076 after 5 pm.
Mini
Two bedroom brick, carport.
Warehouse
Six miles north of Murray.
$200 per month plus deposit.
Storage Space
References required. No pets.
For Rent
Call 1-443-3954 after 4 pm.
753-4758
Two bedroom brick home approximately 8 miles southeast
For rent: 3 Bay building at 327 of Murray. Appliances furnishNorth 4th. Air-conditioned of- ed. References and deposit refice, gas heat, air compressor quired. Married couples only.
Call 492-8594.
and hoist. Phone 753-3018.
For rent 1500 square foot 36. For Rent Or lease
building in Dixieland Center. Two bedroom unfurnished
Adjacent to University and one duplex apartment. Call. 753block from new pat office. 8067 after 5 pm.
Completely air-conditioned. 37. Livestock-Supplies
753-3018.
Registered Duroc boars and
32eApts. For Rent , gilts.
-Reasonable prices. S.R.
For sale or rent: Duplex in Stephenson, Dresden, TN,
Westwood Subdivision. Stove, (901)364-2670.
garbage disposal, washer and Registered Tennessee Walking
dryer hookup. Call 753-5400.
Horse, filly, one year old, chamOne bedroom apartment, pionship bloodlines. Call 7533015.
reasonable price. 753-3949.
FOR RENT
Nice furnished apartments for 1, 2, 3 or 4
college girls. Summer
and fall semester, with
swimming
pool
privilege. Call 7535865 days or 553-5108
after 6 p.m. and on
Sunday.

(0531*€

38. Pets-Supplies

40. Produce
Place your order
with the Dunn kids
for sweet corn and
purple hull peas by
calling 753-0463.
You may schedule
an appointment to
pick your own at a
reduced price.

41. Public Sale
Big 2 family carport sale, Friday and Saturday, July 18th
and 19th, 8 to 4. New and used items including wicker
headboard, clothes, small appliances, glassware and
ceramics. 500 South 16th
Street.
Having a yard sale?
Then pickup your free
yard sale signs from
the Gallery of Homes
office on Highway 641
N. in The
Shopping Center just
across from the
Boston Tea Party.

JOHN SMITH

753:7411
AROUND THE CLOCK

Garage sale, :Friday July 18th, 8
til ?. 19" black and white t.v.
and stand, other items. Four
miles down Airport Road.
Garage sale, 2 miles south of
Murray on 641, right on Tom
Taylor Road. Antiques, furniture, small appliances,
clothes, toys, and much more.
Three party. July 18th and
19th, 9-5.
1973 International travel all,
model 1010. Automatic, 8
cylinder, air-conditioned, radio,
heater, power, clean, anxious
to sell. $795. Call 753-8050 or
after 5 pm, 753-6500.

43. Real Estate

Cannibal Casserole! Price
chewed to the bone! You'll
know it's a good buy when you
see this convenient 3 bedroom
brick home. Priced at $33,000.
Call 753-1492, Century 21
38. Pets-Supplies
Loretta Jobs Realtors, and ask
AKC German Shepherd pup- for Glenda.
pies, registered American
Eskimo puppies. Also guard
• dogs. 502-554-2153.
Purdom & Thurman
AKC St. Bernard puppies. $75
Insurance &
females, $100 males. 856Real Estate
3744.
Southside Court Sguore

Basic and Advanced dog obedience classes. All breeds and
ages. Professional instructor.
436-2858.
WE CONTROL

TERMITES

Alm household, lawn indoors and outdoors and
Trees

FOR DEPENDABLE

Mangy, Kentucky
753-4451
Nice 3 bedroom frame home
on
large
lot, good
neighborhood, near shopping,
500 North 6th Street. $25,900.
House well cared for and ready
for immediate occupancy. Call
Spann Realty Associates, 7537724.

Professional Pest Control-

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control, Inc.
Termites. You spend thousonds of dollars for a home but never think
about termites - they cause the most damage next to fire, Have
your home treated now! 753-3914, Kelley's Termite & Pest Con
try!, 100 South 13th Street, Murray, KY, Over 33 yeors experience
Home owned and operated

KOPPERUD
753-1222

NEW LISTING
charm
• Country
abounds with this 2
bedroom bungalow,
HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
located on beautiful
209 Welmet Street
tree shaded lot only
Closed All Day Wed.
NEW WFWE MOWS:
11
/
2 miles from town.
Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon
Excellent garden are
Price of
and affordable price PRICE SHAVE 75'
NAIRCIIT $1.25
only $21,000! Phone
753-1222, Kopperud
Realty, where you get
Real Service in Real
Estate.
PEACEFUL
RETREAT
Beautiful wooded
When you buy insurance from an agent
waterfront lot in nice
who works directly for one company,he's
location fronting on
probably not the person who handles your
Kentucky Lake. Also
claims.
included is quality 2" That's not the-Case when you deal with an
boat covered boat
Independent Insurance Agent like me. I'm
right here ready to serve you when you
dock, and 2 bedroom
have a claim...helping
mobile 'home with
you reach a fair
large covered front
settlement as quickly
wooden deck. Get
as possible.
ready for relaxing
. For all your insuronce needs,contact me.
days ahead by checking out this good buy.
Price just reduced to
2101. Mein St,
$23,500. Phone KopAgeats: Ream& Ress-Dausay Ross-Jantes Ross
perud Realty 753-1222.
753-04111

We treat you like a
person. Not a number.

Ros:In:of-Mice Agency

.‘

43. Real Estate

For. sale. Registered male
Yorkshire Terrier, very small.
Reasonable price. 521-1719.
German Shepherd puppies.
Call 489-2115.
Wanted: Female German
Shepherd to be bred to male
Shepherd. Call 759-4809 or
474-2346.

.91.7

•

efr

WOODED LOT!!
That's only one of the
nice things about this
lovely home located at
1517 Johnson. It includes 3 bedrooms, living room and formal
dining room, and bath. '
Also has fenced back
yard and lovely patio.
Lots of other little extra's have been added
to theshouse to make it
more enjoyable. Just
call for an appoint-

JOHN SMITH
This summer I drive and you rearrange the
furniture."

43. Real Estate

k-OPE'
Riairy

lit:3

753-1222

ENJOY THE
GOOD LIFE
Quality 3 bedroom executive home located
just west of Murray city limits. Nothing was
overlooked in making
this lovely home the
ultimate in beauty and
design. Large family
room with fireplace
and extra room
suitable for 4th
bedroom or study. Attractive country setting. $80's. Phone Kopperud Realty, 753-1222
for all the information.

43. Real Estate
3 BR., 1 bath, garage,
deck, 2 AC..lot 1 mile
west of Aurora, 6 mile
east of Hardin on Hwy.
80. $20,500.
910,WIf,,d 753 3011
Bon thodeniter 751 6451
Wasinenn 751 7476
Sketrnaner, Auct
/53 32.

ate
MURRAY CALLO WAY
COUNTY REALTY
(5021 753-8116

753-7411
AROUND THE CLOCK

44. Lots For Sale
Approximately 11
/
2 acre lot with
well and septic tank, in country, $2750. 753-0246.
Six lots for sale in Sherwood
Forrest. 753-3076.

46. Homes For Sale
BY OWNER

49. Used Cars

53. Services Offered

53. Services Offered

1971 convertible Fiat, 124
spider, AM-FM stereo cassette,
5-speed, 30 mpg plus highway
$4200 Call 759-4711 after 3
pm
For sale 1970 VW Fastback,
good condition, $1350. Call
753-8221.
For sale- 1977 Honda 750,
$1600 1964 Chevrolet 283
motor, $450. 1967
Volkswagen. $750 Call 7532670 after 4 pm
1977 Impala stationwagon
with luggage rack, air, power
steering, clean, mechanically
sound Call 753-7987 any time
after 230.
1974 Monte Carlo, 57,000
miles, AM-FM 8-track, all
power and air, new radial tires.
$1995. Call 759-4711 after 3
pm.
1964 Mustang, 6 cylinder,
automatic,
excellent
mechanically, no rust ever.
Perfect car to restore. $1600 or
trade tor late model small car.
753-3234 days, 753-0114
evenings.
1976 MG, blue with dark
buckskin interior. Call after 5
pm, 753-0736.
1974 Olds Delta 88, 4-door,
automatic, power and air.
$900. Phone 354-6217.

A complete service, washers,
dryers, air-conditioners, and
refrigerators. Call 759-1322
Prompt service.
All work guaranteed. Airconditioning; appliance repair,
plumbing. Experienced. Call
753-8950.
Atchisons Pointing Service, in
tenor and exterior, paperhanging. Also general house repair.
Free estimates. References furnished. All work guaranteed.
Phone 492-8866 or 247-3313.
Clint and Dave's Odd Jobs Will
do odd jobs, including trimming and cutting down trees,
carpentry, construction, -and
yard work. Free estimates, low
prices. Inquire at 209 Walnut
Street, Murray, anytime.

Licinsed Electrician and gas installation, heating installation
and repairs. Call 753-7203
MOBILE HOME ANCHORS,
roofs sealed, and underpinnin.
Aluminum or fiberglass. Also
patio awnings and carports,
single or double. Jack Glover.
753-1873 after 6 pm.

Three bedroom, 2 bath,
brick home with living
1971 Toyota, air-conditioning,
room, dining room com$325. Some rust and dents.
bination, built-in kitCall 753-7271.
chen with dishwasher
STROUT REALTY, INC.
and garbage disposal,
The liiselers lion* 1900 in taring the
1974 Vega Hatchback, 54.000
notion, buyer and sailors
den with fireplace. CarmileS,- good condition. Call
FARMS- HOMES
peted throughout. Tw6 . Shirley at 753-8146 or 753BUSINESSES
-•
3043.
car garage, with conLAKE AND RECREATIONAL
crete double driveway.
PROPERTY
50. Used Trucks
Central heat and air.
Listings needed! Offices
Partially floored attic,
1976 Chevy C-66 20' aluminum
Coast to Coast. Buyers from
GOOD HOUSE
van body, hydraulic lift gate.
tverywhere. "Free" Cotogleg
good for storage. Lots
SENSE
Call 753-8738 or 753-7989.
of closet space. Well
Strout Realty
3 Bedroom home with
landscaped. Located in
lot Kennon Broker
1966 Chevrolet, V-8, standard
economic central gas
nice neighborhood , at
shift, long wheel base. $525.
753-0186
1912 Coldwater Id.
heat, gas logs in
Anytime
'Ay
1712 Plainview. kienll 753-2370.
fireplace, and ex560's. For more in78 Chevy Bonanza van. 753tremely low heating
Panicky Patsy rushed into our
formation call 75308 after 4:30 pm.
and cooling bills.
office looking for a fully fur8393. No realtors
You'll fall in love with
66 Chevrolet truck, .power
nished A-frame on water .front
please.
this charming home
steering, power brakes,
lot...Now we've found her
with everything for
automatic transmission, asking
house, but we can't find her.
comfortable, afforPanicky Patsy, if you see this By owner: 3 bedroom brick, $850. Will accept best,
dable living. Upper
ad, call Century 21 Loretta Jobs energy saving wood stove. 522 reasonable offer. Phone 7537274 or after 5 pm. 753-7274.
$50's. Contact the
Realtors at 753-1492.
South 6th. Call 753-8262.
friendly folks at KopThree bedroom brick, 2 baths, 1977 Dodge van, customized,
perud Realty, 753-1222
large den, one acre wooded lot, CB, stereo, cruise, factory air
for real service in Real
paved road, 8 miles west of Excellent condition. $3000 or
best offer. 753-8227.
Murray. Beautiful! 489-2771.
1979 Ford F-350, 4-door, long
Streak into our office! Get the
47. Motorcycles
wheel base. Call 1-247-8591
bare facts on this 11
/
2 story, 5
For sale: 1979 Honda 185, ex- days or 1-247-1270 nights.
bedroom, 2 bath home...family
cellent condition, $800. Call
room, 10 closets, 30x50 shop.
1976 Ford van Chateau, good
753-7257 after 5 pm.
All on 3 acre lot. Just reduced
THE MAGIC OF
condition. $4500. Call 753750 Honda Chopper, custom 1203.
over $8000...Owner anxious to
HAPPINF-SS
paint job. 759-1442 after 5
sell...Call Chuck and let him
Nothing in the world
1970 Ford pickup. $600.
pm.
reveal this home to you. 753can give you hapPhone 753-1356.
1492. Century 21 Loretta Jobs
Honda 350 Call 753-8451.
piness like plenty of
1911 Ford truck, style siding,
Realtors.
room in a fabulous
1978 Honda XL-125, on-off 3-speed, excellent condiion,
custom-built home
road, excellent condition. Call $2995. Call 753-4921.
located in a lovely
753-6958 after 4 pm.
1970 Jeep truck with topper.
area.- 4 bedrooms, 3
1978 Harley Davidson Super $1800. Call 753-5889.
baths,
family
room
•
'Glide, good condition, $3000
with
woodburning
firm. Call 753-4478 or 759- 51. Campers
Se.
fireplace, beamed
4937.
• ceiling and bar,
Camper. Starcraft pop-up
1979 Yamaha 750 Special. Ex- sleeps 5. excellent condition.
modern kitchen with
cellent condition. Best offer. Call 753-2813.
self-cleaning oven,
••Professronal Services
753-3830.
utility room and 2-car
18 Ft. Coachman travel trailer.
.Wit h The Friendly Touch"
48. Auto. Services
garage. You'll have to
Sleips 6 phis, stbve with oven
see this one to apPRIDE OF
Chrome brush gaurd for 1978 and vent hood, toilet and
preciate it. Phone
OWNERSHIP
Bronco or Ford pickup truck. shower, gas or electric
Kopperud Realty, 753Is reflected in this
Lights mounted. Call 759- refrigerator, gas furnance, gas
water heater, plenty of closet
1222 for all the details.
tastefully decorated 4
4663.
and pantry space, outside sun
We're bringing the
BR., 24/2 bath brick
IMPORT PARTS AND REPAIR. canopy. 753-8124.
1980's home to you!
home, featuring
Opel, Datsun, Toyota, Simca,
fireplace
with
"PRETTY AND
Capri
motors
and 18' Travel trailer for sale.
heatolator, wet bar,
PRACTICAL"
transmissions. Call 474-2325. Sleeps six. Gas battery or eleccompactor, plush
tric. 753-0657
You'll find a perfect
Set 15 inch Mag wheels. Set of
carpeting, sewcombination in this
15 inch wire basket wheels. 52. Boats and Motors
ing/hobby room, doudelightful 3 bedroom
Rubber back end for a 1976
ble car garage and
Cherokee boat and trailer,
home. Great eye apCorvette. 759-1442 after 5 pm. 14'
located on large lot.
35 hp Johnson motor, trollpeal, and added ininVW parts, 1969 Squareback,
Priced,at $79,000.
ingmotor, depth finder. Call
sulation for lower utilicluding engine and automatic 753-9235.
ty bills. There's a livtransmission. Call 489-2330.
19 ACRES
ing room, family
Commercial fishing rig, 14'
Located near Hazel on
49. Used Cars
towline boat, 20 horse
room, 2 baths, utility
E.W. Miller Rd. Ext.
room, and large
By owner:.1972 Olds converti- Johnson, stick steering, depth
West of Hwy. 641 joingarage with electric
ble, new top. After 5 call 753- finder, tilt trailer. See at Wating city limits. Level
son's Fish Market, 216 South
door opener. Priced in
6760.
high productive land, 3
12th St.
the $50's. Convenient
1975 Chevrolet Monza, good
acres of wooded area
to shopping areas.
For sale: Two sailboats. One 12
condition.
Phone
527-3966.
excellent for building
Phone 753-1222, Kopft. Catamaran, Aquacat and
site. $40,000.
1977 Chevrolet Impala. Power one 11 ft. strofoam hull. Call
perud Realty for full
brakes, steering, air. Good con- after 3 pm, 753-5994.
time real estate serdition, $2600. 753-8762.
753-8080
vice.
For sale. 1978 17 ft.
1974 Corvette. T-top, AM-FM 8- Hydrosport 140 hp Mercury
track, L-82 350 4-speed, $5000 motor, trolling motor, trailer
or best offer. Call 492-8322 or and dual depth finder. 753492-8666.
9240.
1975 Camaro, low mileage. 16' Regatta boat, 115 hp
•PRESCRIPTIONS •FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
753-8451.
Evinrude motor, Moody trailer.
•HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
1974 Chevrolet Impala. Call $1550. 753-1960 after 6 pm.
•LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
753-8963.
Venture 22 sailboat, fully
•HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
1974 white convertible Cor- equipped, excellent condition,
Free Delive on Presc tions in City Limits
vette. AM-FM radio, air- $5300 or will sell half interest.
conditioned, power steering, Also Glasspar, 161
/
2', 70 hp
$5000. Call 753-2321 before 5 Mercury, $1000. 436-5859 any
FREE
time.
1118ll.6' 20 MILE
1969 Chevrolet 4-door. $165. 53.'Services Offered
Call 753-5500 or see at Key Air:conditioning and refrigeraIN DELIVERY
Kars, 515 South 4th.
tion. service work on all
753-0984
1973 Chevrolet wagon, $285. brands. Used air-conditioners
Call 753-5500 Or see at Key and refrigerators for sale. Bill
Floored and ready. Up to 1)x 24. Also barn style, ofKars, 515 South 4th.
Rollins, 753-0762
fices, cottages, mobile florae ad•ons, and patios, or UDodge
Omni,
excellent
AA-1
ALL TYPES home remodel1978
to
21
BUILD, pre-cut completely ready to assemble up
condition, 27,000 miles, great ing
and
maintenance
x 60. Buy the best for less.
mileage, 26 mpg city, 38 mpg References. guaranteed work
Qom rm• PSi see ro MI I PA
highviay. $4000. Call 753- Free estimates. Call 753-8948
CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
7276.
after 5 pm.
304 N. 12th St.
Murroy, Ky. 42071

D U
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COURTNEY SMALL
ENGINE REPAIR

Mowers Tillers. Choinsows
fast Service
Guaranteed
work Will pickup and deliver
7S3-42114,

MITCHELL BLACKTOPPING
driveways and small lobs a
speciality, also patching and
seal coating. 753-1537.
Need work on your trees? Topping, pruning, shaping, comALUMINUM
plete removal and more. Call
SERVICE CO.
BOYER'S TREE SERVICE for
professional tree care, 753Aluminum and Vinyl
8536.
Siding, Custom Trim
Work. References.
Professional Cleaning by Ser753-0689 Day or
vice Master. Residential and
commercial carpets, hard surNight.
face floors, walls, furniture,
Concrete and block work. Block windows. Fire restoration
garages, basements, driveways, Paducah, 443-8146, Mayfield
walks, patios, steps, free 247-8711.
estimates. Charles Barnett
753-5476.
ROOFING
All types, Free
CARPET CLEANING, free
Estimates, Call 759estimates, satisfied references,
45 1 2 or 759-1859
Vibra-Vac steam or dry cleaning. Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning,
nights. All work guaran753-5827.
teed.
•
Driveways and parking areas
Painting, paperhanging, comwhite rocked and graded. Free
mercial or residential. Farm
estimates, Have rip-rap, pea
20 years exgravel, lime, one ton and up. buildings, etc.
perience. Free estimates. 759Clifford Garrison, 753-5429.
1987.
For your home-care, personalpatio and deck furQuality
care, housewares, and multiniture - Chaise, chairs, tables,
vitamin and mineral supple.
planter stands. Experienced,
ment needs, call your local Amreferences. 753-7477.
way distributor at 753-0806
TREE WORK, complete
after 4 pm.
Fence sales at Sears now. Call removal, topping, or pruning.
Sears, 753-2310 for -free Experienced. Reasonable rates.
Call 753-0211.
estimate for your needs.
Guttering by Sears, Sears con- Will do plumbing, airtinous gutters installed per conditioning, painting, carpenyour specifications. Call Sears try, concrete, and roofing. 753753-2310 for free estimate.
2211 or 753-9600.
Garage door and garage door Will haul driveway white rock
operators. service and in- and Ag lime, also have any type
stallation. 753-3509 or 753- of brown or white pea gravel.
4055.
Also do backhoe work. Call
Insulation blown in by Sears, Roger Hudson, 753-4545 or
save on these high heating and 753-6763.
cooling bills. Call Sears, 753Wet basement? We make wet
2310 for free estimate.
basements dry, work complete& K Stump Removal. Do you
ly guarenteed. Call or write
need stumps removed from
Morgan Construction Co.,
your yard or land cleared of
Route 2, Box 409A, Paducah,
stumps? We can remove
KY 42001, or call day or night,
stumps up to 24" below the
ground, leaving only sawdust 1-442-7026.
and chips. Call for free
estimate, Bob Kemp 435-4343
or Bob Kemp, Jr. 435-4319.

We will pour concrete. Quality
work. Experienced. Call 7531308 or 759-1270.
We do all kinds of upholstery
West Kentucky's Finest , and we have a wide selection
in Copy and Restoration
of fabrics to choose from. Call
work.
Wayside Upholstery. Euel and
CARTER STUDIO 0, Marie Kimbro, owners and
operators. 753-5361 or 753753-8298 0 6488.
44 301 Main

ffititte
l
i
4.

Beautifully landscaped throe bedroom brick home
wills 2 baths, living room dining room cembinatiew
spacious family room with fireplace bullt-ht kitchen with dishwasher and garbage disposal and
refrigerator. Partially floored attic good for
storage. here car garage wills concrete doable
driveway. Central heat and air. Located he nice
neighborhood near Murray Nigh at 1712 Plainview Dr. Low 40's. For more infermation call 753
8393. No Realtors Please.

•

We
Carry
All
Types

ans
*Turbo
*Window
*Power
Vent
Fan
*Static Vent

Wholesale
Electric

Supply Co.
206 E Main 7534194
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SOUTIHISIDE
7-10 Albon.-Sat.

Welleserre The Right To Limit Quantities

THIN SLICED(BREAKFAST)

BRAUNSCHWEIGER

KRAFT

GOLD MEDAL

79c

4 PK.

6 sna I Li.

69c
sec

MIRACLE WHIP
KRAFT QUARTERS

CANNED HAM$57. PARKAY

N
COR
SAUSAGE
41$100

Sr?

WHOLE OR CREAM STYLE

FAMILY PAK BONELESS TOP
LB
$219

17 OZ.

PESCHKE-BRAND

OSCAR MEYER HAM

SMOKED
PICNICS

STEAKS

DONUTS
$ 1149

WIENERSRIG.

WHOLE

79!
SAUSAGE
89!

IGA POWDERED SUGAR

I L. DON TS

OR BEEF

99c

ROUNDniATEAK
EYE-O-ROUND

STEAK

sir

Si
T
iglAY

949

WASH

C
GAL 59

69c

•!
9
OT ROAST $1

isifERGENT

969
32 OZ

WITH FABRIC SOFTNER

DEL MONTE 4 PK.

MIXED FRUIT CUP
DICED PEACHES

69`

SPECIAL
THE ORIGINAL

MOON PIE

"ZEN

PUREX
BLEACH

89,„

BONELESS
HEEL OF ROUND

99c

ASSORTED'

1601.

SUM
$28
! BREAD
1

210 CT.

TISSUE

99c

DOZEN

HILLSHIRE FARMS SMOKED POLISH

FAMILY PAK

PLAIN OR
SELF RISING
5 LB.

BUNNY GLAZED

502

OSCAR MEYER

FLOUR
79c

KLEENEX FACIAL

DEL MONTE YELLOW

WILLIAMS
PORK

BONELESS SIRLOIN

ROUND STEAK

LB.

HORMEL 3 LB.

ELESS
.
ROUND STEAK $19,9
'TIP ROAST

c
79

No Resorts The Right To Limft Quantitie

BUTTER OR SWEET MILK

"BISCUITS
$31

FIELD'S PIECE

LB.

SLICED

PILLSBURY

STEAK

STEAK
$178

•

Sale Starts
July 16th throug
July 22

10-8 SUNDAY

U.S. CHOICE
ROUND

NORTNSIDE
6-10 Mon.-Thurs.
6-12 Fri., 6-10 Sat.
Closed Sunda

SAVE 61'

$2.40 VALUE
DEL MONTE 32 OZ.

CATSUP

79c

LIPTON ICED

TEA MIX

909
12 OZ.

1501.
s9c

DEL MONTE

PINEAPPLE
CHUNKS, CRUSHED, SLICED

12 OZ.
12

U.S. CHOICE BONELESS
RUMP

ICE CREAM '1"CORN FLAKES 59c

- ROAST

VLASIC SWEET

IGA 9 INCH 2 PK

PIE SHELLS

$239

PICKLES

GROUND ROUND •
Oar

1
.
9

JIM ADAMS IGA
MONEY SAVER COUPON
OFF THE PURCHASE OF ONE POUND

IGA SLICED BACON
ONE COUPON PER PIM CURSE
COUPON EXPIRES JERI 22, ION

R.C.
COLAS

1001.

PRESERVES

8

$169

CELERY
39csTALK

3201.

SPECclikL
TUFO OF THE CI N

QOM BUNCH

ru

2/59c

GPAINriliiNW

PK.
1601.

1f,

601.

RADISHES 2139c

Tl rke i4SUa ;ti R

4201.
PUREX
DETERGENT 99c

WINESAP
With SIS CO Torches*

1201.

IGA FROZEN
JIM ADAMS IGA
MONEY SAVER COUPON

2110Z.

SMUCKERS STRAWBERRY

TOPPING
$ 11 89

$

59c

PET WHIP

LB.

20c

ouea

GAL. KA ASSORTED FLAVORS #.

FRISKIES

ASSORTED KINDS

CAT FOOD

ORANGE JUICE 69c

IL. 59c

APPLES

311

6.502.

00
OFF THE PURCHASE OF ANY

2 LTR.

DRINKS

BONELESS COOKED HAM
6L1 OR MORE

HAMBURGER HELPER

79

ASSORTED KINDS
von*(WON

21129
OZ

ASSORTED FLAVORS

ONE COUPON PER PORCIIA SE
COUPON EXPIRES NAT 22. 1/00

-

r

KRAFT

16 OZ.

DRESSINGS $109

FAMILY PAK BONELESS SWIM

TIP STEAK sr
KODIAK ISLAND

DEITY CROCKER

ISA

e

vft

FRENCH. TINNISAND ISLAND,
CATALINA

ON LOANS liA COUPON
DEM CROCKER

HAMBURGER HELPER
21929
COUPON EXPIRES ART 22, 1080

MAXWELL HOUSE

'SALMON is oz.' 117 COFFEE

Mien!Sam"Sr!

.iESSON OIL

$189

PEACHEil L.89c
HI DRI
TOWELS
11111
NOLL

9c

-

arc,-

t‘nrne

AIME E"

